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I n t r o d u c t i o n



Introduction: About this project

I	do	not	remember	when	I	first	learnt	about	rooibos.	I	suppose	that	it	
was in the early 2000s, while I was working on my thesis on the history of 
Russian immigration to South Africa.

In my country, Russia, rooibos tea was still relatively unknown. Some 
speciality	tea	shops	stocked	it,	but	you	would	not	find	it	on	the	shelves	in	
supermarkets and other places where most people did their shopping.

For my thesis, I was looking for information on the most prominent 
immigrants from Russia who had come out to South Africa since 
the eighteenth century. One of the names on my list was Benjamin 
Ginsberg, known as ‘the father of the rooibos industry’. His rather 
scarce biographical details that were available online and in print were 
often contradictory. But Bruce Ginsberg, his grandson and the largest 
distributor of rooibos tea in the UK, helped me to set the record straight.

Only	in	2004,	on	my	first	trip	to	South	Africa,	did	I	first	taste	rooibos	tea.	
And I still drink it: over a litre a day. I became fascinated with the history 
of this beverage. Not just the Russian connection appealed to me. I was 
wondering why neither the origins of this tea, nor the development of 
its industry, nor the stories of its pioneers had been researched and told. 

Another big question for me was ‘What does rooibos do for me?’ 
While reading about this tea, I came across many health claims 
as well as numerous studies of its chemical composition and anti-
oxidant action. But for me they were too specialised. I wanted to know 
what set rooibos apart from other teas, whether they were herbal 
or Camellia sinensis (the traditional Chinese, Indian or Ceylon teas).

I searched for answers to these questions for over a decade. My 
curiosity brought me to libraries and archives in South Africa, the United 
Kingdom and the United States. I spent much time and effort on this 
task,	 hoping	 that	 one	 day,	 I	 would	 be	 able	 to	 share	my	 findings	 with 
other rooibos drinkers as well as with the industry professionals.  

Green tea, made of unoxidised leaves of Camellia sinensis, is three
millennia old; and yerba mate, a herbal tea from South America,
has been in demand for nearly four centuries. But rooibos became
a national drink in South Africa, its country of origin, just sixty
years ago — although this tea has been around for much longer.

There are ancient, highly elaborate ceremonies for serving Asian tea.
Yerba mate –associated with Guaraní legends and the magic realism of 
Jorge Luis Borges and Julio Cortázar – is drunk from a calabash gourd
that is passed around like a peace pipe. Lapacho, another South Ameri-
can export product, is known as a ‘miraculous tea of the Inca’. Cleopatra
took baths in hibiscus tea to lend her skin a delightful copper shine
(or so they say). 

But no mythology or exotic rituals have grown around rooibos tea yet.

The beginnings of the rooibos tea trade, one of the youngest tea
industries in the world, were undistinguished. The beverage was
presented as a cheap alternative to the imported product from China 
and Ceylon. South Africans saw rooibos as an ersatz tea for the lower 
classes. Its quality was inconsistent, and both consumers and the industry
regarded the absence of caffeine in rooibos as a big disadvantage.

Not anymore. The drink of need has become a drink of choice. Rooibos
is among the most popular herbal teas in the world. It is an important
export item for South Africa. Nowadays, international celebrities
champion rooibos drinking. Rooibos is usually costlier than mass-market 
teas, and it is served in upmarket cafes and restaurants. Marketers talk
of single-origin, or ‘estate’, rooibos, which commands stiffer prices.

Rooibos has arrived. But do we really know this tea well? I have
always thought that a better understanding of the properties of 
this	 beverage,	 its	 history	 and	 its	 gentle,	 soothing	 influence	 on
our body and soul, would help us to appreciate rooibos more. 

When the South African Rooibos Council, representing the leading
producers, packers and marketers of rooibos tea in its country of origin,
learnt about my research, they commissioned me to write this book.
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We’ve informally referred to this book as the rooibos encyclopaedia, 
even though the material is not presented in the traditional 
encyclopaedic manner of entries arranged in an alphabetical order. 
Rather,	 it	 is	 a	 compendium	 of	 verified,	 up-to-date	 information 
on rooibos presented clearly and succinctly, and enriched by  
true stories and anecdotes.

I do not expect anybody to read this text in its entirety (although I
do not think that they would regret it if they do). I imagine that some
readers would be curious to learn about the origins of this tea,

or about people who have grown and harvested rooibos; others
would turn to the sections on its habitat and methods of production. Then
there	 will	 be	 those	 who	 would	 like	 to	 find	 out	 how	 an	 Asian-tea
substitute	evolved	into	an	exciting	healthy	beverage	for	the	twenty-first
century across the world.

To say that ‘there’s something for everyone’ here would sound like a
cliché, but it is true. If you like rooibos tea or have an interest in this 
beverage, there will be a few pages or even a few sections for you in
these pages.

Introduction: About this project
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The rudiments of rooibos
What is rooibos and why drink it?

A South African tisane
Rooibos is a tisane, or herbal tea. It is in the same class as infusions
of chamomile, chrysanthemum, hibiscus, mate, peppermint or roasted
barley. Although tisanes are not made from the Camellia sinensis
plants, they may be even older than the ‘true teas’. Herbal teas 
were concocted in Ancient Egypt and Ancient China. By all
accounts, they originated before the dawn of recorded history.

In	 the	Cape	Colony,	 tisanes	were	prepared	from	over	fifty	 indigenous
plants1. Some of those beverages were valued for their pleasant
flavour,	 others	 for	 their	 bitter	 tonic	 properties.	 Several	 local	 tisanes
contained essential oils or held curative powers. A few Cape herbal teas 
produced a stimulating or calming effect.

In the colonial era, people in the Cape either replaced the expensive
imported teas with these tisanes or blended them for economy.2  
Throughout the nineteenth century, the foremost Cape herbal tea was 
honeybush. Like its distant relative, rooibos, it is caffeine-free.3

Rooibos has been a simple everyday beverage with a simple taste. 
Maybe once the cultivation is perfected, rooibos terroirs will have their 
special	 flavours,	 fragrances	 and	 colours	 of	 the	 brew.	 But,	 so	 far,	 the	
differences are slight: they are not obvious to the average consumer. 

Scientists	 have	 found	 that	 the	 flavour	 of	 conventional	 (oxidised)
rooibos	 reveals	 honey,	 and	 woody	 and	 floral	 notes	 with	 subtle
astringency.4  The higher the quality, the more pronounced are the
fruity aromas, the faintly sweet (almost caramel) taste, and the
tawny colour. Top-grade rooibos is full-bodied: you hardly
miss the tannin-and-caffeine kick of the Camellia sinensis tea. 

Soothing and good-for-you
Apart	from	the	pleasant	flavour,	there	are	many	reasons	for	having	a	cup	of

	rooibos	tea.	Nowadays,	it	is	seen	as	source	of	important	health	benefits.

That is why Gary Player, one of the four golfers in history to win the 
Grand Slam, has been its long-time champion. Johannesburg-born 
Player has led and promoted a healthy way of life. He likes to travel
light, carrying only the necessities like his golf clubs and signature black 
outfits.	But	he	always	keeps	a	pack	of	rooibos	in	his	suitcase.5

America’s favourite surgeon, Dr Mehmet Oz, has endorsed
rooibos as a weight-loss ‘trick’ on his TV show. According to
Oz, the inherently sweet beverage can help you shed one pound
a week, as ‘it reduces your cravings naturally’.

‘What I would do is replace whatever sugar you drink in your
life with rooibos tea. One cup a day. That’s all I’m asking you to do.’ 6

His friend Oprah Winfrey loves the South African tisane because 
it lacks caffeine.7 For Teavana, a Starbucks brand, she designed
the Oprah Chai Latte, with rooibos tea as a main ingredient.

Simon le Bon, the lead singer of Duran Duran, likes a cup of rooibos
before a performance to make his voice sound clearer.8 And so does
Trevor Noah, the South African-born host of The Daily Show
on Comedy Central.

In 2013, Noah injured his vocal chords during stand-up gigs in New York 
and had an emergency operation. That is why he took to sipping hot 
rooibos tea with ginger at his concerts. ‘People don’t believe me, but I 
really	don’t	have	any	specific	rider’,	he	says,	referring	to	his	requirements
when touring. ‘Some rooibos is a must, though. It’s really good for the 
throat.’9 

1 B-E van Wyk; B Gorelik, ‘The history and ethnobotany of Cape herbal teas’, South African Journal of Botany.
   Vol 110, March 2017, pp 21-5.
2 Exhibits of the Colony of the Cape of Good Hope, Colonial and Indian Exhibition. London, 1886.
3 Van Wyk; Gorelik, ‘The history and ethnobotany of Cape herbal teas’, p 31.
4 I S Koch; M Muller; E Joubert; M van der Rijst; T. Næs, ‘Sensory characterization of rooibos tea and the development of a
   rooibos sensory wheel and lexicon’, Food Research International. Vol 46, Issue 1, April 2012, p 217.

5 J Kim, ‘Go away with Gary Player’, Chicago Tribune. 21 May 2013.
6 The best weight-loss tricks for your body type’, The Dr Oz Show. Originally aired on 8 February 2013.
7 Dr Oz’s Webcast, www.oprah.com, 13 January 2009. Accessed on 23 April 2017.
8 A von Meck, ‘Le Bon dol oor rooibos, sê SA man in Duran-span’, Rapport. 21 May 2005.
9 L Mofokeng, ‘Noah keeping it simple: Our top export coming home’, Sowetan. 21 November 2015.
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But	there	is	much	more	to	rooibos	than	the	health	benefits.	‘A	cup	of
delicious welcoming rooibos is as important to South Africa as tea is to 
Britain’, writes Jane Pettigrew, an award-winning British tea specialist. ‘
The brew refreshes, uplifts, calms and comforts. A little touch of
magic in a cup!’10

In 2010, the Nobel Peace Prize laureate and anti-apartheid activist,
Desmond Tutu, retired from public life at the age of seventy-nine.
He announced that, instead of rushing to conferences and giving
speeches, he would spend his afternoons watching cricket on TV and
sipping rooibos with his wife.11 

Indeed, many people prefer rooibos because of its gentle and soothing
effect. You do not have to be an expert or celebrity to feel it. ‘Nothing
like a cup of rooibos and Oprah to wind down a hectic day’, Linda Rizer,
an American of Swaziland extraction, tweeted one evening.12  

Mma Ramotswe’s ‘redbush tea’
Thousands of people in the Western world learnt about this tisane
thanks to Mma Ramotswe, the ‘Miss Marple of Botswana’. Rooibos is
mentioned right in the opening paragraph of the earliest novel of 
The No 1 Ladies’ Detective Agency series. Among the few assets of 
the agency at the foot of Kgale Hill are a tiny van, an old typewriter
and ‘a teapot, in which Mma Ramotswe — the only lady private detective 
in Botswana — brews rooibos tea. And three mugs — one for herself,
one for her secretary, and one for the client.’13

Mma	 Ramotswe,	 who	 first	 presented	 this	 beverage	 to	 her	 readers
in 1998, drinks six to eight cups of piping hot rooibos a day and never
travels into the bush without teabags. She empties her last cup 
around ten o’clock at night, instead of having a nightcap. For the
‘traditionally built’ investigator and her visitors, rooibos helps to restore
‘a sense of order and control into their disturbed universe’.
The tea gives her time to think and may also lead her to the right decision. 

The	official	Mma	Ramotswe’s	Cookbook	elucidates	that	a	cup	of	rooibos	
is ‘a temporary solution in many cases, helping clients to talk, putting 
them at their ease and taking their minds off their fears for a moment’.14 

The ‘father’ of Mma Ramotswe, novelist Alexander McCall Smith, was 
born in Bulawayo after World War 2. Although Rhodesia was a major
export market for rooibos tea, his family did not drink rooibos. He became
acquainted with rooibos later, through a friend who had lived in South 
Africa,	and	started	drinking	 it.	 ‘I	 find	 it	 very	 refreshing’,	McCall	Smith
told me, ‘and I always have a supply in the house.’15

In the 1980s, McCall Smith got to know Botswana, teaching law in Ga-
borone. On his return to Britain, he was appointed as professor at the 
University of Edinburgh. It was in Scotland that McCall Smith began his 
first	book	about	the	fictional	African	sleuth.

‘I thought it would be a good idea to give Mma Ramotswe a particular 
tea to drink, and I decided on rooibos’, he says. ‘I am very glad that I did 
that, because I believe that it has introduced many people throughout 
the	world	to	the	benefits	of	rooibos	tea.’	

10 Jane Pettigrew, British tea specialist, historian and writer of 13 books on tea’, The South African Rooibos Council, 
     sairooibos.co.za/jane-pettigrew. Accessed on 26 January 2012.
11 South	Africa:	Tutu	officially	retires’,	New York Times. 7 October 2010. 
12 Lindarizer Phoenix@Lindarizer, Twitter, 17 August 2011. Accessed on 23 April 2017.

13 Alexander McCall Smith, The No. 1 Ladies’ Detective Agency. Cape Town: David Philip, 1998, p 1.
14 S Brown, Mma Ramotswe’s Cookbook. Edinburgh: Polygon, 2009, p 1.
15 A McCall Smith, email message, 7 December 2016.

The rudiments of rooibos
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Making a brew
In the Rooibos Country, the original method of preparing this tisane 
would have been decoction, or stewing. This decoction served as a tonic,
a ‘pick-me-up’ before a day at work.16  Residents of the rooibos-growing
areas know that the longer you let it draw, the stronger it becomes.
Elsabé Kotzé, who grew up on a Cederberg farm in the 1940s-50s, 
remembers that a pot of rooibos tea was kept on the stove all day.17  

Ben-Erik van Wyk – who resided in Nieuwoudtville in the early 1970s 
– recounts that a kettle of rooibos rested on a simmer plate on the
stove from morning to evening. ‘You added water and tea regularly
and cleaned it up once a week’, he says. ‘The traditional tea was very
strong. You can’t get that taste by infusing rooibos within a teabag.’18

Decoction was also the traditional way of making rooibos in 
Wupperthal, in the Cederberg Mountains. Allan Kaplan – who
first	visited	the	rooibos-growing	area	in	the	1950s	–	says	that	local	people
brewed rooibos leaves and pieces of branches in blackened
pots	over	a	fire,	stirring	it	day	after	day.19

Margaret Roberts, an authority on South African herbs, remembers how 
a man from the Rooibos Country taught her to make boeretee (farmer’s 
tea).	‘He	instructed	me’,	she	wrote,	‘to	make	a	pot	at	five	in	the	morning	
and	to	leave	it	simmering	on	the	stove	until	9am.	The	first	cup	should	
be taken for breakfast after the cattle had been dipped. Then, at 11am 
another cup was refreshing and so on at intervals throughout the day, 
topping the pot with water every now and then! The best cup of all, with 
honey, was after dinner or just before bed, when the brew was so strong 
the teaspoon could almost stand up in it!’20

To appeal to tea drinkers in other parts of the Cape, a quicker method
was invented: infusion, or steeping. A teaspoonful of rooibos leaves 
was soaked in a small amount of boiling water for half a minute. Then 
the water was drained off to get rid of the ‘wild’ taste.21 After that,
the	cup	was	filled	with	boiling	water	and	steeped	for	fifteen	minutes.
People took it hot, with milk or a slice of lemon, or iced.

16 R Malgas interview, 15 December 2015.
17 E Kotzé interview, 10 March 2016.
18 B-E van Wyk interview, 19 January 2016.
19 A Kaplan interview, 14 December 2015.

20 M Roberts, Margaret Roberts’ Book of Herbs. Johannesburg: Jonathan Ball, 1983, p 25.
21 Dr Peter Lefras Nortier, Clanwilliam, to the Principal of the Stellenbosch-Elsenburg College of Agriculture, 1939. SAB
    (National Archives Repository, Pretoria), source: LDB; volume: 1046; reference: R1212.
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Later, the cultivation improved. The tea no longer has the hay-like, musty 
aftertaste.	There	 is	no	need	to	draw	off	 the	first	 infusion,	 like	 rooibos	
drinkers used to do. Besides that, the technique has remained the same. 

Not just in a cup
Since the 1960s, rooibos has been part of other beverages (fruit punches,
cocktails and syrups) and been used even in food recipes. For instance,
rooibos ice cream was served at Catherine Zeta-Jones and
Michael Douglas’s wedding.22

Annekie	 Theron,	 a	 famous	 promoter	 of	 rooibos’	 health	 benefits,
used to cook meat in a rooibos tea infusion. It made her stews and oxtail
tender and juicy. Rooibos also imparted its rich mahogany
colour to her sauces and gravy.23 

The most comprehensive source of ideas on culinary uses of rooibos
tea is an illustrated recipe book published by Rooibos Ltd, the largest
supplier of rooibos. It contains more than a hundred sweet and savoury 
dishes created by South Africa’s fourteen leading chefs.24  

The versatility of this tisane is amazing. Cold infusions can soothe
tired and red eyes or irritated skin; rinsing dark hair with rooibos gives
it	a	beautiful	shine;	and	burning	rooibos	tea	can	keep	flies	away	from
from the kitchen. 

Margaret Roberts, who has been fascinated by rooibos since the 1960s, 
found a place for it in her model garden. ‘Instead of throwing away
your used rooibos tea leaves or bags, use them along with other
vegetable and fruit peelings to make a balanced compost mix’,
she says.25  This tea is a natural fertiliser, because it has nutrients and
minerals that encourage plant growth.

22 S Lonsdale, ‘A healthy brew? It’s in the bag!’ The Telegraph, 6 February 2001.
23 A Theron, Babies, Allergies, and Rooibos. Pretoria: Annique Theron, 1992, pp 239-40.

24 G de Wet; D van der Merwe eds, A Touch of Rooibos. Clanwilliam: Rooibos Ltd, 2009.
25 ‘Secret to a healthy garden revealed’, Eyewitness News, ewn.co.za/2016/04/18/Let-Rooibos-tea-enrich-your-garden,
     18 April 2016. Accessed on 24 September 2016.
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Rooibos Country
You know you have entered the ‘Rooibos Country’ when you hear locals 
talk about the other kind of tea as ‘English tea’, or ‘shop tea’. The region 
is situated over 200 km north of Cape Town, where the winter rainfall 
area	overlaps	with	the	fynbos	biome.	Fynbos	is	the	world’s	smallest	floral
kingdom, and the only one belonging to a single country. 

Rooibos is grown only in deep sands and loamy soils,
predominantly in the Sandveld, Cederberg range, Gifberg and the 
Suid Bokkeveld.26  The heartland of rooibos cultivation is the rugged
mountainous areas on both sides of the Olifants River Valley and across 
the Cederberg range. The sun beats down mercilessly in summer,
the temperature exceeding forty degrees, and winter nights are
freezing. In July, some of the peaks are capped with snow. 

Jan	 Rabie,	 an	 influential	 Afrikaans	 writer,	 called	 the	 Cederberg
‘Dream Mountains’. With its springs and snow in winter, this range is
like an oasis in the surrounding semi-desert.27  

The Cederberg range stretches for a hundred kilometres northwards,
from	 Citrusdal	 to	 Vanrhynsdorp.	 Its	 fissured	 sandstone	 cliffs	 and	
fantastic rock formations tower above you like brown skyscrapers
in a deserted city. The small communities scattered over the mountains
are among the most isolated in South Africa. 

Tourists	descend	here	in	spring	to	see	thousands	of	indigenous	flower
species come into bloom in the Cederberg Wilderness Area, a World 
Heritage site. Other visitors love to hike over this rough terrain, 
swim in deep pools and waterfalls, or study pre-historic rock art in
caves. There are mountain-bike and 4×4 trails. The highest section 
– Sneeuberg (‘snow mountain’), which rises to 2027 metres – is a
favourite of climbers and abseilers.

The tall, craggy outcrops are home to the Clanwilliam cedar tree, 
which gave its name to the mountain range. It is said that the slopes 

were once covered with cedar woodlands. Nevertheless, in the 
last couple of centuries most of those trees were chopped down
for	timber	or	fell	victim	to	frequent	fires	and	grazing	cattle.28

Though you can still catch sight of cedar trees high in the mountains, 
many of the animal species that once roamed in the Cederberg area 
are now just a memory, preserved in some of the old names or in the 
flat	half-faded	ochre	silhouettes	of	Bushman	rock	art	.	The	main	artery
is known as Olifants (Elephant) River because the early European
travellers came across herds of elephants on its banks. The quagga 
and the Cape mountain zebra, also extinct, left their mark in names 
like Perdefontein or Perdekop. Buffalos, lions and eland antelopes 
disappeared over two centuries ago, but leopards have survived here
and there, and so have baboons, civet hyenas and bat-eared foxes.

26 N Helme, ‘Fire “weeds” of the Bokkeveld’, Veld & Flora. Vol 96, No 4, December 2010, p 172.
27 J Rabie, Droomberge — Sederberge. Cape Town: Saayman & Weber, 1985, p 1.

28 C A Smith, ‘Early 19th century records of the Clanwilliam cedar (Widdringtonia juniperoides Endl.), The Journal of the
     South African Forestry Association. No 25, 1955, p 59.

The rudiments of rooibos
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In a land far, far away
Today, reaching the Rooibos Country from Cape Town it is a matter of 
2.5 hours. But two hundred years ago, it was a remote, poorly accessible 
corner of the Cape Colony. The journey from the capital would have 
taken you a week.29

‘This distance is a serious inconvenience to the farmer, and a great
encouragement to his natural propensity to idleness’, wrote John Barrow,
an 18th-century British traveller in the Cape. 

‘If he can contrive to get together a wagon load or two of
butter or soap, to carry with him to Cape Town once a
year, or once in two years, in exchange for clothing, brandy,
coffee, a little tea and sugar, and a few other luxuries, which
his	own	district	has	not	yet	produced,	he	is	perfectly	satisfied.’30 

The local ‘capital’ was a village of ten houses.31  Lying in the valley at 
the foot of the Cederberg range, where the Jan Dissels and the Olifants 
rivers converge, this place had a dark past. People in this area can still 
remember	the	story	of	Koenraad	Fiet,	the	first	White	settler	here.	If	his	
slaves were disobedient, he would kill them or bake them alive in an 
oven.	His	nearest	neighbour	 lived	fifty	miles	 away,	 and	no	one	could	
catch Fiet red-handed. Then, the legend goes, he started to lure cattle
traders and travellers to his farm, taking both their money and their 
lives.32  Eventually, the murderer was hanged, but his ghost haunted the 
dunes for decades.

When the British took the colony over from the Dutch, Governor Sir 
John Cradock named this settlement after his father-in-law, the Earl of 
Clanwilliam. In 1820, the government brought over three hundred Irish 
immigrants here but did not bother to allot enough arable land to them.

In	the	first	weeks,	several	children	and	adults	died.33 Most of the Irish
left the Clanwilliam area soon afterwards.

In 1836, Sir James Edward Alexander, a founder of the Royal Geographical
Society, visited Clanwilliam. He noted that there was not a single doctor
all the way from Cape Town to Namaqualand, ‘not a person who
could set a limb, or heal a wound, in a distance of four hundred miles’.34

Before the motorway, before the paved roads and the mountain passes
originally built for ox wagons and donkey carts, people used the 
footpaths that wind across the hills and dip into the valleys. As you 
walk on those ancient routes, you smell the pervasive minty aroma
of buchu, a well-known medicinal plant of the Cape. Perhaps
European colonists learnt how to apply buchu leaves from the local
Khoikhoi people.35  Until rooibos tea became popular, cedar wood 
and buchu were the most lucrative products of these mountains.

Lawrence Green, an author of popular books on South African history, 
met bands of pickers who spent ‘months in the recesses of the mountains
gathering buchu’.36  Thousands of tonnes were shipped to Europe
and America and added to patent medicines for bladder ailments.
To this day, those who harvest wild rooibos collect buchu as
well. It can also be brewed as tea.

‘Buchu is a very good herb’, writes Petrus Hanekom, a retired employee
of the Department of Forestry in the Cederberg area who used to 
pick up and process buchu leaves every January. ‘In the old days, this
herbal medicine was used for many diseases, without consulting a doctor.
Nowadays,	 it	 is	 still	 used	 for	 flu,	 back	 and	 stomach	 pain,	 kidney
ailments and other complaints.’37

In the nineteenth century, grain was in short supply in the Rooibos
Country. Local people could live for months on nothing but mutton,
whose fat they used instead of butter.  ‘But men and women live
grossly’, wrote Alexander,

‘that horrid sheep’s tail fat clogs the wheels of the machine.

29 G McCall Theal, Records of the Cape Colony. Vol XIII. Cape Town: Government of the Cape Colony, 1902, p 142.
30 J Barrow, An Account of Travels into the Interior of Southern Africa, in the Years 1797 and 1798. London: T Cadell and W Davies, 1801, p 302.
31 G Thompson, Travels and Adventures in Southern Africa. Vol 2. Cape Town: Van Riebeeck Society, 1968, p 80.
32 C L Leipoldt, ‘Clanwilliam: Herinneringe aan ‘n Ou Dorpie’, Die Huisgenoot. 5 November 1926, p 31.
33 G B Dickason, Irish Settlers to the Cape: History of the Clanwilliam 1820 Settlers from Cork Harbour. Cape Town: A A Balkema, 1973, p 47.

34 J E Alexander, Sir, An Expedition of Discovery into the Interior of Africa. Philadelphia: E L Carey and A Hart, 1838, p 41.
35 Van Wyk; Gorelik, ‘The history and ethnobotany of Cape herbal teas’, p 20.
36 L Green, ‘Diamond Road: from Cape Town to the Orange River’, Chamber’s Journal. January 1947, p 717.
37 P Hanekom, Diep spore: Petrus Hanekom gesels oor sy leeftyd in die Sederberge. Cape Town: SilverSedge Books, 2012, p 43.
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Besides, the men take, in general, little active exercise, and the
women less, the former leaving any hard work to slaves, and
only taking off their coats occasionally to drive a wagon, whilst
the vrows [wives] sit in a corner preparing “tea-water,”
and get fat from inactivity, and often irritable from the
carelessness of their female slaves.’38  

The summer heat was hard to endure. People would try to spend these 
months	on	farms.	At	night,	the	air	was	stifling.	In	Alexander’s	time,	bottles	
would get hot to the point of bursting. Sixty years ago, before the advent 
of air conditioners, Clanwilliam residents used to sleep outside from

December to February, sometimes lying down by the cool waters
of the river.39

Clanwilliam’s best-known son is C Louis Leipoldt, an author, botanical
collector, British-educated medical doctor, and one of the earliest
Afrikaans poets. He lived there at the end of the nineteenth century.
In his time, it was already a town. Writing about the Clanwilliam
of his youth, Leipoldt recalled the ‘jagged wall of amethyst blue’ of
the Cederberg mountains; wild rose hedges in Main Street; pri-
vate gardens with orange, pomegranate and blue gum trees; and
pungent scent of jasmine and white orchid. 

38 Ibid, pp 35-7. 39 L Green, Beyond the City Lights: The Story of the Western Province. Cape Town: Timmins, 1957, p 181.
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The two capitals
Today, Clanwilliam is still a quiet town, with eight thousand inhabitants. 
When daisies come into bloom in the veld, Clanwilliam hosts the Wild 
Flower Show.

The second most remarkable settlement in the Rooibos Country is nearly 
seventy kilometres away from Clanwilliam, on the eastern slope of the 
Cederberg range. There are larger villages and towns in the region but 
none of them can match Wupperthal.

Founded by a grandfather of Louis Leipoldt –  a German preacher born 
on the Wupper River – Wupperthal is a mission station hidden away 
in a rocky amphitheatre. Its small white houses under thatched roofs 
resemble crofters’ cottages in the Scottish Highlands. The historic  
buildings of Wupperthal are a provincial heritage site.

The	German	missionaries	managed	it	with	a	firm	hand,	as	a	kind	of	a	
‘church state’.40  Throughout the nineteenth century, the mission and its 
outstations gave refuge to indigenous people – Bushmen and Khoik-
hoi – as well as to their descendants and to former slaves. Driven from 
their land by settlers, they could settle down under the protection of the 
Rhenish Church missionaries in Wupperthal.

In 1965, the Moravian Church assumed control of the station and has 
exercised it to this day. Some of the old industries established by the 
Germans still exist: a workshop in a thatched barn produces veldskoene, 
sturdy hand-sewn shoes from thick leather. There was a time when dozens 
of craftsmen worked here, churning out thousands of pairs a month.41  

Rhenish preachers encouraged their parishioners to collect wild rooibos 
in the mountains and sell it to the mission. Nowadays, there are three 
cooperatives of small rooibos farmers in the Wupperthal area. In season, 
the tea is bruised and oxidised at the processing yard in the village.

The rudiments of rooibos
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40 W A Moritz, ‘Die Gründung Wupperthals’, Afrikanischer Heimatkalender 1971. Windhoek: Kirchenbundesrat des 
     Deutschen Ev.-Luth. Kirchenbundes Südafrika und Südwestafrika, p 93.

41 R Schmidt, Het Eeuwfeest te Wupperthal 26-29 April 1930. Genadendal: Rijnse Kerk in Zuid-Afrika, 1930, pp 4-6.



‘Needle tea’, aka A. linearis
Botanists call rooibos Aspalathus linearis. The name was originally 
proposed by Rolf Dahlgren of the University of Lund, Sweden, in 1963. 
This species is a shrub that, depending on the variety, can either grow 
erect – reaching up to two metres in height – or spread its branches 
closer to the ground. Rooibos is a legume, distant kin of peas, beans, 
lentils and peanuts.

In olden days, people of the Cederberg region called rooibos naaldetee, 
‘needle tea’ — because of its sharp thin leaves, springing up right out 
of the slender branches. Because the leaves are so narrow, they can re-
tain the scarce moisture in the searing heat.42  At least four other mem-
bers of the Aspalathus genus were also used for preparing tisanes in 
the past.43 In Afrikaans, they were all known as stekeltee, or ‘prickle tea’.

The leaves are green, contrary to what you might think judging by the 
name of the plant (rooibos is Afrikaans for ‘red bush’). They turn auburn 
during processing of the tea. ‘Squeeze a twig in your hand, adding the 
moisture of your sweat’, wrote Jan Rabie, ‘and within half an hour, that 
bright green will turn rusty red. That’s where the name comes from.’44

Those shrubs love the wet winters, arid blistering summers and crumbly, 
well-drained soil of the Rooibos Country.45  If you plant the rooibos plant 
in richer, less acidic soil, it will not thrive. Should you, however, plant 
rooibos on a mountain slope or plateau, 450-900m above sea level, and 
let it strike its tap roots two metres down into the sand – while its lateral 
roots spread just below the surface, ready to capture drizzle or even dew 
– the shrub will do well. The higher the plant grows, the better the quality
of	 the	 tea.	 For	 this	 reason,	 it	 is	 difficult,	 or	 maybe	 even	 impossible,
to cultivate rooibos in a greenhouse. It would gradually die off.

In the wild, there is a great difference in size, shape and colour of the 
leaves,	flowers	and	shrubs	of	the	A. linearis. Professor Ben-Erik van Wyk 
– an internationally acclaimed expert in useful and medicinal plants of
South Africa – has divided the multitude of rooibos types into eight
categories: from the prostrate Southern sprouter in Ceres and Tulbagh
to the robust Red seeder of the Cederberg region, the older brother of
the domesticated type.46

From	November	to	February,	vivid	yellow	flowers	run	riot	on	the	earthy	
green branches. With luck, you may even come across bloublommetji-
estee	–	or	‘tea	with	little	blue	flowers’	–	around	Wupperthal.	Ernest	Smit,	
a citizen historian of the Cederberg region, found one such plant south 
of Eselbank, at the turn-off to the hamlet of Langkloof.47 There, in the 
scrub by the wooden sign, he spotted a knee-high rooibos bush with 
velvety blue petals. 
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42 R Malgas; N Oettlé, The Sustainable Harvest of Wild Rooibos: A Guideline for the Northern Cederberg and the Suid
     Bokeveld Plateau. Environmental Monitoring Group Trust, 2007.
43 Van Wyk; Gorelik, ‘The history and ethnobotany of Cape herbal teas’, p 20.
44 J Rabie, Droomberge — Sederberge, p 38.

45 Juweel van die berge: handleiding vir die organiese rooibosboer. Kaapstad: Environmental Monitoring Group, 2002, p 21.
46 Van Wyk; Gorelik, ‘The history and ethnobotany of Cape herbal teas’, p 30.
47 E Smit, Rondom die Sederberge: noord en oos, Clanwilliam, 2004, pp 14, 42-5.



Wild rooibos
Rooibos is hardy; it can withstand drought because it stores nutrients  
underground in its lignotuber, a woody thickening around the stem.  
Some of its varieties can, however, be harvested only once  
every two years to allow the plant enough time to recover.48 Wild va-
rieties grow slower, and the bushes are distributed more sparsely  
than the plants on commercial plantations.

Their grey kidney-shaped seeds are dispersed by ants, who carry them 
far from the parent bush, away from plant-eating animals and competing 
species.49	In	early	winter,	veld	fires	help	wild	rooibos	seeds	to	germinate, 
cracking their shells to let the water inside.

After the mak tee – or domesticated tea – was introduced in the 1930s, 
harvesting of the naturally occurring varieties dwindled. By the early 
1970s, the industry had stopped buying wild tea crop altogether,50 
although people in villages continued to collect it for their own 
consumption. Only in the last two decades did wild tea become 
commercially available again from small-farmer cooperatives in 
Wupperthal and the Suid Bokkeveld. 

Cultivated  rooibos
Cultivated	rooibos	plants	are	re-seeders:	they	die	after	a	fire	and	must	
be re-grown from seeds. The Nortier subspecies has been selected 
from the wild species for cultivation. It has an upright growth pattern 
which lends to easier harvesting. 

Thanks to its natural survival kit, this dryland crop does not need  
irrigation.Farmers get about 300kg of dry tea annually from every  
hectare.51 The yield, however, varies from year to year,  
depending on the rainfall. In times of drought, the harvest is poor.  
If rain is abundant, there is oversupply of rooibos on the market,  
and the prices plummet.

Harvesting and processing
Cultivated bushes are harvested from the age of two in late summer 
when croppers cut the branches off with sickles. The cuttings are bound 
up	 in	 sheaves	 and	 taken	 to	 the	processing	 yard,	where	 they	 are	 first	
shredded by machines to ensure that all the bits are of the same length. 
Then, the tea is sprinkled with clean water, bruised by steel rollers 
to release the sap of the leaves and trigger the oxidation, and piled 
in heaps to ferment. When fermented, rooibos acquires its familiar 
reddish-brown	colour,	and	its	sweet	flavour	is	revealed.	Half	a	day	later,	
the tea is spread out on an enormous cement slab and dried in the 
blazing sun.

Before packing rooibos in bags and shipping it to distributors, the tea is 
sifted and sterilised by pasteurisation. The product is now perfectly safe 
and hygienic.
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48 R Louw; L Hill, ‘Poor man’s cup of tea no longer’, Veld & Flora. September 2006, p 155.
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The silence of botanists
To explore the origins of rooibos tea, the most logical thing to do
would be to go through the writings of colonial-era botanists who 
collected plants in the Cederberg region.

From the seventeenth to the nineteenth century, there was an
extraordinary interest in colonial products in Europe. Expeditions 
and conquests were carried out to acquire reliable supplies of spices,
tea, coffee, sugar, rare timbers and dyes. Naturalists, for their part, 
were engrossed in cataloguing and classifying the multitude of exotic
species that they found on other continents. They also prospected 
for plants that could be cultivated in the colder European climate.

The Cape became a place of pilgrimage for botanical travellers eager 
to see its rich plant life.

‘May you be fully aware of your fortunate lot, not only in being
permitted by the Supreme Disposer of events to inhabit but 
also to enjoy the sovereign control of that paradise on earth, 
the	Cape	of	Good	Hope,	which	the	Beneficent	Creator	has
enriched with his choicest wonders’,

wrote Carl von Linné (Linnaeus), the father of botanical taxonomy, in a 
letter to the Cape governor, Ryk Tulbagh. ‘Certainly, if I were at liberty 
to change my fortune for that of Alexander the Great, or of Solomon, 
Croesus or Tulbagh, I should without hesitation prefer the latter.’ 52

Ralph Dahlgren, the Swedish botanist who gave rooibos its current sci-
entific	 denomination,	Aspalathus linearis, suggested that pioneering 
works on taxonomy – such as John Ray’s Historia plantarum (1686) or 
Leonard Plukenet’s Phytographia plantarum (1691-96) – alluded to roo-
ibos.53 However, neither Ray nor Plukenet had visited the Cape: they 
based their descriptions on herbarium specimens.

52 M Gunn; E du Plessis, The Flora Capensis of Jakob and Johann Philipp Breyne. Johannesburg: Brenthurst Press, 1978, p 11. 53 R Dahlgren, ‘Revision of the genus Aspalathus. II’, Botaniska Notiser. Vol 121, 1968, p 168.
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The rooibos plant made it into some of the most important early works 
on	Cape	flora.	Nicolaas	Laurens	Burman,	a	disciple	of	Linnaeus,	reported 
on it in his ‘Florae Capensis prodromus’ (1768).54	Carl	Thunberg,	the	first	
Linnaeus student to reach the colony, introduced rooibos in Prodrumus 
Plantarum Capensium	(1800),	his	influential	book	on	Cape	vegetation.55

Linnaeus and his pupils searched for a cheaper alternative to the pric-
ey Chinese tea. He tried to market a surrogate he named ‘Cape Tea’. 
It contained no South African species: the main ingredient was the 
twinflower,	a	medicinal	plant	of	the	indigenous	people	of	Scandinavia.56

That is why Thunberg paid much attention to African ersatz teas. The 
Swedish naturalist –known as ‘the father of South African botany’ – 
undertook three expeditions in the Cape interior in 1772-1775. In his 
journals, Thunberg mentioned four indigenous substitutes for tea and 
coffee used by farmers.57 Among them was the ‘Borbonia cordata’, or 
stekeltee.58

Nowadays,	 this	species	 is	classified	under	the	same	genus	as	rooibos	
and is called the Aspalathus cordata, but it is not the rooibos plant.

Thunberg bypassed the Cederberg region and the other original 
rooibos-growing areas.59 No wonder that his travelogue contains no 
references	to	this	species.	Even	in	the	rooibos	entry	in	his	scientific	work,	
Prodrumus Plantarum Capensium, Thunberg did not write a word about 
the plant’s uses.60

Only from 1828 did professional naturalists start exploring the Cederberg 
region.61	They	tried	to	find	the	right	place	for	the	local	species	within	the	
global arrangement. Few of them investigated traditional knowledge.

I have found no mention of a rooibos beverage – or any other applications 
of the Aspalathus linearis – in seminal botanical studies by Franz Drège, 
Christian Friedrich Ecklon and Karl Zeyher, German botanists who 
made	field	trips	in	the	Cape	Colony.	European-based	scholars	did	not	

shed any light on rooibos uses either. No trace of rooibos tea is to be 
seen in works by Augustin de Candolle, Ernst Mey and Karel Presl. The 
Cape-based founders of South African taxonomy – James Bowie and 
William Harvey – were silent on this matter too.

Travellers tell no tales
I also combed through dozens of accounts by other visitors to the 
Cederberg region, the Olifants River Valley or the Suid Bokkeveld before  
the twentieth century. Among them were such highly educated and 
observant people as the ‘father of South African geology’, Andrew 
Geddes Bain (1854),62 and Her Majesty’s astronomer at the Cape of 
Good Hope, Sir Thomas Maclear (1843).63 Another distinguished guest 
was Sir James Edward Alexander, who was on a journey of exploration 
for the Royal Geographical Society (1836), and who stopped by at the 
mission stations of Wupperthal and Ebenezer.64

These authors wrote nothing about rooibos or rooibos products. 
Even James Backhouse, an English botanist and Quaker missionary, 
did not mention rooibos. While at the Cape, this staunch teetotaller 
campaigned for temperance. He travelled in the Cederberg region in 
1840, paying a visit to Wupperthal. Backhouse mentioned the Camellia 
sinensis tea as an alternative to alcohol more than forty times in his 
memoir,65  but he did not acknowledge the existence of rooibos tea.

Cuthbert John Skead’s Historical Plant Incidence in Southern Africa – 
a valuable reference work that documents the observations of early 
travellers and botanists in various parts of the Cape, including the areas 
to which the A. linearis is endemic66  – contains no allusions or referenc-
es to the rooibos plant.

We	may	conclude	that	colonial-era	academics	and	officials	were	unaware 
of rooibos tea until the last decades of the nineteenth century. The 
curator of the Kew Museums in London, writing on ‘African tea plants’ in 
1873, ignored the species we know as the A. linearis.67 

54 N L Burman, Flora indica: cui accedit series zoophytorum Indicorum, nec non
     prodromus florae Capensis, Amsterdam, 1768, p 22.
55 Dahlgren, ‘Revision of the genus Aspalathus. II’, p 169.
56 L Koerner, Linnaeus: Nature and Nation. Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1999, p 79.
57 C P Thunberg, Travels at the Cape of Good Hope 1772-1775, ed V S Forbes,
     trans J and I Rudner, Cape Town: Van Riebeeck Society, 1986: tea substitutes —
     pp xli, 44, 162, 189; coffee substitutes — pp xli, 45.
       58 Ibid, pp xli, 44.
      59 H C Taylor, Cederberg Vegetation and Flora. Pretoria: National Botanical
           Institute, 1996, p 9.

60 Dahlgren, ‘Revision of the genus Aspalathus. II’, p 169.
61 Taylor, Cederberg Vegetation and Flora, p 9. 
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     Engineer and Geologist, Cape Town, Van Riebeeck Society, 1949, p xxxii.
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     South African National Biodiversity                             Institute, 2010, p 451.
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65 J Backhouse, A Narrative of a Visit to the Mauritius and South Africa. London:
     Hamilton, Adams, 1844, pp 594-601.
66 C J Skead, Historical Plant Incidence in Southern Africa: A Collection of Early
     Travel Records in Southern Africa, Pretoria: South African National Biodiversity
      Institute, 2009.
67 J R Jackson, ‘African tea plants’, The Pharmaceutical Journal and Transactions.
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Over twenty years later, in an article dedicated to the South African ‘bush 
teas’, the Government Botanist of the Cape Colony listed a dozen 
tisanes but overlooked rooibos.68 

The	 first	 naturalist	 to	 touch	 on	 rooibos	 tea	 in	 print	 seems	 to	 be	 the 
German-born Rudolf Marloth. In 1911, he told the Royal Society of 
South Africa that the plant was ‘of economic importance, being 
the source of a colonial tea, viz., rooibosch tea.’69 But by then, the 
rooibos industry had come down the pike, and the product was 
being packaged and distributed across the Cape.

San, Khoikhoi and rooibos
If early botanical literature and travellers’ accounts have not revealed 
anything about the birth of this beverage, we should look into the 
traditional diet of the indigenous population of the Rooibos Country. 

The	 first	 groups	 known	 to	 inhabit	 this	 region	 were	 San	 
hunter-gatherers. The wind might have blown away their footprints  
but not every mark of their presence. Weathered rock shelters  
and overhangs of the Cederberg range are still dotted with  
spiritual San paintings. Some of these pictures – in red, orange,  
white and yellow – are thousands of years old.70  

Two millennia ago, Khoikhoi tribes entered the area, and ousted the 
San hunter-gatherers from fertile pastures in the valleys and lower 
slopes. The San retreated into the mountains. In the eighteenth century, 
European stock farmers were dislodging both the indigenous
herders and hunter-gatherers. These colonial settlers brought with 
them the idea that land could be the property of a single family 
or	person,	and	they	had	firearms	to	defend	this	notion.

In competition with farmers for water, grazing and game, the 
hunter-gatherers and pastoralists inevitably lost. Colonial settlers either 
drove the indigenous inhabitants out or forced them to work on the 
estates. They exploited the animosity between the San and Khoikhoi 
and encouraged the latter to join their commandos and kill these people.71 
At the same time, the Khoikhoi could not oppose the more advanced 
European pastoralists forever. They could no longer freely migrate 
with their sheep, as they had done for centuries. The Khoikhoi had 
to either integrate into the colonial society, as inferior members, 
or	flee	north,	towards	the	Orange	River.72

Indigenous people must have known the rooibos bush. ‘Their 
knowledge	of	field	botany	is	astonishingly	good’,	remarked	the	botanist 
Robert Story, who researched the diet of Kalahari San in the 1950s. 

68 PMO [P MacOwan], ‘Cape tea (so-called)’, Agricultural Journal of the Cape of Good Hope, 17 May 1894, pp 236-7.
69 R Marloth, ‘Some new South African succulents and other plants’, Transactions of the Royal Society of South Africa. Vol
     II, No 3, 1912, pp 237-9.
70 J Parkington, Cederberg Rock Paintings. Clanwilliam: Living Landscape Project, 2003, p 24.

71 L Mitchell, Belongings: Property, Family, and Identity in Colonial South Africa: An Exploration of Frontiers, 1725-c. 1830. 
     New York: Columbia University Press, 2009, p 33.
72 M Legassick, The Politics of a South African Frontier: The Griqua, the Sotho-Tswana and the Missionaries, 1780-1840.
     Basel: Basler Afrika Bibliographien, 2010, p 53.
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‘‘Differences which escaped me would enable them to distinguish
between edible and harmful plants, and they had a thorough
knowledge of the areas and habitats in which their food 
plants grew.’73

George Silberbauer, an anthropologist who studied the sociocultural 
system of the G/wi tribe in the central Kalahari in the 
1950s-60s, noted that they could identify most of the local trees, bushes 
and herbs by the age of puberty.74  

We have no idea what the San or Khoikhoi of the Cederberg region 
called the Aspalathus linearis. The current common names of this 
species are of Afrikaans, Dutch and English origin.75 Silberbauer   
remarked that the G/wi Bushmen saw some species in their  
habitat as useless to man. All shrubs of economic importance  
had	specific	names	 in	 their	 language.76 Could it be that the Khoikhoi  
and San did not make herbal teas in the pre-colonial era?

How old is rooibos tea?
Ethnobotanical records on useful plants of the Cape, particularly 
from the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, are very scarce. 

The earliest reliable evidence of Cape tisanes in a traveller’s 
account goes back to the 1770s. We know very little about the 
hot beverages of indigenous herders and hunter-gatherers before 
European colonisation. Often, the ethnographical and anthropological 
records do not allow us to tell if those drinks existed before the 
establishment	of	the	first	permanent	European	settlement	in	1652.77

The rooibos plant left few vestiges in cave archaeological sites. 
The	 only	 publicised	 discovery	 is	 the	 material	 recently	 identified	 by 
Caroline Cartwright of the British Museum. With a scanning electron 
microscope, she examined the charcoal fragments with traces of the 
A. linearis	from	the	Diepkloof	Rock	Shelter,	some	fifty	kilometres	south-
west of Clanwilliam, and dated them to 71,900 to 59,500 years ago.78

It is impossible to determine how the remains were used or even 
whether they had been brought into the cave by humans, ancestors 
of the San people. Professor John Parkington – a leading South 
African archaeologist who has worked in the Rooibos Country for 
decades	–	says	that	the	find	‘does	seem	to	mean	that	the	woody	shrub	
was	used	as	firewood	kindling,	but	we	would	be	pushed	to	go	further.’79

73 R Story, Some Plants Used by the Bushmen in Obtaining Food and Water.
     Pretoria: Government Printer, 1958, p 7.
74 G B Silberbauer, Hunter and Habitat in the Central Kalahari Desert. Cambridge:
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Consistent academic research into the culture and traditions of hunter- 
gatherers of southern Africa only began in the 1950-70s. It was conducted 
mainly by American anthropologists in the Kalahari regions of the 
present-day Namibia and Botswana. In South Africa, there were hardly 
any Bushmen left by then.80  When South African researchers realised 
the urgency of studying the ‘plantlore’ of the subcontinent, much of 
the ethnobotanical knowledge of the San had already perished through 
acculturation.81

None of the archaeologists and anthropologists I interviewed were 
aware of any direct evidence that A. linearis was utilised by indigenous 
people in the precolonial era. Even if they used rooibos, it could have 
been in a way completely distinct from making a hot beverage.

The question of boiling
Experts have not reached a consensus on whether the San consumed 
infusions and decoctions before the arrival of European settlers. 
The moot point is the inability of these people to boil water in the 
precolonial era. This process is necessary to prepare what we know 
as rooibos tea, or any other infusion or decoction. 

Before the arrival of the Khoikhoi pastoralists, the San had no
containers suitable for boiling water.82  Even later, the San preferred to be
fully mobile and avoided keeping heavy objects like pots. An 
ethnographer, Professor Isaac Schapera, noted that hunter-gatherers 
of the Kalahari rarely owned more than what they could conveniently 
carry about with them.83 

‘It is not impossible that hunter-gatherers were boiling water in pots
500 or 1000 years ago’, says Parkington: ‘it would just be unusual.’84 

Many ways of using rooibos
Silberbauer noted that the gathering of plants by the G/wi people 
required little skill.85 Another anthropologist, Paul John Myburgh, who 
lived with the same San people in the Kalahari for seven years in the 

1970s, never saw them make anything like tea or go through complicated 
cooking procedures.86 Preparation of rooibos tea involves cutting, 
chopping, bruising, drying and, eventually, making an infusion or 
decoction. Would hunter-gatherers, with the limited time and 
technology available to them, have gone to this trouble? Then, what 
benefits	did	they	expect	from	a	rooibos	beverage?

Even a concentrated rooibos decoction has no stimulating or 
psychotropic elements, which would have been a reason for the San 
to prepare the drink. The decoction has a more intense taste than 
an infusion and may be invigorating, but this effect is mild, in contrast 
to coffee or strong black Camellia sinensis tea.87 

According to Myburgh, the San, in their precolonial existence, had 
no use for infusions. ‘Everything in their lives happened naturally’, 
he says. ‘Making a tea, an infusion, recreates a natural situation. But 
the San could take everything they needed directly from nature. You 
could say that their whole life was an infusion.’88 

If hunter-gatherers believed that the A. linearis had medicinal properties, 
this could have prompted them to devise a beverage from this plant. 
But we cannot assume that they did so, because most of their 
medicinal lore, particularly in the areas south of the Kalahari, has been 
consigned to oblivion.89  

Janette Deacon, who was involved in archaeological excavations 
that led to a re-evaluation of our knowledge of the southern 
African Stone Age, reminds us that ‘to make an infusion for medicinal 
purposes, you still have to have utensils in which to boil water’.90 

Researchers have explored the plant utilisation by herders in the 
north-western parts of the region only since the 1990s.91 Important 
data have been gathered which might be interpreted as inferential 
evidence that the Khoikhoi could have used the rooibos plant.
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But	first,	consider	a	statement	by	Abraham	Ockhuis	of	Heuningvlei	 in 
the Cederberg region. He says that when he was a child in the 
1950s, local women mixed rooibos with fat and applied it to 
their skin to give it a pleasant reddish colour.92 

The custom of using rooibos as pigment could have ancient Khoikhoi 
roots. Nama women in the Kalahari mixed powdered ochre with fat 
to produce a red facial paint, which was applied ‘especially after 
illness or after childbirth, to make her feel better and to be different’.93  

The question of whether hunter-gatherers of the rooibos-growing 
regions could boil water before the arrival of the colonial-era settlers 
would also apply to the pastoralists. It is not clear whether the ancient 
Khoikhoi earthenware pottery could withstand boiling. ‘Perhaps’, 
says Deacon, ‘they only began to prepare and drink rooibos as a 
tea when metal pots, kettles and mugs were imported and became 
available through European households.’94 

Allusions to Khoikhoi infusions and decoctions, including medicinal 
ones, can be found in literature.95 The material cited in such works, 
with rare exceptions, have been collected in the last hundred 
years. By then, the Khoikhoi communities were largely acculturated. 
As it is, this data cannot imply that the making of infusions or 
decoctions by the Khoikhoi stems from precolonial times.

No direct evidence of utilisation of the rooibos plant by pastoralists 
or hunter-gatherers in precolonial times is known to exist. Inferential 
evidence, mostly from areas to the north of the original rooibos-growing 
region, might suggest that a plant like A. linearis could have been  
employed in infusions or decoctions before the arrival of colonial settlers. 

Indigenous pastoralists and hunter-gatherers were unlikely to consume 
beverages simply for pleasure, as we drink tea nowadays. 
Potential applications of rooibos could have ranged from medicinal 
remedies	to	pigments	and	food	flavourings.96
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China to the Cape
Throughout the recorded history of rooibos, people have viewed it as 
an alternative to Asian tea. Therefore, it is probable that rooibos tea 
drinking emerged after the introduction of Chinese tea.

The Dutch had close connections with the tea-producing areas of the 
East. They started to appreciate tea before any other European nation 
did.97 The Dutch East India Company – the master of the Cape Colony 
– imported tea from Asia from 1610, shipping it via the Cape of Good
Hope.	Tea	drinking	in	the	Cape	was	first	documented	in	1676.98 Educated
burghers,	the	Company	officials	and	rich	landowners	acquired	the	new
habit, following the fashions in Amsterdam and The Hague.

When vessels from Batavia and Ceylon called at the colony’s ports, the 
passengers traded in Chinese tea and porcelain with Cape inhabitants.99 
Eighteenth- and nineteenth-century travellers remarked that the locals 
drank it at least twice a day: at breakfast and in the afternoon.100     

Yury	Lisyansky,	a	Russian	naval	officer	who	stayed	at	the	Cape	in	1798,	
wrote of the settlers’ habits:

‘From the morning to the evening, women have a kettle on the
table; they drink tea all the time, or, it would be better to say, tea
water, and more often than not, without sugar.’101 

Petrus Johannes van der Merwe, in his acclaimed history of the lifestyles 
on the Cape frontier, noted that tea was a favourite drink of migrant 
farmers and stock-holders on remote frontiers: 

‘The	constantly	filled	teapot	on	the	little	table	in	the	drawing
room	was	one	of	the	first	things	that	struck	the	traveller.	Any
time of the day one could count on at least a cup of tea. In
regions where the water was brackish, tea was drunk from
morning till evening.’102  

Otto Friedrich Mentzel, a German who journeyed into the interior of 
the colony in the 1730s, reported that tea and coffee were ‘the best 

“cheques payable on sight” for which one can get all manner of things 
at their disposal from the farmers living in the most distant places and 
in the deserts.’103

After the Cape was taken over by the British, the Asian product 
remained costly because of the British East India Company’s monopoly 
on tea trade in the empire and other restrictions. In 1819, Major John 
Wedderburn Dunbar Moodie wrote that the infusion was still ‘a favourite 
luxury’ among the Dutch settlers, to be enjoyed throughout the day, 
‘when they are able to afford it. Were the prices more reasonable, the 
consumption would be immensely increased.’104
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The traditional preparation of rooibos tea in the Cederberg region could 
have	been	 influenced	by	 the	Dutch	 technique	of	making	 ‘tea	water’.	
Moodie noted that tea water was prepared ‘by a decoction or rather an 
infusion of the leaf, being diluted with a certain proportion of boiling 
water, without any addition of sugar or milk.’105

The birth of Cape bush teas
The drinking of Chinese tea by early European settlers probably  
stimulated the use of indigenous Cape plants as tea substitutes.  
The expensiveness and, often, shortage of imported tea and coffee  
triggered the search for readily available replacements.106 William  
John Burchell, a famous British explorer and naturalist, recounted his  
meetings with Sneeuwberg farmers in the 1820s:

‘When their tea and coffee is exhausted, a succedaneum is
found in roasted grain, prepared in the same way as Hunt’s
radical coffee, which, if not very palatable, is nevertheless a
refreshment to a thirsty and weary traveller.’107

In the Cape interior, with its small dwellings and widespread poverty, 
farmer families, slaves and servants often shared a living and sleeping 
space.108 Non-White members of households adopted European 
customs. Early travellers pointed out that consumption of tea was not 
restricted to the settlers.109  It is, however, not always clear whether these 
authors spoke of imported tea or Cape tisanes. Mentzel remembered 
that, in the 1730s, the village folk drank tea:

‘at all hours of the day and sometimes even fairly late at night ....
In the districts where vines are not grown, it serves as a
refreshment for the farmers, and a tonic for the slaves. For this
reason, many colonists give their slaves a little tea of the
ordinary kind, if not daily then quite often; and hardly a
housewife will send her slave with the laundry to the washing
place without giving him or her some tea and candy .... At
harvest time, too, every prudent farmer gives his slaves a little
tea after their midday meal; without it they would suffer from
thirst	in	the	afternoon	heat	in	the	field.’110

Tea drinking among non-European migrants on the frontier – for  
instance, by people of mixed European and Khoisan descent –  
was also documented. Burchell visited Klaarwater (the present-day  
Griekwastad, Northern Cape) in the 1810s. Here is what he wrote about 
its inhabitants, mixed-race people, who had migrated from the Cape 
interior:

‘All are exceedingly fond of tea, and when the Chinese kind is
not to be procured, they make use of the leaves of various wild
plants: next to tobacco and brandy, they esteem tea the 
greatest luxury, as a beverage.’111

Some of the Klaarwater residents descended from the Grigriqua, the 
original Khoikhoi inhabitants of the Rooibos Country.112

The farm labour in the region consisted of chattel slaves from the Cape 
and indentured or free San and Khoikhoi. Bastaards were also hired as 
servants or became tenant farmers on European-owned land. A new 
kind of non-European migrants, such as deserters and runaway slaves, 
took refuge in the Cederberg mountains and the surrounding areas. 
They mixed with local population, forming the core of Bastaard and 
‘Bastaard-Hottentot’ communities.113

Tea drinking in the Rooibos Country
The	European	influence	in	the	region	grew	from	the	beginning	of	the	
eighteenth century, not only through the arrival of European and Bastaard 
settlers, but also through intermarriage and acculturation of the 
indigenous population. At the same time, the settlers acquired some of 
the traditional knowledge from the indigenous peoples.

The earliest known record of tea drinking in the Cederberg area belongs 
to the 1780s. An inventory of household items from Halve Dorschvloer 
– a cattle-and-sheep farm owned by Schalk Willem Burger – comprised
tea cups, pewter serving kettles and a porcelain teapot.114

In the Wupperthal area, Khoikhoi and multiracial people could get
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acquainted with the Camellia sinensis beverage once the Rhenish 
mission was established there. For instance, the German missionaries 
served	tea	to	their	flock	at	the	inauguration	of	their	first	church	in	1830.115

Families of Bastaards and emancipated slaves were the Wupperthal 
elite: teachers, artisans, deacons and elders.116 Due to their closer 
association with the culture and lifestyles of the European settlers and 
missionaries, they were likely to be tea and coffee drinkers. But even 
the mission underclass (Khoikhoi, San and their direct descendants) had 
a chance to acquire a taste for these beverages. They often worked on 
White farms as shepherds, servants, or seasonal labourers.117

In	 the	 first	 half	 of	 the	 nineteenth	 century,	 the	 Clanwilliam	 district 
continued to be sparsely populated. Hawkers played a crucial role in 
the economy of the Cederberg region and the surrounding areas by 
peddling essentials like food, clothing and medicine.118 They would also 
offer Chinese tea and would have dealt not only with White settlers but 
also with Bastaard farmers.

The	 first	 shop	 in	 Clanwilliam	 opened	 in	 1822.119 When Wilhelm von 
Meyer, a German traveller, arrived at the village in 1840, he bought 
Camellia sinensis tea.120  Lists of goods stolen from general dealers in 
the district of Clanwilliam in the mid nineteenth century also prove that 
local stores stocked Asian tea.121

Grey, jointed, yellow-flower and red
As Eric Rosenthal showed in his study of the South African tea industry, 
inhabitants of the remote areas of the Cape Colony, like the Cederberg 
area,	 could	 not	 afford	 to	 drink	 imported	 tea	 daily.	 The	 profitable 
plantations of the Camellia sinensis in South Africa, set up in the  
late 1880s, did not satisfy the demand.122 The rooibos beverage  
was a palatable, easily available substitute.

It is likely that the demand for ersatz tea rose during the drought of 
1859-1864. The Clanwilliam Civil Commissioner reported in 1862 that 

the ‘cost of living is high …. the poor classes are sometimes unable 
to procure the most ordinary necessities of life’.123  Another economic 
depression hit the Clanwilliam district two decades later.

Rooibos was not the only tisane in the original rooibos-growing areas. 
Other kinds included geelblommetjiestee	 (‘yellow-flower	tea’,	Leysera 
gnaphalodes), litjiestee (‘jointed tea’, Viscum capense or Thesium 
spicatum) and vaaltee (‘grey tea’, Plecostachys serpyllifolia). Before strict 
quality standards were imposed by the industry, some manufacturers 
were blending rooibos with those species for the market.124

The writings of Louis Leipoldt – a prominent author who grew 
up in Clanwilliam in the 1880-1890s – contain intriguing details 
about early uses of bush teas. A dedicated plant collector since 
his teens, Leipoldt corresponded with luminaries of Cape botany, 
such as Rudolph Schlechter, Harry Bolus and MacOwan.125 He was 
also friends with descendants of Khoikhoi and the San. Outa Klaas, a 
Clanwilliam herbalist, taught the young Leipoldt how to treat a sore 
throat, poisoning or gastritis.

In his youth, Leipoldt believed that his quiet village and the Olifants 
River Valley could not inspire anyone to write a three-part novel about 
them.126	Much	later,	he	produced	such	a	trilogy	himself.	The	first	part,	
Gallows Gecko, was set in the 1830s. Leipoldt did not write it as an eye-
witness: he was born half a century later. Perhaps he relied on stories he 
had heard in his teens.

A Cederberg farm in Leipoldt’s novel traded in ‘buchu and bush tea, 
which were readily saleable in the valley and beyond’.127 In another 
passage, Leipoldt pointed out that Asian tea was steep even for White 
customers. ‘As a result,’ he wrote, ‘most of the valley folk contented 
themselves with tea made from a local composite plant which was 
pleasant to the taste, contained much less tannin than the imported 
article, was healthier to drink and had the added advantage of being 
procurable by all those who took the trouble to gather it from the hillside.’128 
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The adjective ‘composite’ used by Leipoldt, who knew botanical 
terminology well, shows that he had geelblommetjiestee in mind. It is 
derived	from	a	flowering	species	of	the	daisy	(Compositae) family – not 
a legume like the rooibos.129 

‘Very few of our indigenous plants are so much in domestic use as this 
one, known as Geele bloemetjies-thee’,	testified	Ludwig	Pappe	in	the	
1850s.130 His younger colleague, Rudolf Marloth, called it the ‘Tea of the 
Cederbergen’ in 1909: 

‘In the Cedarbergen the people do not use the Cyclopia 
[honeybush], but quite a different plant, viz., Leyssera 
gnaphalioides L., a composite with needle-shaped leaves …. 
the	beverage	prepared	from	it	has	a	pleasant	aromatic	flavour
without any stimulating action.’131 

Rooibos farmers know that leaves of the Aspalathus linearis, once re-
moved from the plant, can turn brownish even without bruising.132 This 
transformation alone could have drawn the attention of drinkers of 
black tea, in search of a replacement beverage. It could also be that 
Cape inhabitants were prone to try spiny-leaved plants, especially those 
with a pleasant taste and aroma, as substitutes for Camellia sinensis tea. 
This would explain the persistent reference to spikes and needles in 
common names of Cape tisanes (stekeltee, naaldetee, speldetee, etc).133 
Rooibos, with its narrow leaves, would have looked like a perfect candidate 
to them.

Even in the absence of written record, we can assume that people of the 
Cederberg region drank a hot rooibos beverage at least from the second 
half of the nineteenth century.

When interviewed, older residents of the region stated that their parents 
and sometimes their grandparents used to drink rooibos tea. Benjamin 
Zimri of Brugkraal remembers that his father (born in 1898) and grandfather 
harvested wild rooibos and made tea from it.134  Theunis Jooste – ostensibly 
Clanwilliam’s oldest resident (born in the 1910s) – says that his parents 
collected and drank rooibos.135  He grew up in the Wupperthal area where 
people saw rooibos as a functional beverage (medicine, tonic). Only later 
they came to enjoy it for its taste.136

It is time to return to the question posed at the beginning of this section: 
‘Who invented rooibos tea?’

We have no evidence to pinpoint the community or population group 
that	first	consumed	rooibos	as	a	tisane.	Both	the	 indigenous	and	the	co-
lonial inhabitants contributed to the traditional knowledge associated with  
A. linearis. The origins of rooibos tea can probably be linked to the global
expansion of the tea trade and the colonial custom of drinking the Camellia
sinensis infusion.
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The price and social status of rooibos stayed modest nearly throughout 
the twentieth century. Lawrence Green – a celebrated South African author
– nicknamed it ‘the stepchild of South African beverages’ and ‘poor
man’s drink’.137

Christo Nieuwoudt (born in 1935) says that they always had rooibos, 
never black tea, at his boarding school in Clanwilliam: ‘The church which 
was running the school had to keep the expenses down. Everybody 
was very poor.’138 His sister, Esna Ehlers, who also attended the school,
recounts that they brewed rooibos dust instead of the leaves. Esna cannot
bring herself to drink rooibos tea ever since.139

James van Putten, a veteran of the rooibos industry who has studied the 
history of this tea, was born on the farm Mariendale in the Clanwilliam 
district in the 1930s. He remembers that his family would not buy this 
tea, ‘because the taste was not acceptable’.140

It was ‘not a good idea socially’ to give rooibos tea to guests. Visitors 
would be offered Ceylon tea instead.141 Thelma Harding (born in 1931), 
whose father – Oloff Bergh – pioneered rooibos cultivation, says that her 
parents never had rooibos tea at home: ‘My parents didn’t drink rooibos,
although they grew it. It was seen as a tea for the poor.’142

People	 of	 mixed	 race	 (or	 ‘Coloureds’,	 as	 they	 are	 officially	 called	 in	
South Africa) also bracketed consumption of rooibos with hardship. 
Theunis Jooste says that his family in Wupperthal collected wild tea for

themselves but would treat their guests to coffee.143 A sociologist who 
studied the Wupperthal community shortly after World War 2 saw them 
carry rooibos from the mountains. When he asked them about their
everyday drink, they said that they had coffee with each meal.144

Petrus Hanekom – who lives at Grootkloof, near Algeria – remembers 
that rooibos used to be a morning beverage. At other times, people
had strong coffee which they bought in beans to roast and grind on 
a	 flat	 stone.	 ‘The	 Grootklowers	 were	 real	 coffee	 lovers’,	 recounts
Hanekom. ‘If they had coffee, life was good. ‘Bread-and-coffee’
was   a   meal.’145

‘That coffee in beans was almost like food for us’, says Johannes Ockhuis
(born in 1934) of Heuningvlei, a Wupperthal outstation. ‘That’s why few 
people drank rooibos tea. It’s a very good drink to start a day with, but 
it makes you a bit hungry.’146

Willem Farmer of Esselbank, another settlement of the Wupperthal
mission, says that people had ‘English tea’, rooibos and coffee in his youth. 
‘If good coffee wasn’t available,’ he adds, ‘we used to drink rooibos.’147 
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Early rooibos traders
Retail trade in rooibos had started by the last decade of the nineteenth 
century.148 It would seem that Louis Leipoldt alluded to it in his es-
say about Clanwilliam, shortly before the Anglo-Boer War. Describing 
a local shop for customers of all races, he noted that it stocked ‘a chest 
of tea and sack of bush tea’.149  Even half a century later, writing about 
the cultivation of the Aspalathus linearis, Leipoldt termed it ‘bush tea’ 
(a local name for tisanes), not ‘rooibos tea’.150

A future colonel, Herbert Vaughan-Williams, tried this beverage on a 
mission to the last king of Ndebele in 1889. His companion on the three-
month journey to Bulawayo was an Afrikaner named Greef, who spent 
his life roving southern Africa in his wagon. ‘He only worried if he ran 
out of coffee, bush tea or milk’, recounted Vaughan-Williams. While the 
oxen	dragged	themselves	across	the	Tati	country,	Greef	fixed	the	young	
man up with ‘some very nice bush tea’ that he called ‘rooibos’.151

Albert Jackson, a German immigrant, ran a village shop in the 1890s. 
There were vrugtesmouse, or fruit hawkers, who came from the Boland 
and used to bring dried peaches, apricots, pears, apple rings and raisins. 
These travelling salesmen also peddled buchu, a medicinal herb, 
and even marijuana, which farmers could buy legally and dole 
out to their labourers. ‘Rooibos (bush) tea was another 
popular line carried by the vrugtesmous’, remembered Jackson, ‘a 
very cheap and healthy herb from the Cederberg and elsewhere, 
much used by our farmers in sickness and in health.’152

‘Not up to scratch’, they thought
Early rooibos trade did not amount to much, as major wholesalers 
stayed away from Cape tisanes. ‘No trouble appears to have been taken 
to bring them to public notice’, wrote J H Tennant of Kimberley in 1894.153

A regular consumer of South African herbal teas, he believed that 
‘patriotic Colonists’ had to value local produce above the imported 
goods. Tennant enjoyed honeybush for thirty years but felt that the 
indigenous tea was spurned or ignored by opinion makers. He 

appealed	 to	 naturalists	 to	 educate	 the	 public	 about	 the	 benefits	 of
indigenous tisanes and to persuade them to drop Asian tea. 

Peter MacOwan, Government Botanist, replied to Tennant in the 
Agricultural Journal of the Cape of Good Hope. ‘The essential value 
of Cape tisanes’, he argued, ‘depends solely upon the physiological 
effect of each substitute upon the nervous and digestive system of the 
drinker’.154  Caffeine in tea, asserted MacOwan, stimulated the body to 
use	nutrients	more	efficiently.	Those	who	drank	 the	Camellia	 sinensis	
infusion could eat and digest less, saving their money and energy for 
other pursuits. That is why people instinctively preferred caffeine drinks. 

For this reason, MacOwan’s take on Cape tisanes was that their 
consumption had to be ‘left to individual fancy’.155 The absence of the 
alkaloid	disqualified	them	as	teas.	Tisanes,	stated	the	chief	botanist	of	
the Cape Colony, were only good for keeping the body warm, making it 
sweat, and improving appetite.  

‘If	anyone	is	satisfied	with	this,	it	is	useless	to	offer	a	tea-proper	with	its	
peculiar physiologic value’, wrote MacOwan. ‘Let him therefore drink 
and be happy and leave the rest of mankind to economise their vital 
work by a caffeine-containing beverage.’156

Commenting in the Journal, Ernest Lewis Ralling – a British-born phar-
macist – praised the Government Botanist for the warning that could 
prevent readers from ‘hoping to make a corner in Cape Tea and losing 
their money’.157

James Hartley’s first taste of rooibos
But the lowdown from botanists and pharmacists did not stop entrepreneurs 
from trying to capitalise on Cape bush teas. In 1906, James Hartley learnt 
about rooibos. He was an English trader who was commissioned by the 
government to develop the local market for goods of the colony.158
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Prices for imported tea went up and the Camellia sinensis industry in 
Natal was booming.159  The Cape did not have tea plantations, but the 
Director	of	Agriculture	wanted	to	find	out	which	indigenous	tisanes	had	
commercial prospects.

Among the samples that Hartley received from the authorities in various 
districts was the A. linearis, leading the colonial government to discover 
rooibos.	 Enquiries	 about	 this	 tea	 recurred	 in	 official	 correspondence	
from 1906. The civil commissioner in Clanwilliam sent four kilograms of 
rooibos	to	the	Department	of	Agriculture.	The	first	shipment	of	this	tea	
to be received by the Cape government was delivered from Clanwilliam 
to	the	nearest	railway	station,	fifty	miles	away,	by	post	cart.160

Hartley and his employers in Cape Town were impressed with this 
obscure	beverage.	The	Director	of	Agriculture	asked	around	for	figures	
on the annual yield of ‘rooi tea’, but nobody had a clue.

Hartley got in touch with Sala Foster, Clanwilliam’s biggest shopkeeper, 
and bought more tea from him. Foster descended from the few Irish 
settlers of 1820 who remained behind in the Cederberg region after 
their companions had moved to the greener pastures of the Eastern 
Cape.161 Foster belonged to the town’s high society, together with the 
magistrate, the attorney and the two priests.162 Recommended by his 
bankers as ‘a very respectable and trustworthy man’, Foster was the 
richest resident of Clanwilliam.163

His tea was dispatched to London, for the South African Products 
Exhibition – a grand display of colonial commodities, opened by King 
Edward VII in February 1907. ‘“Rooi” Bush, or ‘Red Bush’ was advertised 
there as a ‘charming beverage’ popular with ‘the Elite of the Rural 
Districts’. It was claimed that this tisane helped to normalise digestion.164

The government received a couple of small orders from British importers 
after the exhibition. The freight costs were exorbitant, and exports did 
not take off, but the international exposure helped to stir up interest for 

rooibos in the domestic market.

The man who owned ‘rooibosch’
Once Hartley’s one-year contract with the government ended, he got down 
to exploiting the potential of this tea. If a proper industry was created, he 
argued, it ‘should be a veritable Godsend for the coloured people of the 
district’.165 The multiracial population, underclass of the Cederberg region, 
were the ones who depended on the tea and buchu for a living. Hartley, 
however, did not want to invest in this enterprise unless his former boss, the 
Director of Agriculture, would grant him a monopoly over harvesting rooibos 
on Crown land.

159 C R Harler, The Culture and Marketing of Tea. London: Oxford University Press, 1964, p 247. Rosenthal, Old Time Tea
       Trade and Tea Growing in South Africa, p 59.
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The government decided otherwise and invited tenders for collection 
of the tea in the Cederberg Forest Reserve. Nothing daunted Hartley: he 
kept on buying and promoting rooibos, although he no longer promised to 
improve the situation of the people of mixed race. He had not given up his 
hope to gain monopoly and chose another route. In 1908, Hartley registered 
the name of the tea ‘Rooibosch’, in the Dutch spelling accepted at the time, 
as his trademark.166  By	all	accounts,	 it	was	the	first	ever	Aspalathus linearis 
tea brand.

His competitors did not fail to notice this, especially after he ran 
advertisements in Cape newspapers and won a prize at the Rosebank Show, 
the main agricultural event in the colony. They just could not go along with it 
and disputed his reservation of the name in the Supreme Court of the Cape 
of Good Hope.

The applicants – merchants and dealers in colonial produce at Worcester – 
alleged that the tea had been widely known under this appellation 
before Hartley laid claim to it. Besides, they said that ‘Rooibosch’ was not an 
invented word: it was just a description of the tea’s colour and character. The 
petitioners were selling this product for years and now felt ‘hampered and 
restricted in their business, and suffer damage thereby’.167

Hartley maintained that the tea had not been known as ‘rooibosch’ 
until he came on the scene: its moniker in the Cederberg region was 
naadel, or naaldetee (needle tea). When the government decided to 

display the tea in London, Hartley invented the new name. After that, he 
travelled over the Cape, Natal, the Transvaal and the Orange Free State 
with samples of this tea, trying to create a demand for it. The word 
‘rooibosch’, he insisted, had nothing to do with the appearance of the 
leaf, which is naturally green: rooi, or ‘red’, was the colour of processed 
tea.

Hartley’s lawyer conceded that rooi was a common reference to the 
A. linearis beverage. According to Hartley, however, he produced a
new noun – rooibosch – which had not existed before 1907. Sala Fos-
ter threw his weight behind this statement. In Foster’s forty years as a
general dealer, he had known this product only as naadel tea, until Hartley
(his client) invented the word ‘rooibosch’ for the British show. ‘Mr. Hartley
was	the	first	person	as	 far	as	 I	know	to	call	 the	tea	Rooibosch’,	wrote
Foster	in	his	affidavit.168

The plaintiffs countered it with sworn testimonies from other inhabitants 
of the district. Dirk Jacobus Albertus van Zyl – a hotel proprietor and 
lifelong resident of Clanwilliam – stated that the beverage had always 
been styled ‘Rooi bosch-tea’ or ‘Nadel-tea’, ‘although until a few years 
back the article itself did not command much attention.’ Cornelis Pieter 
de Leeuw – a local general dealer who had been trading in rooibos 
since 1902 – knew it as ‘Naalde Tea’ (needle tea), ‘Naalde en Spelde Tea’ 
(needles-and-pins tea), ‘Rooi Tea’, ‘Rooibosch Tea’ or ‘Rooiboschjes 
Tea’ (red bush tea).
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Hartley loses the battle
The fate of Hartley’s defence was sealed when his former superior – 
Pieter Johannes du Toit, under Secretary for Agriculture – also issued 
a	 statement.	 From	 his	 communication	 with	 Clanwilliam	 officials,	 he 
understood that the beverage had originally been called ‘Naaldjes 
thee’, ‘Rooi thee’ or ‘Rooi bush thee’.169

The court held that ‘the trademark ought never to have been registered’. 
The word ‘Rooibosch’ was non-distinctive, simply characterising the 
existing product. 

‘The evidence seems to me overwhelming’, said the judge,
‘that, long before the respondent claimed this trademark as his
sole trademark, people had in different parts of the country
known this tea as a red bush tea. It, no doubt, had other names
but this was one of them, and the respondent could not, by
seizing hold of one of those names and registering it as a trade-

 mark, claim that he should have an exclusive use of the
trademark. It seems to me that the applicants were within their
rights in claiming to have this trademark expunged.’170 

Hartley lost his brand. But is there a chance that he had coined the word 
‘rooibosch’ indeed?

Archives have not been helpful in clearing up this matter. The tea became 
a	 significant	 commodity	 only	 in	 Hartley’s	 time:	 probably,	 the	 earliest 
reference in government papers comes from 1906. The reference is 
in a letter by Du Toit, in which he pointed out that the product was 
‘locally known as “Rooi Thee”’.171		The	word	‘Rooibosch’	was	first	used	in	
official	correspondence,	also	by	Du	Toit,	in	March	1907.172

Bush tea, or bosje(s)thee, was ‘tea from the scrub, wild tea’. And ‘rooi-
bosch tea’ meant ‘tea from the rooibos plant’.

Had the plant been known as rooibosch before Hartley? There is no way 
to establish that today. However, if it had not, then the word ‘rooibosch’ 
– transformed into ‘rooibos’ after the spelling reform – was Hartley’s
invention.

Hartley passed away in Prieska, a small town in the Northern Cape, nine 
years after his trademark had been expunged. He could keep on dealing 
in rooibos and, in his death notice, Hartley’s occupation was indicated 
as ‘tea merchant’.173
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Early harvesting and processing methods

Much of the rooibos and buchu crop was picked in the Cederberg 
Forest Reserve. Starting from 1907, the government issued permits 
for tea gathering on that land.174 Permits were free, but pickers paid 
a royalty for every pound of rooibos they collected and sold their tea 
to the agent of their choice. The season lasted up to four weeks a 
year, beginning once the rooibos plants had cast their seeds, and the 
buchu had been gathered in. As a reward for the heavy work, pickers 
earned	four	to	five	pounds	–	over	and	above	a	farm	labourer’s	monthly 
pay.175 In	 the	 late	 1920s,	 there	 were	 about	 fifty	 pickers	 on	 Crown	
land. Most of them came from mission settlements: Wupperthal and 
the Dutch Reformed Church’s Elandskloof, north-east of Citrusdal.176 

In season, pickers of rooibos, buchu and kliphout bark used to 
camp at ‘stations’, sites for processing their harvest. Some of these 
sites were in the mountains, and others could be in villages.177 
From those improvised processing centres, rooibos was carried down 
by donkeys to wherever buyers could be found.

Early rooibos pickers used to pluck or break the twigs off by hand.178 Later, 
they started using knives or sickles. They laid out the sheaves of 
harvested	 tea	on	a	flat	 surface	and	cut	 it	 into	 small	pieces	by	means	
of hand axes, with handles made from hard, durable wood. ‘You 
put your left hand on the branches, grabbed the axe with your right 
hand and started chopping’, recounts an 80-year-old Johannes 
Ockhuis	of	Heuningvlei.	‘The	pieces	had	to	be	short	enough	to	fit	into	
a sack. It wasn’t a work for a couple of hours. You chopped all day.’
Afterwards, they crushed the pieces with heavy wooden poles or mallets 
(mokers), like the one on display at Clanwilliam Museum. In the evening, 
they moistened the batches of rooibos, covered or rolled them up 
in sack cloth and let the tea ‘sweat’ (oxidise) overnight.179

‘In the morning,’ continues Ockhuis, ‘you checked if the tea had turned 
brown. If you saw many green bits, you covered it again and let it sweat 
some more. Then, you removed the sacking and left the tea to dry 
under the sun.’180

On the following day, two people heaped the rooibos into a 
large sieve and swung it to and fro, until all the leaves slipped through 
and only the ‘sticks’ remained.181

The tea would then be packed into sacks and delivered to the shop. 
When the picker reached the shop – with a bag of rooibos on his 
shoulder or across the donkey’s back – the tradesman would weigh the 
tea, give him the price, and re-grade and re-sift the rooibos if necessary. 
The picker returned to the veld to fetch more tea, trying not to forget the 
amount he was due. He would be paid at the end of the week or month.182 
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New technology, new standards
Benjamin Ginsberg realised that somebody had to set quality standards 
for	 rooibos,	 as	 urban	 consumers	 expected	 a	 refined	 product,	 not	
a ‘poor man’s brew’. Furthermore, the Camellia sinensis industry 
had taught them to expect consistency in the tea they bought. If 
rooibos was hewn with a hand axe, how could uniformity of cut 
be achieved? If the oxidising method was primitive, how could 
you guarantee a palatable taste and the intense reddish colour? 

Benjamin’s black leather display case of 38 bottles with different varieties 
of rooibos and herbal teas, each carefully marked, is shown in the 
Clanwilliam Museum. This artefact indicates his fascination with 
reviewing and establishing standards of quality for the Aspalathus 
linearis beverage.

According to Bruce Ginsberg, Benjamin helped to introduce chaff 
cutters and encouraged their use for chopping the tea evenly.183 
Pickers used to pull it through the cutters like straw, as no machines 
had been especially designed for the rooibos industry yet. 

Petrus Hanekom, whose father collected rooibos near the village of 
Algeria in the 1920-30s, recounts that they used to take the 
heavy cutter with them into the mountains. It took two people to 
pull the rooibos through it. The twigs were rough, and they had 
to replace the blade for every third bag of tea.184

Stamp
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At the farm Rondegat, about ten kilometres south of Clanwilliam, 
Benjamin experimented with oxidation with the help of the  
Van der Merwe family. ‘Grandmother Bertha told me that  
he had sweated rooibos tea in barrels covered in damp sacking’,  
recounts Bruce Ginsberg. 

‘Later, I visited the famous Huangshan Yellow Mountain area in
Anhui	province	in	China	where	they	made	the	finest	keemun,	a 
very expensive black tea, much favoured in Victorian England.
I saw that all the tea was being cured in large woven baskets,  
which looked like large grape bushel baskets. The heat of the  
bruised, rolled tea makes it change colour to a smooth dark 
black brown shade. The British borrowed this hand-curing 
technique and started applying it in India. My grandfather might  
have learnt about it from his 1920s tea books, which I still
have.’185  

Then again, Benjamin could have been inspired by a Russian curing 
method.	The	first	stage	of	processing	ivan-chai	was	to	place	it	in	a	barrel, 
pour boiling water over it and let it sweat. 186

Be that as it may, this practice did not take root in the rooibos industry. 

A ‘fairly common’ tea
By the end of World War 1, the A. linearis infusion had become a ‘fairly 
common’ beverage with ‘well-known tonic properties’, according 
to South Africa’s Department of Forestry.187 Once Afrikaans was 
recognised	as	the	country’s	second	official	language,	in	place	of	Dutch,	
the old spelling of the product name – ‘rooibosch’ – fell away. From the 
late 1920s the tea was known as ‘rooibos’.

Unscrupulous dealers, however, were tarnishing its reputation. During 
the	war,	 consumers	demanded	flavourful	 replacements	 for	 the	 scarce	 
and costly Asian tea, but there was not enough rooibos to go around. All 
of	it	was	collected	in	the	wild,	troubled	by	drought,	mountain	fires	or	the	

teeth of Boer goats, who loved to graze on it.188 Unwilling to rely on nature’s 
generosity, some merchants started mixing rooibos with cheaper 
and less popular herbal tea plants, reducing the quality of the tea and 
damaging its reputation.

Despite that, after a three-year drought in the Clanwilliam district in the 
mid-1920s, the demand for rooibos had soared.189 Farmers were not 
giving proper attention to rooibos yet, regarding it as a side-line 
to citrus growing or stock raising. The opportunity was there, but who 
was to take it?

‘Generally speaking, the farmers here are of a very non-progressive 
type’, remarked a Standard Bank inspector in 1928. ‘Many of them have 
good farms but very little is done to improve methods of cultivation, 
or	to	develop	the	land,	they	being	apparently	satisfied	to	make	a	bare	
living.’190 

The Ginsbergs wanted far more than that. They decided to organise 
collection of rooibos themselves. The government had just revised their 
policy on rooibos harvesting in the Cederberg Forest Reserve: instead 
of handing out permits to individual pickers, they put the right to collect 
the year’s crop to tender. In 1930 Ginsberg placed his bid and won.

He had, however, underestimated the amount of tea he would get. His 
pickers also twisted his arm to make him pay ‘an unheard-of price for 
harvesting the tea’.191  On top of that, they accused him of foul play. He 
had	promised	them	cash,	they	claimed.	Instead,	they	got	certificates,	to	
be exchanged for goods at his shop.192

Ginsberg complained that the pickers had not prepared the tea properly. 
The local Forester, however, blamed it on him, reporting that: ‘instead 
of inspecting each bag of tea after it was taken off the scale, Ginsberg 
busied himself with selling groceries, consequently he was taken in by 
some of the pickers.’193
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Benjamin ended up with a glut of unreasonably expensive tea of mixed 
quality. At the time, Crown lands yielded a sixth of the annual rooibos 
crop.194 If we add the tea he had bought elsewhere, he would have 
owned about twenty per cent of the 1930 harvest. To make things worse, 
the tea had dropped in price, and Ginsberg was bound to lose. He 
appealed to the Forestry Department for a rebate on the money he had 
paid them, but it was denied.

The first major brand
For Ginsberg, rooibos was not his speciality yet. On his letterhead, this 
general merchant and produce dealer ranked his priorities as follows: 
‘Drapery,	Grocery,	Jewellery	and	Hardware.	Gent’s	and	Ladies’	Outfitter.	
Prices Paid for Skins, Wool, Buchu, Tobacco, Bush Tea, Etc., Etc.’195 

Meanwhile, in Cape Town, a man called Theodor Caspareuthus had 
much	 success	 with	 the	 first	 company	 specialising	 in	 South	 Africa’s 
indigenous tisanes. An immigrant from Germany, Caspareuthus had 
trekked to Mashonaland and owned a hotel in Paarl before focusing on 
Cape	tisanes.	With	help	from	his	compatriots,	he	developed	a	refined	
variety of honeybush, which he marketed under a trademarked name 
‘Cyclopia Tea’ from 1906.  

Caspareuthus laid down a plant to process 400 tonnes of honeybush 
per	year,	packaged	under	his	Caspa	brand.	By	the	early	1920s,	the	firm	
had launched three kinds of packaged rooibos tea, available from ‘all  
Leading Grocers throughout South Africa’. The premium brand,  
Grandiflora,	 was	 praised	 as	 ‘a	 cure	 for	 indigestion	 and	 nervous 
disorders’.196Caspa displayed their rooibos teas at the British Empire  
Exhibition of 1924, the largest expo in the world up until that time.

Benjamin Ginsberg might not have intended to go to such lengths for 
rooibos. Yet, having accumulated a huge amount of the tea, he had 
to get rid of it somehow. This could have been a turning point for 
Ginsberg: in the next decade, rooibos tea became his company’s 
priority. 

He already had his own brand of rooibos – Eleven o’Clock – and 
constructed a packing facility next to his Victoria Street shop. Most 
of the rooibos in retail was still offered loose and unbranded, and 
Ginsberg believed that a trademark was a seal of quality for the consumer. 
A rooibos with a recognised commercial name looked almost as 
attractive as the ‘real thing’, Camellia sinensis tea. 

Benjamin’s son, Henry Charles (born in 1913), recalled that Eleven 
o’Clock had been around since he was a small boy. He thought it was 
probably already in existence at the end of the First World War or 
even earlier.197 The name gives away its colonial origin: the tradition of 
‘elevenses’ – a mid-morning tea with buttered scones – was cherished 
in the early 20th-century Cape. It was everyone’s welcome break on 
factories, farms and shops across Britain and the dominions. For some 
reason, in Leipoldt’s novel set in the Cederberg area, a British newcomer 
considered	elevenses	‘un-English	and	redundant	to	anyone	fortified	by	
a good wholesome breakfast of staple porridge and bacon and eggs.’198 

Bertha Ginsberg remembered the day her husband pulled his watch 
from his waistcoat pocket, put it next to a piece of paper and drew a 
dial with the hands at eleven sharp.199	You	will	still	find	that	image	on	the	
packs of Eleven o’Clock, the oldest existing brand of rooibos in the world.

The Eleven o’Clock packet featured an illustration of a mother with 
the fashionable permed hairdo pouring a cup of rooibos for her 
young daughter in a gymslip dress. The image conveyed the message 
that packers of Camellia sinensis teas had been promoting for three 
decades: ‘Safe for the family’.

‘In the 1870s and 1880s, Horniman’s and many other [tea] brands 
depicted the consumer as a bourgeois woman or female child playfully 
enjoying a domestic pleasure’, noted Erika Rappaport in her book A 
Thirst for Empire: How Tea Shaped the Modern World. ‘Such ads shifted 
purity from the commodity to the consumer, who was most commonly 
middle class, white and feminine.’200
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More rooibos, quickly!
The	future	of	the	fledging	rooibos	industry	was	uncertain.	On	the	plus	
side, South Africans were buying more of the tea than ever before.
Yet, all rooibos was still collected in the wild. To satisfy the demand,
farmers and pickers had to deliver more rooibos, and they were
determined to exact these extra amounts from nature.

They resorted to what we would today call ‘unsustainable practices’.
Pickers cut rooibos bushes back so greedily that many of the 
plants did not survive. They came by better crops that way, but 
they were cutting the branch on which they sat. After this brutal
exploitation, there were fewer rooibos bushes in the veld and slimmer 
chances of having a good harvest the following year.

Another method that severely damaged the habitat was frequent patch 
burning. Indigenous pastoralists of the Cape had deliberately burnt 
the veld before the arrival of European colonists. Jan van Riebeeck
– the	 founder	of	 the	first	permanent	Dutch	 settlement	 in	 this	part	of
the	 world	 –	 noted	 in	 his	 diary	 that	 the	 local	 Khoikhoi	 made	 fires	 to

stimulate new growth of grass for their herds, which they were driving
from the Cape Flats.201 Further north, 18th-century European visitors 
saw	the	veld	in	flames.	It	had	been	set	alight	by	Namaqua	for	‘pasturing
their cattle on the tender grass which appeared after the rains’.202

Many plants in the rooibos-growing areas – the fynbos biome – need 
fire	 to	 reproduce.	 Their	 seeds	 will	 not	 sprout	 without	 the	 heat	 and	
smoke.	‘From	an	ecological	point	of	view,	fires	are	normal	for	fynbos’,	
says Rhoda Malgas of Stellenbosch University. Malgas has pioneered
academic research into sustainable farming of wild rooibos.
‘If you don’t burn it, the dry wood becomes a hazard. It’s a fuel load
that	can	cause	disastrous,	unmanageable	fires.’203

If	 fires	 happen	 every	 twelve	 or	 fifteen	 years,	 the	plants	 have	 enough	
time to recover. When dead vegetation decomposes, its minerals and
nutrients fertilise the soil.204	If	intervals	between	fires	are	shorter,	there
are not enough resources in the ground for the next generation of
plants to survive, particularly in a drought.

201 D P Bands, ‘Prescribed burning in Cape fynbos catchments’, in Proceedings of the Symposium on the Environmental
      Consequences of Fire and Fuel Management in Mediterranean Ecosystems, August 1-5, 1977, Palo Alto, California.
      Washington, Forest Service, US Department of Agriculture, 1977, p 247.
202 Ibid.

203 R Malgas interview, 21 October 2016.
204 Malgas; Oettlé, The Sustainable Harvest of Wild Rooibos, 2007.
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Excessive burning might have brought about veld degradation and soil 
erosion in pre-colonial times, but it got much worse after the arrival of 
stock farmers from the Cape. In the Cederberg mountains, the cattle 
grazed on very young grasses, and the herders used to burn off older 
blades without regret.

In the 1830s, Sir James Edward Alexander – a founder of the Royal 
Geographical Society – stopped by the Cederberg mountains and 
recorded that the patch burning had been adopted by colonists. The 
cedars were ‘fast disappearing under the destroying hand of man. 
Annually, the Dutch farmers, the Hottentots, and Bastaards, living about 
the	mountains,	burn	 the	grass	 to	 improve	 the	pasture.	Many	fine	old	
trees	are	thus	sacrificed,	and	hundreds	of	young	ones.’205

When buchu and rooibos turned into important commodities, it only 
fanned	the	flames.	Wild	rooibos	can	be	either	a	resprouter	or	a	reseeder. 
The latter is killed by burning and has to be re-established from seeds. 
The resprouter, on the other hand, survives a blaze by forming new 
shoots	from	the	stump.	A	fire	helps	it	to	germinate:	the	heat	cracks	the	
hard-shelled rooibos seeds, which give birth to new plants after a rain. 
Furthermore, chemicals in the smoke promote sprouting.206

Early tea pickers were aware that burning sped up the regeneration of 
rooibos plants. They also knew that the A. linearis	was	the	first	to	revive	
and	flourish	before	competing	plants	could	overgrow	it.

‘Rooibos is a pioneer species: it’s supposed to set the scene for 
everything else to come’, says Malgas. ‘Rooibos gets its taproot down 
quickly and starts to build a plant community. Its main job is to settle 
things and leave the system if necessary.’

The resprouter rooibos can live for decades if you do not tamper with it, 
as the bushes are well adapted to their ecological niche. In the 1920s, 
however, rooibos plants and the vegetation around them would be set 

on	fire	soon	after	harvesting	to	prompt	vigorous	sprouting	of	the	bushes	
for the next cut.207

Nortier turns his mind to tea
‘It is generally held by farmers that periodically burning of veld is 
necessary to encourage tea and buchu to grow for a few seasons as these 
would otherwise be choked and stunted by other scrubs’, remarked 
Dr Peter Nortier in his submission to the government in 1931. 
‘Undoubtedly, this is the most important urge for veld burning.’208

Nortier was Clanwilliam’s district surgeon and avid naturalist. Routinely 
travelling across the Rooibos Country, this lover of nature could not 
bear seeing how the soil, deprived of vegetation, was being wiped 
out by erosion and rains. He argued that the careless burning and 
over-exploitation had destroyed their cedar forests and was now doing 
away with the soil.

Cederberg farmers, the doctor noted in his report, ‘have been and 
are	satisfied,	 in	common	with	 the	state,	 to	 rob	nature	and	 to	destroy 
vegetation	and	conditions	which	make	life	possible	for	an	insignificant 
gain. It is the old story of Esau selling his birth right for a mess of 
pottage.’209 

How come, he wondered, neither the farmers, nor the authorities 
had done anything to domesticate rooibos? ‘It would then become a 
non-paying business to rob the veld, and, in consequence, veld-burning 
would cease’, wrote Nortier.210

He might not have known that the South African government had 
contemplated cultivation of Cape herbal teas at least since 1919.211  
He	might	not	have	been	aware	that	an	officer	of	the	Elsenburg	School	
of Agriculture had visited the Suid Bokkeveld in 1926 and opined that 
the question of growing rooibos in plantations was ‘worthy of further 
investigation’.212 There could have been other initiatives, but they 
mattered little to Nortier. They had all gone up in smoke.

205 Alexander, An Expedition of Discovery into the Interior of Africa. Vol I, p 32.
206 G Pretorius interview, 9 November 2016.
207 Bands, ‘Prescribed burning in Cape fynbos catchments’, p 247.
208 Nortier, ‘Soil erosion. District of Clanwilliam 1931’, p 2.
209 Ibid.

210 Ibid, p 5.
211 Under Secretary for Mines and Industries, Pretoria, to the Chief Conservator of Forests, Pretoria, 11 August 1919. KAB,
       source: IMI; vol: 73, reference: I213/4/19.
212 ‘Production of Rooibos Tea’, p 22.
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Honeybush – the most successful Cape tisane of the nineteenth century 
– was domesticated only towards the end of the twentieth century. The
first	harvest	of	 the	cultivated	variety,	developed	by	Hannes	de	Lange
of the present-day South African National Biodiversity Institute, was
reaped in 1998.213

Rooibos did not have to wait long, because Nortier took it upon himself 
to convert the Cederberg tea into a proper agricultural crop. He had 
calculated	 that	 the	market	demand	 for	 rooibos	 could	be	 satisfied	by	
plantations of a few hundred acres, provided that they were situated in 
the right place.214	It	was	easy	to	find	suitable	land,	but	the	breeding	of	
a fecund, resilient rooibos variety was taxing, particularly for an amateur 
like Nortier.

From the Karoo to Clanwilliam via Oxford
Nortier was a descendant of a
French carpenter who had
imigrated to the Cape in the 
seventeenth century. Although
his Huguenot surname 
metamorphasised into an

 Afrikaner ‘Nortjé’ over the  
centuries, the doctor stuck to
the original spelling.

Peter Lefras Nortier was born
in Willowmore in the Cape.
His family had farmed for
generations, and he wanted to 
uphold the tradition. He loved
rearing animals, learning
about crops and exploring the
plant life of the Karoo. His
father had, however,

   bequeathed the farm to the

younger sons and enjoined Piet to take medicine as a profession.215 
Doctors earn more than farmers, the old man reasoned.

Nortier started reading for a medical degree at the Victoria College, 
which is now Stellenbosch University, and he did so well that he won 
a	 Rhodes	 Scholarship.	 Nortier	 was	 among	 the	 first	 recipients	 of	 this 
reputable grant. 

With his typical understatement, Nortier maintained that his scholastic 
attainments were offset by his lack of prowess at sport.216 He only played 
some football in the third team, he said, but his outstanding academic 
ability would not have secured his election. Cecil Rhodes did not want 
his students to be ‘merely bookworms’. In his will, the ‘Empire Builder’ 
set down that they were to have ‘fondness of and success in mainly 
outdoor sports’.  

Nortier fully met his patron’s demands. In Britain, Nortier played rugby 
against England, as part of a World Team.217 Soon after moving to 
Clanwilliam, he was voted in as chairman of the rugby club and 
vice-president of the tennis club.218 

He kept a small stone that he had picked up at the grave of his 
benefactor in Matobo Hills: he was forever grateful to Rhodes for 
a chance to study in England. His parents wanted Nortier to go to 
Germany instead. ‘Who knows but for Rhodes I might have become a 
Nazi!’ he used to say.219 

He spent 1905-8 at Pembroke College, Oxford.220 Nortier did not 
speak much about those years. An Afrikaner farmer’s son – with ‘Karoo 
dust thick on my country boots’, as he put it – Nortier did not pick up 
the Oxford accent. Nor did he adopt the affectations of the higher 
classes. Accustomed to looking after himself, Nortier felt uneasy 
being waited upon by a ‘scout’.

213 E Joubert, M E Joubert, C Bester, D de Beer, J H De Lange, ‘Honeybush (Cyclopia spp.): From local cottage industry to global 
        markets — The catalytic and supporting role of research’, South African Journal of Botany. Vol 77, 2011, p 894.
214 Nortier, ‘Soil erosion. District of Clanwilliam 1931’, p 5.
215 S.A. discovered Nature’s most elusive secret’, Sunday Tribune. 28 September 1947, p 20.
216 Ibid; ‘“Landbou-dokter” van die sitruswêreld’, Die Huisgenoot. 3 December 1948, p 42.

217 Anon, ‘Short sketch of the life and work of Dr Piet le Fras Nortier of Clanwilliam, Cape Province, SA’. H Strauss’s personal archive.
218 D A Kotzé, Van Roodezand tot Gariep: die 150-jarige bestaan van die N. G. Gemeente Clanwilliam, 1826-1976.
      Clanwilliam: N. G. Kerkraad Clanwilliam, 1983, pp 113-5.
219 ‘S. A. discovered Nature’s most elusive secret’, p 20.
220 “Landbou-dokter” van die sitruswêreld’, p 42.
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From Oxford, the young bachelor of medicine headed for Liverpool. He 
entered the local university and practised as a resident doctor at the Royal 
Infirmary	in	Brownlow	Street.	Nortier	did	research	in	bacteriology	of	venereal 
diseases, for which the university awarded him the Doctor of Medicine degree.221

When World War 1 broke out, Nortier volunteered for active service  
in southern Africa. He took part in the suppression of the Five  
Shilling Rebellion,when Boer War veterans – led by General Maritz –  
tried to reinstate the Transvaal republic. Nortier was an army  
doctor throughout the South West Africa Campaign of 1914-1915,  
when South Africa took away the territory of the present-day  
Namibia from Germany. His superiors commended him for his bravery  
in the face of the enemy.

For Nortier, the military life ended with that campaign. The war was still 
raging in Europe, and there was no going back to Britain at the time. This 
accomplished 31-year-old medical doctor and bacteriologist made an 
unusual decision. Instead of moving to a city to pursue his career – which 
promised to be brilliant and lucrative – he moved to the village of 

Ladismith.222

In the semi-desert of the Klein Karoo, over three hundred kilometres 
from Cape Town, he started a partnership with a local colleague. 
Ladismith was, however, far too small: only one doctor could eke out a 
living there. The partners drew lots, and Nortier had to leave.

He moved to another sleepy backwater, Clanwilliam. Nortier had passed 
through the district while in the army. Its soil and vegetation reminded 
him of Willowmore. In January 1916, he launched his practice in the 
town. The following year, he was appointed district surgeon for the 
districts of Clanwilliam and Van Rhynsdorp.223

None	of	his	predecessors	had	his	 impressive	qualifications.	The	 second 
best – Dr Ernest Livesey, a licensee of the Worshipful Society of 
Apothecaries of London – died thirty years before Nortier’s arrival.224  
Although it is no wonder why people of the Cederberg region and 
further	afield	loved	the	new	district	surgeon,	they	never	fully	understood	
the reasons for his downshift.

221 P Lé F Nortjé, ‘A bacteriological investigation of gonorrhoea, acute and chronic’, MD Thesis, Liverpool University, 1913.
222 Anon, ‘Short sketch of the life and work of Dr Piet le Fras Nortier’.

223 P L Nortier curriculum vitae. Pieter le Fras Nortier Collection (MS 411), Special Collections, University of Stellenbosch.
224 Kotzé, Van Roodezand tot Gariep, p 102.
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A humble country doctor
In	the	thirty-five	years	at	this	post,	Nortier	practised	in	an	area	that	was	
eventually served by ten doctors. He looked after patients within 250 
kilometres, all around the Cederberg range and the plain stretching to 
Lambert’s	Bay.	To	reach	the	Atlantic	coast	over	the	flatland	with	deep	
sand, Nortier used to hitch six horses to his cart.

Judging by memoirs of the people who knew him, Nortier was self- 
effacing and generous with his time. He would keep vigil at the patient’s 
bedside if necessary. Sometimes, after two sleepless days on the road, 
he went to bed only to be woken by a farmer whose wife was about to 
give birth. Nortier would immediately get dressed and set off, driving 
many miles to attend the delivery.

‘No	call	was	ever	refused	by	him	night	or	day,	in	wet	or	fine	weather,	to	
the very poor class of patients in those areas at that time’, wrote his old 
friend, Dr F.P. Bester. ‘He was one of the old huisdokter [family doctor] 
type, was consulted by patients on all matters, whatever their troubles 
might be, and he ranked higher in their estimation than any other 
adviser.’225

The town of Clanwilliam was little more than a village. Telephones 
and decent country roads were still a novelty. Farms were few and far 
between, and some of them could be reached only by foot.

In	the	rainy	season,	the	few	existing	roads	would	be	flooded,	and	the	
doctor got off his cart and waded or even swam. He conditioned himself 
to chilly water by having cold showers every morning. If the rivers  
overflowed,	and	he	needed	to	reach	the	other	side,	he	would	remove	
his clothes, tie them in a bundle, put them and his black satchel on his 
head and just walk across

Later, his patients clubbed together to buy him a motorcar. It made 
his travels more comfortable, but what he really appreciated was the 
speed. Once a friend accompanied Nortier on his visit to a remote farm. 

Manoeuvring among pits and bumps, his little red Ford wobbled hard. 
A part broke and fell into the sand. ‘Let’s pull over and pick it up’, 
Nortier’s friend told him. ‘Don’t worry,’ answered the doctor, his foot 
steady on the gas pedal, ‘we’ll do it on the way back. The patient is 
waiting.’

Lawrence Green, who met Nortier in the 1940s, remembered him as a 
man of average height, ‘rather stout, but there was no mistaking the 
brain	 in	 the	 fine	 head,	 with	 its	 broad	 forehead,	 grey	 eyes	 and	 grey	
hair brushed back. His deep tan spoke of long years under the strong 
Clanwilliam sun.’226

Farmers called him the Ou Swarte, ‘old black chap’. His mother was a 
Ferreira, and they believed that he had inherited his complexion from 
his Portuguese forebears.

Haffie	 Strauss,	 Nortier’s	 granddaughter,	 says	 that	 he	 once	 had	 an 
accident with his car, driven by his Coloured employee. They went to a 
farmer to ask for help, but the farmer, who had not seen Nortier before, 
would speak only to the driver. He thought that the man at the wheel 
was the doctor and took the tan-skinned Nortier for a labourer.227

Nortier regarded his medical work as his duty. Remuneration was 
welcome, but he often acted as if he did not need the money or as if his 
work had already been paid for. If a family did not have two pennies to 
rub together, he would write off their debt. Their gratitude was accepted 
in full settlement.  

One day, a poor patient came to see Nortier about a bill for £30. 
‘You owe me nothing’, said the doctor. ‘Go away at once, or you’ll insult 
me.’ 
‘But I must pay you’, insisted the visitor.
‘Then give me ten shillings and be on your way.’

225 Anon, ‘In memoriam: Peter le Fras Nortier’, S A Medical Journal. 30 April 1955, p 420. 226 Green, On Wings of Fire, p 154.
227 H Strauss interview, August 2014.
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‘Laird of Clanwilliam’
Soon after he had made his home in Clanwilliam, Nortier treated a girl 
for a strong headache. Her name was Agatha, and she was wearing a 
red coat that day. It struck him because he had a recurring dream: a girl 
in	a	red	coat	walking	out	towards	him.	Nortier	had	first	seen	this	dream	
when he was eight. He asked Agatha her age. She was eight years his 
junior.228

In	1917,	Pieter	and	Agatha	got	married.	Their	first	child	was	a	girl,	and	
he called her Charité. Later, they had Clemency and Joy. When their 
fourth-born also turned out to be a girl, he called her Amnesté and gave 
up the hope of having a son.

It seems that Agatha, who kept his books, used to pester him about his 
disinterest	 in	financial	matters.	When	Nortier	died,	she	told	the	press	
that she had been ‘at her wits’ end’ over his income.229 He attended to 
patients all day but charged them next to nothing.

‘My grandfather was a very gentle, lovely man, but he just didn’t care 
about money’, says Strauss. ‘If he hadn’t had the farm that they could 
sell, she wouldn’t have had a cent to spend in her old age.’

But	Nortier	was	no	pauper.	By	all	accounts,	his	lack	of	financial	acumen	
was exaggerated. He bought a farm on the banks of the Olifants River, 
large enough to be divided in two after his death. He also donated a 
tenth of the cost of building a new town library in Clanwilliam.

In matters of cultivation and selective breeding of plants, commercial gain 
was not his main motivation. Another nickname of Nortier was the ‘Laird 
of Clanwilliam’: not because he owned more land than other farmers, but 
because he knew and loved the soil better than most of them did.

228 R van Reenen, ‘Oor só ‘n man kan ‘n vrou mos spog’, Die Burger. Byvoegsel. 4 October 1958, p 3.
229 Van Reenen, ‘Oor só ‘n man kan ‘n vrou mos spog’, p 3.
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Four pioneers
Evidently, Benjamin Ginsberg played a part in persuading Nortier to 
breed a cultivated variety of the rooibos plant.230 Ginsberg fretted about 
the	future	of	the	rooibos	trade	and	the	fact	that	annual	yields	fluctuated	
depending on whims of nature. Nortier, on the other hand, worried about 
the ecological effects of patch burning and soil erosion. Farmer friends of 
theirs, Oloff Bergh and William Riordan, shared their anxiety to change 
the status quo.

Bergh was born in the Cederberg region. His ancestor and namesake – a 
Swedish employee of the Dutch East India Company – not only owned 
hundreds of hectares of farmland near Cape Town but was also among 
the	first	Europeans	to	see	the	rooibos-growing	areas.	Separated	from	his	
distinguished progenitor by seven generations, Oloff Bergh owned two 
vast farms on the slopes of the Pakhuis Mountains. He had been dealing 
with	Ginsberg	since	the	1920s.	On	Bergh’s	farms,	a	hand-driven	cutter	first	
replaced hand axes for chopping rooibos twigs.231

The family of William Travers de Burgh Riordan also had old ties with 
Clanwilliam. They came from the barony of Clanwilliam in Ireland. Given 
his name, Riordan could have been related to the medieval William who 
founded the de Burgh clan (dynasty). But Riordan was born in the Cape 
hinterland thousands of miles from Éire. After entering the civil service, 
he was posted to the Cederberg region as a clerk and, eventually, was 
appointed magistrate.232 With his French wife, Riordan owned the 
770-hectare Klein Kliphuis farm, to which he gave a Celtic name,
‘Drumkeen’.233

These four men – Nortier, Bergh, Riordan and Ginsberg – did more than 
anyone at the time to have rooibos grown and harvested in plantations, 
much like Asian tea. Although other industries in South Africa could borrow 
ideas from their overseas counterparts, the rooibos pioneers had to 
pioneer	almost	everything	in	their	field.	Nobody	had	tried	to	domesticate	
this tea elsewhere, because it did not grow anywhere else.

The Nortier type
Nortier,	the	scientific	mind,	took	the	initiative.	The	initial	step	was	to	identify 
suitable seeds and collect plenty of them. On his outings with Bergh, 
Nortier would have come across rooibos shrubs not only in the Pakhuis 
Mountains, at Bergh’s and Riordan’s farms, but also to the southwest, 
along the Cederberg range.

‘I walked there and saw wild rooibos from Rocklands, opposite the Pakhuis 
Mountains, and all the way down the western slope of the Krakadouw 
to the Boskloof and the Grootkloof valleys’, says James van Putten. ‘It’s 
about	twenty	kilometres,	as	the	crow	flies.’234

On that side, the blazing Cederberg sun is kinder to the plants. While it 
beats down on the opposite slope, the rooibos bushes in the west relish 
the coolness of the dew. By nine in the morning, when direct sunbeams 
reach the Olifants River Valley, the rooibos has already lapped up moisture 
for the rest of the day.

You	will	find	various	kinds	of	wild	rooibos	 in	those	areas.	Near	Algeria, 
there is the ‘rooi’ type, which was domesticated by Nortier. And at 
Kriedouw	and	Hexrivier,	where	Benjamin	Ginsberg	first	tried	rooibos	tea,	
you may stumble upon a low-growing type with coarse leaves.

The biotype that Nortier bred is sometimes known as ‘Rocklands’ 
or ‘Grootkloof’ type. Indeed, some of the wild plants in the Pakhuis  
Mountains were similar to the cultivated forms. However, Van Putten be-
lieves that the material collected by Nortier for his experiments came 
mainly from the Grootkloof area, near Algeria.235

While rambling a few kilometres north-west of Jamaka, Van Putten 
encountered a higher-growing type of rooibos. People of Algeria made 
their tea from such plants. Their rooibos, just like the cultivated type, is a 
reseeder. Seven kilometres northwards, in the Grootkloof area, Dr Nortier 
and his companions collected rooibos seeds for his experiments.236 

230 Van Putten, ‘Die verhaal van rooitee’, pp 29-30.
231 J H Bergh, interviewed by J van Putten, 1964.
232 Papers re. Riordan W T de B. Calvinia, Uitenhage, etc. 1906-11. KAB, source: JUS; vol: 43; reference: 6518/05.
233 A Riordan interview, 9 October 2017.

234 J van Putten interview, 9 March 2016.
235 J van Putten interview, 9 March 2016.
236 T Swarts, interviewed by J van Putten, 1970s [?], audio recording, Rooibos Ltd archive, Clanwilliam.
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A hunt for rooibos seeds
Finding those seeds was a mission. In summer, the bushes bear small 
yellow	flowers	which	produce	little	pods.	Each	of	these	pods	has	a	single 
light-grey seed with a tawny tint. To understand how tiny that seed is, 
it’s	 enough	 to	 know	 that	 there	are	 two	hundred	and	fifty	of	 them	 in	 a	
gram.237	 	Once	the	pod	splits,	 it	flings	the	seed	out.	Try	spotting	those 
kidney-shaped specks among the grains of sand on the ground! Then, on 
you went in search of the next plant: wild rooibos bushes did not grow in 
clumps.

Because their collection required so much effort, the seeds were 
prohibitively expensive. In the late 1930s, they sold for up to £160  
per kilo.238For two kilos, Nortier could have bought himself a new Ford!

First, the doctor was hoping to buy from farmers, but few of them collected 
the seeds. Then, he and Bergh asked their own farmworkers for  
help. The labourers were paid for the amount of rooibos seeds they 
brought in.239  

At his Kleinvlei farm, Bergh had a middle-aged couple working for him, 
Hans and Tryntjie Swarts. They probably belonged to a large Coloured 
family whose presence in the Cederberg area was recorded from  
the 1830s. 240 Fytjie Zwart, a Bastaard woman, used to own the farm  
Heuningvlei,which later became an outpost of the Rhenish Missionary  
Society.241

When promised money for the seeds, the Swarts couple went into the 
veld. They lay on their stomachs under rooibos bushes and peered at the 
ground. When they noticed a seed, they plucked it with a wetted tip of 
a match and placed it in a matchbox. One day, while prostrated on the 
sand, Tryntjie and Hans saw ants slowly lifting rooibos seeds and carrying 
them away.

‘The scoundrels are stealing our seeds!’ said Tryntjie. She and Hans 
followed the little ‘thieves’ who were slogging to the anthill.

The next day, they brought a spade and dug the ant dwelling 
open. They removed the soil to reveal crevices packed with rooibos  
seeds. Hans and Tryntjie scooped them out with a spoon.

From that moment, the Swarts couple abandoned the wet- 
match technique and would only pinch from the ants. Nortier and  
Bergh paid them a shilling per matchbox of seeds, so it took the doctor 
much coaxing to have the Swarts couple share their secret.

Tryntjie Swarts claimed to have discovered the method by accident.242 
Indeed, there had hardly been any need to collect rooibos seeds before 
Dr Nortier’s attempts at cultivation. But the origins of this technique could 
have been rooted in a distant past.

237 J van Putten interview, 10 October 2017.
238 ‘Rooibostee kry groter’, Die Landbouweekblad. 6 April 1955, p 17.
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240 W Moritz, ‘Entstehung einer Kleurlingsgemeinschaft’, Journal, SWA Wissenschaftliche Gesellschaft. Vol XXIII, 1968/69, p 52.
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Khoikhoi people used to break anthills open, ransack their stores and boil
the different seeds in milk, ‘making a very agreeable dish’.243 

‘You could collect a far better type of rooibos seed this way’, says Piet  
Saayman, a veteran of the industry. ‘The fully ripened seeds were too hard 
for ants. They stored them and ate the “green” ones, which were softer.’ 244

As the cultivation of rooibos progressed, farmworkers started to see the 
collecting of seeds as a reliable source of income.245 Not all of them were 
diligent enough, though, and some would spoon out the seeds from 
anthills indiscriminately. If the farmer was not careful, he would grow 
various kinds of bushes and trees from those seeds, but not good rooibos.

Nowadays, for ecological reasons, the robbing of ants is not encouraged. 
Farm labourers use other methods. Jan Swartz of the Suid-Bokkeveld, for 
instance, sifts the top layer of sand from underneath the bushes. He puts 
the sifted sand in a bowl of water and waits for the seeds to rise to the 
surface.246 Often, people use a white enamel basin in which they knead 
bread dough at other times.

The process resembles panning for gold. Rooibos seeds are light, so they 
would	almost	float.	The	heavier	 sand	sinks	and	stays	under	water.	The	
seeds on the surface are carefully decanted into another container, and 
the process is repeated until no sand or other foreign substances remain.

Treating seeds to grow tea bushes
The	first	hundred	rooibos	seeds	for	Nortier’s	experiments	were	gathered	
by himself, Oloff Bergh and Hans Swarts on their earliest outings.247 The 
doctor realised that the seeds would not necessarily sprout if he sowed 
them as they were. They were pricey and hard to get, so it was crucial to 
improve the germination. If most of the seeds died, it would not pay to 
cultivate rooibos at all.

Nortier	 wanted	 to	 germinate	 the	 seed	 artificially:	 start	 them	 growing 
before popping them into the soil. He would put the seeds in wet cotton 

wool, but the rooibos would not sprout. Soon he found out that their 
tough shells slowed down the germination.

To solve this riddle, Nortier treated the seeds with heat, but the results 
dashed his hopes. He did not know what temperature to use and could 
not carry on for fear of wasting too many seeds. So, he tried to soften the 
shells by immersing them in boiling water or applying various acids, but 
this did not work well either.

At last, when all else failed, he decided to scrape the outer coating 
away. Nortier placed a seed between two pieces of wood and rubbed 
them until the shells cracked. Once the hard covers had been cracked, 
the soft inside of the seed could absorb water. Chances of a successful  
germination increased to eighty per cent and more.248

In the following years, the scarifying process evolved. Nortier would lay 
the seeds on a wooden slab and scrub them with a piece of wood to 
which he had attached a thin layer of rubber.249  Such a device, used by 
Tryntjie Swarts on the Bergh farm, is now shown at Clanwilliam Museum.

The next stage of Nortier’s experiments was learning how to deal with the 
seedlings	and	cultivate	 the	bushes	 in	plantations.	He	planted	scarified	
seeds in nurseries where the seedlings grew in rows.250 From there, Norti-
er and his friends could get small seedlings for transplantation

James van Putten has a historic document in his collection: a contract 
signed by Nortier and Riordan in January 1930. In the contract, Riordan 
put his farm Klein Kliphuis, six hundred metres up in the mountains, at 
Nortier’s disposal. The doctor, for his part, agreed ‘to undertake the 
collecting of seed, the propagation of seedlings, the transplanting and 
all things necessary for the proper growth, propagation, cultivation and 
production of the plant and to supervise the development in all phases 
and to bring all the available cultivated land under Rooibosch tea at 
the earliest possible time’.251 It is probable that Nortier had a similar 
arrangement with Bergh for the experiments on his land.

243 Schapera, The Khoisan Peoples of South Africa, p 238.
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Laying down plantations
Once the seed nursery was perfected, the doctor started transplanting 
the	first	bushes	of	domesticated	rooibos.	Nortier	was	aware	that	legumes	
did not suffer transplantation gladly, but if you handled the deep-rooted 
shrubs very carefully, they could thrive even in a comparatively infertile 
soil. Nortier worked out that he had to plant after a heavy rain, with high 
chances of yet another rain.252 When he did so, the shrubs struck root 
better.    

The	 first	 rooibos	 plantations	 were	 on	 Klein	 Kliphuis,	 some	 fourteen 
kilometres north-eastwards of Clanwilliam, and Oloff Bergh’s farms 
Teevlak and Varkfontein, west of Cederhoutkop in the Pakhuis Mountains.253 
Klein Kliphuis and Varkfontein were adjacent, separated by a stream. 

‘My father, Riordan and Dr Nortier decided that the place to grow rooibos 
on Varkfontein was a high valley’, says Thelma Harding, Oloff Bergh’s 
daughter. ‘I think it had only been used for animal grazing. They made 
seedbeds	there	and	then	transplanted	the	rooibos	into	bigger	fields.’254  

To reach Varkfontein, you need a 4×4. The trail for all-wheel drive vehicles 
takes you onwards, around the bend to Teevlak and to Mount Synnott 
with its majestic view of the Olifants River Valley.  You drive on the narrow, 
desolate track lined with prickly bushes, the wheels pushing thousands 
of	grey	stones,	the	size	of	a	fist,	into	the	thick	sand.	Your	car	rushes	past	
clumps	of	elephant’s	 foot	plants,	with	 their	big	fissured	stems	showing	
above ground. By a waterfall, just two kilometres before Varkfontein, 
there are Bushman paintings.

Teevlak is even further, nearly twenty kilometres from the homestead, on 
a large plateau between the ridges. It is a rough, bumpy ride under the 
scorching sun, and one wonders how Nortier used to get there.

Manure was the only plant food they used for rooibos in the 1930s-1940s. 
Some	of	his	first	bushes	cultivated	on	Bergh’s	and	Riordan’s	 land	were	
grown with hardly any fertiliser.255 When citizen historian Ernest Smit visited 

Varkfontein twenty years ago, Denis Bergh (son of Oloff Bergh) showed 
him the stone slab where, in his father’s time, the cultivated tea was dried 
after ‘fermenting’.256 

By	 1933,	 Nortier	 had	 harvested	 over	 five	 tonnes	 of	 rooibos	 on	 Klein 
Kliphuis.	‘The	tea	is	of	a	particularly	bland	and	agreeable	flavour’,	reported 
the S.A Medical Journal, ‘and appeared to our unsophisticated palate to 
be much superior to that of the wild-grown rooibos tea casually gathered 
on mountainsides.’257 

In the early 1940s, Bergh and Nortier were harvesting about nine tonnes of 
cultivated tea a year.258
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Land burning stops
The variety that the doctor developed – the Nortieria, or mak tee, culti-
vated	tea	–	grows	upright.	Its	lifespan	is	five	to	fifteen	years.	

The cultivated variety has become the mainstay of the rooibos 
industry, enabling it to expand and provide jobs and income for hundreds 
of people in the rooibos-growing regions. Although less robust, the 
Nortieria is more predictable, delivering tea of consistent quality year 
by year.

Nortier’s ultimate goal has also been achieved: those who make a living 
from cultivated rooibos no longer need to burn the veld. Because the 
Nortieria	cannot	withstand	the	flames,	farmers	do	their	best	to	prevent	
wildfires	from	spreading.

Some	farmers	would	use	fire	to	clear	their	land	for	planting	rooibos,	but	
this is no longer allowed. Such practice is incompatible with organic 
certification	standards.259 

‘When people depended on wild rooibos more than they do now, they 
would burn the veld deliberately’, says Gerhard Pretorius, who works 
with the Wupperthal Original Rooibos Cooperative.

‘Small	producers	who	aren’t	organically	certified	sometimes	
clear	fields	for	cultivated	rooibos	this	way.	They	think	it’s	an	easy
solution, and the rooibos does grow well for a period. However,
over the long term, it is unsustainable because you are 
“mining” the soil of minerals and carbon. They do it for the lack 
of knowledge, infrastructure and agricultural resources to clear
mechanically. But we, at the Original, brush cut the fynbos. The
carbon should go back into the soil.’260  

Rhoda Malgas points out that farmers may sporadically burn the veld 
‘to reduce pathogen loads or release soil nutrients’,261 but it is no longer 
the major ecological threat that it was in Nortier’s time.

259  Malgas; Oettlé, The Sustainable Harvest of Wild Rooibos.
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Cultivated rooibos gets recognition
Nortier did not monopolise his knowledge: he freely shared it with 
farmers so that they could also grow the tea. Thanks to him, they had 
a new valuable commercial plant that was naturally adapted to the 
climate of the region.

‘It is grown on mountain slopes that are unsuitable for other farming, 
and many consider it an excellent crop for this district’, wrote Louis 
Leipoldt in the 1940s. ‘We can almost say that the Clanwilliam district 
has developed a new agribusiness, and Dr Nortier is one of the pioneers 
of this industry.’262

Both	Bergh	and	Riordan	profited	from	their	collaboration	with	Nortier.	
Although Bergh passed away in the 1940s, his family remains one of  
the	largest	rooibos	producers	and	a	major	influence	on	the	industry.263 

William Riordan’s plantations brought in such income that his son, 
Patrick, quit his job as a mining engineer in the Transvaal and returned 
to the Cederberg region to farm with rooibos.264 They even launched 
their own tea brand, Tawny Peaks. It was marketed well into the 1950s, 
after William died and the family sold the farm.265 The Ginsbergs also 
cashed in on cultivated rooibos (more about this in the next section).

It seems, though, that Nortier did not make a fortune from rooibos. His 
wife used to say that he was ‘quite happy to tell anyone who would listen  
about how to grow as much tea as he wants without much effort’.266 
She was exaggerating, however, when she claimed that he had not 
capitalised on his method at all.

His contracts with Bergh and Riordan were business arrangements. 
Nortier used their land so that the three of them could get a cultivated 
variety to farm with very soon. Apart from that, he also planted rooibos 
on his own farm. In 1941, Bergh and Nortier were producing tonnes of
tea and delivering to buyers in Clanwilliam.267 

In the end, however, Nortier seems to have quit rooibos farming and 
concentrated on his other pursuits. A friend of his remarked that the 
doctor	‘was	more	than	satisfied	that	the	problem	that	had	been	worrying 
him for years was solved. Success was a high enough reward, and there 
were enough of other interesting experiments he was waiting to carry 
on with.’268

Nortier’s legacy
‘A man equally familiar with stethoscopes and spades’, as Lawrence 
Green described him, Nortier turned his land into an experimental farm. 
To prove that the climate of the Olifants River Valley was perfect for 
many subtropical fruits, he planted pecans, mangoes, avocados and pa-
payas.269 To keep the exotic trees going, he carted the water himself. 

As a selective breeder, Nortier developed a seedless orange in 1934. 
He named it ‘Clanor’, after Clanwilliam. Nortier did this for the greater 
good rather than for his bank account. According to Dr Zelda Bijzet, 
ARC Institute for Tropical and Subtropical Fruit, this midseason cultivar 
is still widely grown in South Africa.270 Nearly 250 tonnes of Clanor were 
exported in 2015.271	As	a	botanical	collector,	he	identified	several	new	
species,	including	a	sore-eye	flower	(Haemanthus nortierii) and a wood 
sorrel (Oxalis nortierii).

As a nature conservationist, the doctor persuaded the Divisional Council 
to protect the desert near Lambert’s Bay from overgrazing. Thanks to 
his lobbying, a large part of the desert was fenced off and restored.272  
It became the Nortier Reserve.
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Stellenbosch University awarded him an honorary doctorate in agriculture. 
In his usual self-effacing manner, Nortier replied: ‘I am grateful for the 
honour that has been bestowed on my dear Clanwilliam.’273

Residents of the town elected him mayor – after Frikkie Visser’s thirty-year 
tenure – in 1943 and 1947.274 Nortier not only paved the Main Street and 
built a slaughterhouse, but also started municipal production of compost 
from night soil.

At the Clanwilliam Museum they have a display of dozens of Dr Nortier’s 
medical tools: needles, multishot syringes, forceps, tooth elevator, enema 
bottle, rectal tube and urinal catheter.

A bronze bust of Nortier stands at the entrance to the town library. The 
doctor left a large sum in his will for the library, on condition that it would 
be constructed within two years and dedicated to his close friend, Louis 
Leipoldt. The remainder was raised through hundreds of donations, and 
the building was opened in 1958.

The ‘Old Doctor’ is buried at the eastern part of his farm, which has been 
renamed ‘Nortiershof’. Below his tomb you will see Chinese Lantern bushes 
from his native Klein Karoo, stretching their branches over his daughters’ 
gravestones by his side. Ernest Smit wrote that those are the only Chinese 
Lanterns in the Clanwilliam district.275

The epitaph on Nortier’s plain grey headstone reads, ‘The open sky and the 
green	fields	were	his	heaven	–	and	in	them	he	walked	with	God.’

After his death in 1955, the University of Cape Town posthumously awarded 
him an honorary doctorate in medicine. Few people knew that Nortier had 
already been a Doctor of Medicine for over forty years. The fact is not even 
mentioned in the Standard Encyclopaedia of Southern Africa.276 

Did	his	association	with	rooibos	end	after	he	had	finished	his	work	on	its	
cultivation? It does seem so. 

‘Dr Nortier and my father were very good friends’, says Thelma Harding, 
remembering the 1940s. ‘I often had lunch or spent afternoons with him 
and his wife. There was never any rooibos in that house. Lots of coffee, but 
I don’t remember any rooibos.’277  

On the other hand, she admits that serving rooibos to guests was not a 
good idea in those days. It was still seen as a cheap substitute for black tea. 
The Berghs grew it but would never drink it themselves. 

A newspaper article published shortly after Nortier’s passing sheds more 
light on his habits.278 His wife confessed to the journalist that she was not 
fond of rooibos. Nortier, on the other hand, loved the tea. He drank it 
sweet, without milk. On hot summer nights, his wife would always prepare 
a jug of cold rooibos for him.
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A soon-to-be-famous tea
After Nortier developed the cultivated variety, the industry did not
embrace it immediately. Even in the late 1940s, less than a third of the 
rooibos farmers planted their tea.279 The rest only harvested in the wild.

Seeds were still prohibitively expensive and – although many ways of
sourcing	 them	 had	 been	 invented	 –	 sufficient	 quantities	 were	 not
available yet.

People also used to sift the soil from underneath the bushes or lay 
bags on the ground to catch the seeds before they landed and
vanished in the sand. Some farmers would shoot down Namaqua
sandgrouse, slash their craws open and retrieve the seeds which the
birds had pecked near cultivated rooibos plants.280

Towards the beginning of World War 2, a matchbox full of quality rooibos
seeds would cost as much as 100 litres of petrol. Today, you can get
it at a twentieth of the price.

Although the demand for rooibos continued to grow in the 1930s, many 
residents of the Clanwilliam district were making a bare living, whereas 
well-off farmers were based in the fertile Olifants River Valley, tending to 
their large plantations of oranges.

Changes were happening slowly and almost unnoticeably to the casual 
observer. A bus replaced the old post cart on the route from the railway
station.	In	1938,	electric	lights	made	their	first	appearance	in	Clanwilliam,
fed by the newly opened power plant at the dam.281 The retail trade was 
getting	livelier.	At	the	beginning	of	the	decade,	there	were	five	shops	
in the town, all suffering from chronic non-payment. Within a few years, 
there were twice as many shops, and most of the outstanding debts had 
somehow been collected.282

Standards of living in the district were gradually rising, thanks to (among 
other things) the budding rooibos industry. Rooibos itself did, however, 

not get attention from the media yet. Journalists rarely wrote about the 
tea from the Cederberg region, and authors of books on South African 
cooking and homemaking utterly ignored it.
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In his 1933 recipe collection, Louis Leipoldt bemoaned the lack of 
popularity of ghoekoffie, the wild almond beverage that his grandfather 
– the Reverend Johann Leipoldt – consumed in lean years on the
Wupperthal Mission.283 The poet had a penchant for this indigenous
ersatz coffee, and Rudolf Schlechter – an acclaimed German botanist
– was infected with his enthusiasm.284 Yet, Leipoldt was indifferent to
rooibos and hardly ever mentioned it in his writings.

Perhaps his friend, the Cape government botanist, professor Peter 
MacOwan,	 had	 influenced	 his	 attitude.	 You	will	 recall	 the	 professor’s 
correspondence with an enthusiast of Cape tisanes in the 1890s: 
MacOwan asserted that these beverages had no value apart from being 
cheap substitutes for the Camellia sinensis teas. ‘I gained almost all my 
knowledge of botany from an old Dutch book on systematic botany and 
from the descriptions and letters of MacOwan’, Leipoldt wrote of his 
teenage years.285   

The leading tea traders in South Africa showed no interest in rooibos 
until the late 1930s. The demand for rooibos tea was concentrated in 
the Cape, where consumers economised by mixing it with imported tea. 
In other provinces it was still a niche product, with low prices and sales 
volumes that did not entice the ‘big boys’.286 Only Glenton & Mitchell 
– the producers of Joko Tea – were handling minor quantities of this
commodity, which they bought from general dealers in Clanwilliam or
Calvinia and supplied to retailers in bulk.287 In 1938, the company was
still trying to set up direct links with rooibos growers.288

The scene is set for Benjamin’s son
In the early 1930s, Henry Charles Ginsberg – Benjamin’s twenty-year-old 
son – started making a name for himself in the rooibos trade. His name 
is often mentioned when you speak to older residents of the Cederberg 
region about the history of the industry. Coloured people who used to 
sell their tea to him still refer to him as the ‘Swart Jood’ (Black Jew), 
because of his tanned complexion.289 Others called him ‘Hymie’. But he 
preferred to be known as ‘Chas’.

As a boy, Chas used to ride his horse bareback into the mountains on his 
own. Once, lying on the ground and intending to take aim with a pellet 
gun at a rock rabbit, he suddenly noticed a leopard on a nearby high 
rock. The predator was watching him closely. Chas sprinted for his horse 
and rode for his life. 

When his parents sent him to the prestigious South African College 
Junior School, the 8-year-old Chas did not speak a word of the ‘Queen’s 
language’. He only knew Afrikaans. But the country lad held his own. 
‘His dad was very proud’, remembers Thelma Harding, ‘that he became 
a head boy at that English public school in Cape Town.’290 

Chas excelled in rugby, South Africa’s cult game. At eighteen, he was 
the only player representing Clanwilliam in the regional team.291

He headed the town’s rugby squad until the late 1930s, when local Nazi 
sympathisers helped to vote him off his captainship and boycotted his 
business, as was being done in Germany.292 He could not stay after that, 
but he loved the game so much that he went to play for the town of 
Porterville, halfway to Cape Town. The 120 km distance would not put 
him	 off.	 Chas	 held	 an	 unofficial	 record	 for	 the	 fastest	 drive	 between	
Clanwilliam and Cape Town on the old rough gravel roads. 

After the war, he joined Hamiltons and Villagers, the country’s two oldest 
rugby union squads, who had been combined in the mid-1940s. He 
played	 in	 their	first	 team	until	his	 late	 thirties,	alongside	 international	
stars of the game like Gerry Brand.

Even much later, Chas, who had been a heavyweight boxing champion 
in	his	school,	could	be	rather	fierce.	When	Chas	Ginsberg	was	already	in	
his	fifties,	a	tall	burly	labourer	on	his	farm	got	intoxicated	and	stabbed	
the foreman. The worker stood there with blood dripping from his knife, 
threatening to kill anyone who came near.

283 C L Leipoldt, Kos vir die kenner: ‘n Kookboek met meer as duisend goeie resepte. Cape Town: Nasíonale Pers, 1933, p 464.
284 Leipoldt, ‘Rudolph Schlechter’, p 11.
285 C L Leipoldt, ‘Rudolf Marloth: ‘n Woord van Waardering’, Die Huisgenoot. 12 June 1931, p 13.
286 General Manager of T W Beckett & Co Ltd to the Chief of the Division of Economics and Markets, Department of
       Agriculture and Forestry, Pretoria, 17 March 1937. SAB, source: LDB; vol: 1046; reference: R1212. T Simpson & Co, the
       sole agents for Mazawattee Tea for the Southern Africa, to the Chief of the Division of Economics and Markets,
       Department of Agriculture and Forestry, Pretoria, 17 March 1937. SAB, source: LDB; vol: 1046; reference: R1212.
       287 Glenton & Mitchell, producers of Joko Tea, to the Chief of the Division of Economics and Markets, 

       Department of Agriculture and Forestry, Pretoria, 18 March 1937. SAB, source: LDB; vol: 1046; reference: R1212.
288 Director of Forestry, Pretoria, to Conservator of Forests, Western Conservancy, Cape Town, 29 August 1938. TBK,
       source: FCW; vol: 214; reference: F241.
289 A Ockhuis interview, 27 October 2016.
290 T Harding interview, 12 March 2016.
291 Kotzé, Van Roodezand tot Gariep, p 115.
       292 Bruce Ginsberg, email message, 29 December 2015.
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‘My father, who had suffered a heart attack not long before, was in the 
farmhouse’, recounts Bruce Ginsberg. ‘When they told him about the 
stabbing, he said, “This doesn’t happen on my farm”. He jumped up 
from his desk, walked at a fast pace the 80 metres to the werf, went 
straight up to the guy, who was wielding the knife, and – bang! – 
knocked him out with one blow. The labourer was placed under the 
trees and tied up until the police arrived from Clanwilliam, 23 miles from 
the farm, to arrest him.’293

Chas enlisted for the home army during World War 2, training troops 
while	still	managing	his	business	operations.	After	an	officers’	course	in	
Pretoria, he was appointed Lieutenant. Chas was decorated and com-
mended by his superiors, being twice mentioned in dispatches. Field 
Marshall Jan Smuts, the wartime leader of South Africa, congratulated 
him for the exemplary training and drilling of a regiment of 3000 men.

He	never	shied	away	from	a	punch-up.	When	Chas,	already	in	his	fifties,	
went to a pub and saw another customer being bullied, he challenged 
the	offender,	‘You	leave	him	alone,	or	I’ll	have	your	face	flattened.’294

‘He was tough for me to have as a father’, remembers Bruce Ginsberg. 
‘He could be quite scary. But you could also rely on him. If I needed a 
man to go to battle with in war, I would choose him. Sometimes, he 
would get very sentimental. My wife says that the Ginsbergs are like 
a bunch of Russians: one minute we’re laughing, and another minute 
we’re mad, rather too keen on whisky and wine. There’s no delicacy 
about us.’295  

The largest buyer of rooibos
As Russians do, Chas Ginsberg believed that you should not trust a man 
who does not take a drink. However, he consumed alcohol in moderation 
and, most of the time, made do with tea and coffee. What mattered to 
him was not just taking a drink but holding it with sobriety.

At home, he often had his tea the Russian way: with lemon, from a glass 
in his father’s Russian silver glass holder. He took pride in his parents’ 
samovar: the metal urn for heating water which stood in every Russian 
home. The tea from a samovar inspired Calice Becker, the nose behind 
the world-famous Tommy Girl fragrance.

Chas had a talent for spotting a business opportunity. At the age of 
twenty-one, he noticed that Cape Town tourists started descending 
on	Clanwilliam	when	wild	flowers	were	in	bloom,	so	he	bought	a	hotel 
to accommodate them. (The other one belonged to a different 
Ginsberg family.296 ) His parents encouraged him and organised a loan for 
this purchase, which he had to repay himself. Around that time, he 
arranged trucks for the construction of the Clanwilliam Dam and for 
transporting goods unloaded from coastal steamers in Lambert’s Bay.

After the 1930 incident, when the family paid an exorbitant price for the 
tea collected on Crown land, his father delegated the bidding and other 
dealings with the Department of Forestry’s auctions to him.297 Chas, who 
had started buying rooibos at auctions in his school holidays to help his 
father,	proved	to	be	a	brilliant	negotiator.	Once	he	finished	high	school,	
he was caught up in the family business, although Benjamin would have 
preferred that he entered a university.298

293 B Ginsberg interview, 16 December 2015.
294 B Ginsberg interview, 23 October 2017.
295 Ibid.

296 T Harding interview, 12 March 2016.
297 H C Ginsberg, interviewed by J van Putten, 1964-2000.
298 ‘Sewe uur by die Ginsbergs’, Die Landbouweekblad. 18 August 1964, pp 23, 28.
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In the 1930s, rooibos pickers on Crown land were known as ‘volunteer 
fire	fighters’:	the	forest	officer	issued	them	collection	permits	only	if	they	
agreed	to	extinguish	veld	fires.	Those	who	failed	to	turn	up	in	case	of	an	
emergency were not allowed to collect that year anymore. The rooibos 
they collected was then auctioned by the authorities, and the Ginsbergs 
would be among the highest bidders.299 

By the end of the decade, their company had become the largest buyer 
of rooibos tea in the district.300 They moved their premises to a building 
in Main Street, adjacent to Chas Ginsberg’s Masonic Hotel.301 The tea 
had moved up on their list of priorities and Benjamin now presented 
himself as a general merchant and produce dealer ‘specialising in 
Tobacco and Rooibos Tea’. He also printed a special letterhead for his 
brand, with the familiar logo and a drawing of a mother serving tea to 
her child. It read, ‘B. Ginsberg. General Merchant. 11 o’clock Red Bush 
Tea a speciality.’302

For years, Benjamin had been selling his tea through Krone, an agent 
in Worcester and the company that prevailed on the Supreme Court to 
declare Hartley’s ‘Rooibosch’ trademark invalid in 1909. However, once 
Chas Ginsberg had set up a factory in Cape Town, the company’s tea 
was delivered directly to the city and marketed from there.303

An interesting new acquisition by the Ginsbergs was Caspa, a 
dominant player in the Cape herbal tea market, specialising in 
honeybush.The business, founded by Theodor Caspareuthus, owned the 
Grandiflora	trademark,	which	Chas	Ginsberg	relaunched	as	his	export 
rooibos brand after the war.304 Having purchased this company, the 
Ginsberg family entered the honeybush trade as well. Caspa was the 
only brand of packed honeybush in South Africa until the 1980s.

A wartime boom, a post-war collapse
World War 2 began, and the imports of Asian tea were severely curtailed. 
The navies of the Axis sank Allied cargo ships so regularly that the South 
African tea industry was forced to adopt a rigid policy of economy and 
rationing by 1942.

299 District	Forest	Officer,	Cape	Town,	to	the	Conservator	of	Forests,	Cape	Town,	Pretoria,	29	April	1939.	TBK,	source:	FCW;	vol
        214; reference: F241.
300 Dr Peter Lefras Nortier, Clanwilliam, to the Principal of the Stellenbosch-Elsenburg College of Agriculture. SAB,
       source: LDB; vol: 1046; reference: R1212.

301 J van Putten interview, 25 October 2016.
302 Bergh, Oloff Marthinus. Estate papers. 1940. KAB, source: MOOC; vol: 6/9/5985; reference: 67656.
303 T Harding interview, 12 March 2016.
304 Bruce Ginsberg, email message, 15 May 2016.
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The domestic plantations of Camellia sinensis were yielding under two 
hundred tonnes a year.305 The area under tea had shrunk, supplanted 
by	sugarcane	fields.	Natal	could	no	longer	supply	large	quantities	to	fill	
the void, as it had done during the previous World War, and consumers 
looking for a decent Ceylon tea substitute were turning to rooibos.

‘During	the	past	few	years,	bush	tea	has	proved	a	very	profitable	source	
of income’, remarked a Standard Bank inspector in Clanwilliam in 1945.306  
Indeed,	farmers	were	now	getting	five	times	as	much	per	kilo	of	rooibos	as	
they had done before the war.307 Some of them were making hundreds of 
thousand pounds (in today’s equivalent) every year from rooibos alone.308

Farmers were planting more rooibos, but they could not keep up with the 
demand. Seeds were costlier than ever. That is why, just as during World 
War	1,	producers	fell	back	on	mixing	flavoursome	varieties	with	cheaper 
ones. Such concoctions were known to the locals as jakkalstee (‘jackal tea’), 
after the Afrikaans translation of the expression ‘sly as a fox’.309 Some 
farmers even resorted to counterfeiting: to bulk up their product, they 
introduced other plant species in their blends, such as litjiestee (Viscum 
capense or Thesium spicatum) or vaaltee (Plecostachys serpyllifolia).310

Similar practices were widespread in the coffee industry too. Once 
South African packers ran out of chicory to replace the precious coffee 
beans,	they	launched	blends	with	figs,	beetroot,	shepherd’s	tree	roots	
or dried sweet potatoes.311

Consumers put up with the ‘wild-tasting’ brews until the end of the war. 
As soon as the imports of Ceylon tea recommenced, the rooibos market 
collapsed. Its reputation was in tatters. ‘Rooibos prices fell in keeping 
with the lower demand,’ wrote Van Putten, ‘and the young industry was 
bobbing on rough waters, and, certainly, very close to the rocks.’312 

Chas inherits the business
In January 1944, Benjamin Ginsberg passed away. The 58-year-old man 
was no longer just a country general dealer. He owned several properties 

in Cape Town and had accumulated close to an equivalent of today’s 
two million pounds in net assets.313

His	 estate	 file	 at	 the	National	 Archives	 of	 South	 Africa	 gives	 one	 an	
idea of the wartime rooibos market. At the time of his death, Benjamin 
Ginsberg’s stock of tea was valued at £6053. We know that he was the 
largest wholesale buyer of this commodity.314 If we assume that he was 
holding a third of the available tea, the total rooibos crop that year was 
worth about £18,000, or under two million pounds in today’s money.

Meanwhile, Lieutenant Henry Charles Ginsberg returned from the army. 
Along with decorations for meritorious service, Chas brought fresh 
ideas on how to advance the family business.

A successful young entrepreneur, he was persuaded by his city-bred wife 
to	move	the	B	Ginsberg	Rooibos	Tea	firm	to	Cape	Town.	Chas	sold	the	
shop and the hotel in Clanwilliam and set up his tea sifting and packing 
facilities at Zonnebloem, not far from the Cape Town Castle.315 There, 
he installed automated packing lines and more sophisticated weighing 
and packing machines. The Eleven o’Clock packaging was updated, 
keeping the basic livery illustration but replacing the engraved image 
on a plain dark background with a bright, multi-coloured one.

He also decided that, to guarantee his leadership in the market and 
expand it countrywide, he needed to grow rooibos himself. Most farmers 
still collected their tea in the wild, and he could not get the amounts 
he needed.316 If he became a producer, not just a distributor of other 
people’s produce, he could do everything his way.

Ginsberg starts farming
In	1944,	Chas	Ginsberg	bought	his	first	farm,	Stillerus,	in	a	small	valley	
surrounded by mountainous peaks, west of the Olifants River. His son 
Bruce says that, before that, rooibos had only been grown in the main 
Cederberg	 range.	 Chas	Ginsberg,	 according	 to	 him,	 was	 the	 first	 to 
cultivate rooibos successfully in the parallel Olifants River Mountains.

305 Rosenthal, Old Time Tea Trade and Tea Growing in South Africa, p 70.
306 Standard Bank Inspection Report for the Clanwilliam Branch, November 1945. Standard Bank Archives, Johannesburg.
307 Van der Merwe, ‘Baanbrekers in die Land van die Rooibostee’.
308 I R Wahl, ‘Distrik Clanwilliam’, MA Thesis, Stellenbosch University, 1946, p 87.
309 Van Wyk; Gorelik, ‘The history and ethnobotany of Cape herbal teas’, p 34.
310 Anon, ‘Rooibostee kry groter’, p 16.

311 E Rosenthal; D Botha, The Beckett – Five Roses Story. [Johannesburg: AVI, 2000s], p 91.
312 Van Putten, ‘Die verhaal van rooitee’, p 30.
313 Death notice. Benjamin Ginsberg. 1944. KAB, source: MOOC; vol: 6/9/10692; reference: 90492.
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315 Who is Who in South Africa 1960. Johannesburg: Vitae Publishers, 1961, p 197.
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Many of these highlands were 600 metres above sea level.

At	 Stillerus,	 Ginsberg	 began	 experimenting	 with	 refining	 of	 the 
processing and curing of rooibos tea. When his experiments in the 
growing of rooibos in this small cultivable area and surrounding 
slopes and plateaus succeeded, he looked to buy larger farming land 
nearby.

He then purchased two adjoining farms, also in the Olifants River 
Mountains: Die Berg and Môreson, with the total size of 1713 hectares. 
Chas Ginsberg started expanding his farming activities, commencing 
the huge task of clearing overgrown rocky scrubland across the farms 
and planting rooibos.

Until	then,	rooibos	had	been	grown	on	small	fields	on	several	Clanwilliam 
farms.	In	contrast,	Ginsberg	established	the	first	 large	commercial	tea	
‘plantations’. By 1950, his three farms in the Olifants River Mountains 
were producing half of the entire rooibos crop.317 

‘My father replaced the chaff cutters, which had been used for chopping 
the tea since Benjamin’s time, with British Legg machines for the tobacco 
and the tea industries’, says Bruce Ginsberg. 

‘He could process rooibos faster. The machines bruised the
leaves between feeding rollers and chopped them by a vertical
rising and falling blade, producing an even, uniform cut. He also
built	the	first	industrial-sized	outdoor	cement	courts,	capable	of
handling large volumes for heaping the oxidising bruised teas
until they changed colour to the required red hue. The oxidised
tea was thinly spread across the courts, dried and bagged. My
father also introduced new technologies for sifting the tea, to
remove woody chunks and bits of branches that had slipped
through the processing. The farmers previously used to do it on
little patches of cement or rocks, but this carefully laid-out  
system industrialised and helped to automate the process,
while still maintaining its unique artisan curing techniques.’318 

For Die Berg, the largest rooibos farm at the time, Chas commissioned 
a	white	double-storeyed	mansion,	with	five	bedrooms,	a	thatched	roof,	
yellowwood	 floors	 and	 gables	 in	 the	 Cape	Dutch	 style.	 However,	 he 
never lived there, preferring his house with an ocean view in Cape Town. 
The manor on Die Berg was planned as an emblem for the extensive 
wine vineyards, some of the largest in the Cape. When on the farm, 
he stayed in his small American-style ranch house, allowing his farm 
managers to live in the sumptuous homestead.

317 Olivier, ‘A Russian custom brings a boom in rooibos tea’, p 3. 318 B Ginsberg interview, 16 December 2015.
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Introducing rooibos to every grocer in South Africa
By the early 1950s, Ginsberg was the biggest producer, buyer and 
marketer of rooibos tea.319 Ginsberg was ready to extend its sales 
nationwide. He had not been able to persuade the leading tea 
distributors to invest in rooibos, especially during the post-war slump. 
Therefore, if he wanted them to buy more of his product, he needed to 
boost the demand himself.

So, Chas Ginsberg started advertising his Eleven O’Clock brand in Natal 
and the Transvaal. ‘The only cultivated rooibosch tea’, as he referred to 
it in his promotional materials, had barely been known there.

To break into the markets of Johannesburg and Pretoria, he used his old 
sporting connections. Chas hooked up with Fred Smollan, the second 
Jewish player ever to have been a member of the South African rugby 
team. He was also a founder of the present-day Smollan Group, a 
multinational corporation. With his brother, Len, a forward in the  
Transvaal	 squad,	 Fred	 pioneered	 field	 marketing	 services	 in	 
Johannesburg. Chas appointed the Smollans as his agents in the  
Transvaal.	Thanks	to	them,	the	first	packs	of	Eleven	o’Clock	appeared	at	
groceries in the Witwatersrand and the rest of the province.

Chas	also	commissioned	the	first	film	adverts	for	his	rooibos	brand.	In	
the pre-TV era, he screened them in cinemas before the features.320 At 
first,	the	audiences	laughed	at	the	presumption	of	the	Eleven	o’Clock	
advertising.321 They thought it was absurd that the cheap rooibos could 
be promoted as ‘real tea’, and that such messages were projected on 
the screen where their heroes were to appear minutes later.

Through his efforts, says Bruce Ginsberg, rooibos became available at 
every grocer across South Africa: 

‘My father made rooibos a major agricultural crop and a 
standardised-quality consumer beverage, accepted across 
South	 Africa.	 He	 achieved	 this	 by	 his	 efficiently	 organised	 
farming and marketing activities, his coordinating role on the  

Rooibos Tea Control Board, interpreting marketing needs to  
farmers, as well as structuring and focussing marketing  
principles and needs. For several decades he served as  
Chairman of the Rooibos Tea Packers Association 
and on the executive of the Cape Chamber of Industry. 
He also served on the co-ordinating body of all agricultural 
Control Boards, representing the Rooibos industry and  
ensuring	that	all	developments	and	refinements	in	agricultural	 
crop management and planning and general agricultural 
Control Board funtions were translated and communicated by  
its cooperative producers, representatives in the management   
of rooibos of this sensitive climate-unpredictable crop.’322

The Clanwilliam Co-op
However, before rooibos tea could be accepted by the general public, 
Ginsberg and other growers and marketers had to clear its name, which 
had been tainted by dishonest dealers. In 1947, the District Forest 
Officer	 spoke	 to	 Jack	 Hochschild,	 the	 president	 of	 the	 Cape	 Coffee	
Roasters’ and Tea Packers’ Association, who argued that the rooibos 
industry would not survive without stringent quality control. Although 
counterfeiting was no longer an acute problem, the standard of tea 
supplied to packers left much to be desired.

In Hochschild’s opinion, a proper grading system was the industry’s only 
hope. He proposed to set up a cooperative that would handle the entire 
crop and enforce the grading procedures. It would consist of rooibos 
producers, distributors and government representatives.323

Presumably, Hochschild had insider knowledge of the goings-on in the 
rooibos capital. Just four months later, in March 1948, The Clanwilliam  
Co-operative Tea Company was registered.324 In their registration  
application, the seventy-seven farmers from Clanwilliam, Calvinia, 
Vanrhynsdorp and Nieuwoudtville stated that they wanted to 
improve their sales by setting high standards of quality for each variety 
of rooibos, and ensuring that every member adhered to them.325

319 Farming personalities’, Farmer’s Weekly. 27 February 1957, p 75.
320 H C Ginsberg, interviewed by J van Putten, 1964-2000.
321 B Ginsberg, interview, 17 October 2017.
322 Bruce Ginsberg, email message, 29 December 2015.

323 District	Forest	Officer,	Cape	Town,	to	the	Conservator	of	Forests,	8	December	1947.	TBK,	source:	FCW;	vol	214;
       reference: F240.
324 Clanwilliam Kooperatiewe Tee Maatskappy Beperk, 1944-1964. SAB, source: RKV; vol 1/701. 
325 Registrar of Cooperative Entities to the Secretary of Agriculture, Pretoria, February 1948. SAB, source: RKV; vol 1/701.
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However,	in	correspondence	with	the	District	Forest	Officer,	the	secretary 
of the Cooperative confessed that there was yet another reason: 
surpluses. ‘There is now much of unsold Rooibos tea on the open market,’ 
he wrote, ‘and the new crop is already available.’326

Among the directors were Henry Charles Ginsberg; Dorothy Bergh  
(Oloff Bergh’s widow), who had taken over his farms; William  
Riordan; Piet Olivier, Dr Nortier’sson-in-law; and Heinrich (Heinie)  
Strassberger, the manager of the Wupperthal Institute and the second 
biggest rooibos producer.

The government was not represented, although the directors invited 
the Department of Lands and Forestry to become a member. The 
department managed the forest reserve where a large part of wild 
rooibos was still gathered. The minister refused to join the Cooperative 
but permitted them to buy the entire 1950 crop from Crown land.327  
His	decision	backfired,	because	Piet	Olivier	–	who	had	been	authorised	
to harvest all that tea – chose not to hand it over to the Cooperative. 
Instead, he sold it directly to packers.328	When	the	department	officials	
learnt about this, they felt cheated and returned to their usual practice 
of inviting tenders. 

‘The Co-op has had an opportunity of acting in a way in which such an 
organisation	is	supposed	to	act,	for	the	benefit	of	the	majority	and	with	
a view to maintaining a high-quality product,’ wrote the Conservator 
of	 Forests	 in	 Cape	 Town,	 ‘but	 it	 does	 not	 appear	 to	 be	 sufficiently 
representative of the growers to ensure success, and in these 
circumstances, it does not seem right that it should receive favourable 
treatment.’329

Chas Ginsberg remained on the board of directors for one year only. 
He was supposed to handle the Cooperative’s marketing and sales. 
Reportedly, many members were not happy with this set-up, and he 
resigned. In 1949, the Cooperative launched their own brand, Clantee, 
to compete with Ginsberg’s Eleven o’Clock

Those early years were far from quiet for the Cooperative. Even as late 
as in 1952, Oloff Bergh’s son, Cecil, was seriously thinking of leaving 
the Cooperative and branching out on his own. His father-in-law in 
Massachusetts, America, was ready to import his rooibos. Bergh felt that 
the Cooperative was ‘not much good’.330

The Cooperative survived and became a major force in the rooibos trade. 
By 1953, it was receiving three times more tea from its members than 
it	did	in	the	beginning,	five	years	earlier.331 The industry did, however, 
need a more representative organisation to guide its development. 

326 Rev	H	G	A	Strassberger,	Secretary	of	the	Clanwilliam	Co-operative	Tea	Company,	Wupperthal,	to	District	Forest	Officer,
       Cape Town, 26 December 1947. TBK, source: FCW; vol 214; reference: F241.
327 Director of Forestry, Pretoria, to Conservator of Forests, Western Conservancy, Cape Town, 10 January 1950. TBK,
       source: FCW; vol 214; reference: F241.
328 C H Clayton, Conservator of Forests, Cape Town, to the Director of Forestry, Pretoria, 20 July 1950. TBK, source: FCW;
       vol 214; reference: F241.

329 C H Clayton, Conservator of Forests, Cape Town, to the Director of Forestry, Pretoria, 15 September 1950. TBK,
       source: FCW; vol 214; reference: F241.
330 A note by the Vice-Consul, New York, 3 April 1952. SAB, source: HNY; vol: 41; reference: 16/34.
331 ‘Rooibostee kry groter’, p 16. 
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Higher standards needed
‘We, the undersigned consumers of bush tea, hereby request
the Government to create the necessary mechanism so that 
bush tea could be properly standardised and graded in future.
We, as consumers, believe that if the above request could
be	 acted	 on,	 producers	 as	 well	 as	 consumers	 would	 benefit
from it. Furthermore, we also believe that if our request is
considered, bush tea will be able to develop into an industry
that will certainly be able to contribute to the national income.’

This is a quote from a petition that the Minister of Agriculture received 
in 1950. The 135 people who signed it on behalf of the Society for 
Promotion of the Consumption of Bush Tea expressed the concern of 
the many South Africans who had grown to enjoy rooibos and other 
Cape tisanes.332 Simply put, they were sick and tired of the poor quality 
and wanted the authorities to force producers to maintain standards.

What were these standards? Nobody seemed to know for sure.
The Cooperative graded their rooibos tea based on its colour and 
coarseness.333 These criteria were, however, not particularly reliable.
Perception of colour nuances, for example, differs greatly, depending 

on a multitude of factors.

What is worse, there were no processing standards: every producer 
used his own method. Cultivated tea would often be mixed with the wild
varieties, and neither the drying nor the oxidation of rooibos had been 
researched	scientifically	 to	summarise	best	practices.	Farmers	worked	
according to their own understanding of how good rooibos should be 
produced. It is no wonder that the tea in retail varied enormously in 
terms of hue, purity, chemical composition and nutritional value.

The minister forwarded the petition to the Western Province Fruit
Research Station (the present-day ARC-Infruitec/Nietvoorbij (Agricultural
Research Council). The government had already engaged the Station to 
develop grading guidelines for the rooibos industry. It was decided to 
first	determine	the	optimal	way	of	processing	this	tea.

In 1952 – after years of sampling, testing and analysing – the specialists
drafted	 preliminary	 specifications	 for	 the	 grades	 of	 rooibos.334 These 
specifications,	however,	required	that	the	producers	would	adhere	to	a	
single processing pattern. Nobody could guarantee that.

332 F de M. Cilliers, Secretary, Society for Promotion of the Consumption of Bush Tea, to the Minister of Agriculture,
      15 June 1950. SAB, source: LDB; vol: 1046; reference: R1212.
333 L E Lucouw, the director of the Western Province Fruit Research Station, to F de M. Cilliers, 17 August 1950. SAB,
       source: LDB; vol: 1046; reference: R1212.

334 Director of the Western Province Fruit Research Station to Dr W D Raymond, Colonial Products Advisory Bureau,
       Imperial Institute Building, London. SAB, source: LDB; vol: 1046; reference: R1212.
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A looming crisis
In the early 1950s, most of the farms in the district were still fairly isolated. 
Olive Nieuwoudt, who joined her husband on Kromrivier around that 
time, remembered that leopards roamed in the mountains next to their 
land, waiting for a chance to pounce on their cattle. Once a month a 
peddler would bring fruits of civilisation in his lorry, and the excited family 
gathered around to greet him. Once a year her parents-in-law travelled 
to Clanwilliam to celebrate communion, buy fabric for trousers, dresses 
and underwear, a sack of coffee and a bag of sugar.335

Most rooibos farmers lived this way. Nonetheless, their tea was gradually 
winning through. The Director of Forestry estimated that South Africans 
were buying up to three hundred tonnes of rooibos a year. Although 
Camellia sinensis tea was thirty times more popular than rooibos,336 the 
latter had become prominent enough for the Food Research Institute 
of Stanford University to name it and yerba mate the only Asian tea 
substitutes ‘of any importance’.337

Meanwhile, the rooibos trade was getting ready for a crisis. Because of 
overproduction, the prices were about to drop below the economical 
level. Producers refused to dispose of their product so cheaply, but 
they had nowhere else to sell their tea except in South Africa, as export 
markets had not been built up yet. Nonetheless, before sales could 
grow, the quality of rooibos had to be improved.

Producers wanted to stop the pendulum of supply and demand from  
swinging so frantically. During the war everybody seemed to  
want rooibos, but after the war they spurned it. Then the demand started  
picking up, but in 1953 the producer prices plunged to their record  
lowest.338

Rooibos farmers looked up to the established industries for a solution. 
Of all the available options, the farmers favoured a single-channel 
system, administered by a control board with government participation. 
Hochschild had advocated a similar concept. The board would buy all 

the rooibos crop from growers and distribute it to packers. Rooibos 
farmers realised that this is the only system that would make it possible 
to impose uniform quality standards and compulsory grading.

They also expected that the board would help them to improve their 
marketing strategy. They all harvested their tea once a year and put it 
on the market at the same time. Owing to this cut-throat competition, 
it was a buyer’s market. The board would also be able to stockpile the 
crop and spread the sales over a year.339

Producers started campaigning for a control board in 1952, led by Petrus 
Johannes (Piet) Olivier. Piet was introduced in the previous section, 
regarding the Cooperative’s failed attempt to secure the rooibos crop 
from the forest reserve.

Olivier was a farmer in the Clanwilliam district, with a degree in Law, and 
married to Dr Nortier’s eldest daughter. He never grew cultivated tea, 
but as a director of the Cooperative he volunteered to lobby for the 
establishment of a rooibos control board on behalf of the industry.340

He made an appointment to see the Minister of Agriculture and went 
to Pretoria with other members of the Cooperative. The minister liked 
their idea in principle but raised many objections. In the end, he put the 
matter on the back burner.

Dorothy Bergh, the widow of Nortier’s associate, Oloff, prompted 
Olivier to aim higher:  he had to take their troubles to Dr D F Malan, the 
prime minister of South Africa. Olivier took her advice and managed to get  
an audience, and a promise that the Rooibos Control Board would soon 
be instituted. Malan instructed the Minister of Agriculture to see to it.

Packers and many independent farmers opposed the idea. The 
government held consultations with the Cooperative, other producers 
and the Rooibos Tea Packers’ Association (headed by Chas Ginsberg) 
until the parties reached a compromise.

335 O Nieuwoudt, My Cederberg Story. Stellenberg: Susan Nieuwoudt, 2015, pp 74-5, 118.
336 W Watt, Director of Forestry to the Minister of Forestry, Pretoria, December 1950. TBK, source: FCW; vol 214;
       reference: F240.
337 V D Wickizer, Coffee, Tea, and Cocoa: An Economic and Political Analysis. Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1951, p 401.

338 ‘50 years of service together on the Rooibos Tea Control Board’, Annual Report of the Rooibos Tea Control Board.
       1979. Clanwilliam, 1978, p 1.
339 Annual Report of the Rooibos Tea Control Board for the Year 1959. Clanwilliam, 1960, pp 1-2.
340 Van Putten, ‘Die verhaal van rooitee’, p 30.
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The Rooibos Board
And so, with the publication of the Governor-General’s proclamation in 
November 1954, the Rooibos Tea Control Board was born.341

It	consisted	of	nine	members:	producers,	packers	and	an	officer	of	the 
Department of Agriculture. They were appointed by the Governor- 
General, on the minister’s nomination. They could buy and sell rooibos, 
accumulate reserves, as well as prohibit anyone from selling rooibos 
that was not bought from the Board. They also had the right to stop 
producers from offering their product to anyone but the Board or its 
agents. To dispose of their tea, the producers had to be registered with 
the	Board.	Violators	faced	severe	punishment:	from	a	fine	to	a	half	year	
in prison, or both.

The Board was not a public institution: the rooibos it handled was not in 
the government’s hands. The state did, however, have direct interest in 
the industry and rooibos tea had its protection.

The Governor-General proclaimed rooibos an agricultural product and 
proscribed its vending unless the tea was made from the plant we know 
as the Aspalathus linearis. Accordingly, blends with other species could 
no longer be labelled pure rooibos. Counterfeiting became illegal.

Piet Olivier became the chairman of the Board and occupied that post 
for a decade. Cecil Bergh was voted in as his vice chairman.342 

At	first,	the	Board	had	only	part-time	staff:	a	secretary	and	a	typist.	When	
the funds were raised to hire a permanent secretary, one of the few 
applicants was Pieter van Wyk Saayman, a farmer’s son from Riversdale, 
four hundred kilometres south-east of the Cederberg range. He had 
never been to Clanwilliam, and when he met members of the Board, 
their place of business did not impress him.

‘Once I entered, I thought that they were nearly bankrupt’, Saayman 
says. ‘But they liked me. I was young, and they had been told that I 

played very good rugby. They wanted to take me on without even 
asking for my CV.’343 

Saayman chose another job, in a town far away from the Cederberg 
region. When the Board’s directors found out about his whereabouts, 
they started phoning him and insisting that he change his mind. At last, 
he caved in, took leave and went to Clanwilliam for an interview with the 
chairman. 

‘Just tell me, are you accepting the job or not?’ Piet Olivier asked him 
straight away. 
‘But	I	need	to	know	the	terms,	the	benefits’,	answered	Saayman.
‘Never mind, we’ll discuss them later. When are you coming?’
‘How about my salary?’
‘Don’t worry about the salary! We’ll discuss it on your return.’

Unknown to the young man, Olivier contacted Saayman’s boss and told 
him that he had taken the job with the Board. It was not true, but Saayman 
was	 flattered	 by	 the	 Board’s	 persistence	 and	 his	 future	 task,	 the 
seriousness of which he had not fully grasped yet.

Olivier must have had a good intuition. His protégé stayed with the 
Board	until	retirement:	first,	as	a	secretary,	and	later,	as	General	Manager. 
In	1992,	when	Saayman	finished	his	career,	the	Board	had	an	extensive	
staff	and	offices	across	the	country,	whereas,	when	he	had	started	out	
in July 1956, he single-handedly ran the logistics and administration for 
a long time. 

341 Government Gazette. No 5567, 1954.
342 Annual Report of the Rooibos Tea Control Board. 1956. Clanwilliam, 1957, p 1.

343 P Saayman interview, 25 October 2016.
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A shaky start
‘The Board’s premises were just a big store full of tea’, recounts Saayman. 
‘In	the	same	building,	we	had	a	boardroom,	an	office	and	a	toilet.	The	
office	was	too	small	for	me,	and	I	never	used	it.	The	boardroom	was	my	
workplace because it had a table long enough for my paperwork.’

Saayman had to keep the books, type letters, answer the phone, receive 
and sift the crop, organise its packing into bags and help to grade the 
tea. The year before he took the job, the Board had acquired nearly 
1700 tonnes of rooibos from producers.344 A large part of it was still in 
storage, and yet more tea was rolling in.

‘Those were hard days with little sleep’, says Saayman with a smile. 
‘When I got the job, I found the tea of all grades just stacked together in 
our store. Cecil Bergh, the chief grader, gave me a couple of labourers. 
It took us three months to sort out that tea and arrange it according to 
the grades.’345

The Board borrowed a custom-built sifting machine from the 
Cooperative to remove dust and sticks from the oxidised tea delivered 
by farmers. The machine was so slow that Saayman often had to work 
two shifts – from early morning until eleven at night – to get the crop 
through. Being young and full of beans, he enjoyed it.

Later, the Board secured a government loan, with which they built larger 
offices	and	bought	a	faster	sifting	machine.

In the mid-1950s, rooibos retailed at less than half the price of Ceylon 
tea.346	 It	helped	 the	South	African	 tisane	 to	stay	afloat	and	grow	vol-
umes. Once the national road between Citrusdal and Clanwilliam was 
opened in 1958, shipping rooibos tea to Cape Town became quicker 
and easier. The Rooibos Country was no longer out of the way.

Ginsberg remained the largest rooibos farmer throughout the 1950s. 
‘He believed his tea to be the best and always bought his crop back’, 

says	Saayman.	‘He	would	first	deliver	it	to	the	Board.	We	gave	him	an	
advance	payment,	and	he	bought	his	tea	back	for	the	fixed	price.’347

Ginsberg’s Eleven o’Clock was still South Africa’s number one rooi-
bos brand. The competition was, however, getting stiffer: fourteen  
companies were registered as packers with the Control Board,  
including such heavyweights as Five Roses (Freshpak) and Glenton & 
Mitchell (Laager).348 Major tea sellers at last recognised rooibos as a 
valuable commodity and were bringing it into the mainstream. By 1964, 
Ginsberg’s share of rooibos purchased by packers from the Board had 
dropped to 34%, which was nearly as much as that of Five Roses and 
Glenton & Mitchell combined.349

344 Annual Report of the Rooibos Tea Control Board for the Year 1959. Clanwilliam, 1960, p 2.
345 P Saayman interview, 25 October 2016.
346 ‘South African agricultural developments’, World Crops. June 1955, p 250.

347 P Saayman interview, 25 October 2016.
348 Clanwilliam Kooperatiewe Tee Maatskappy Beperk, 1944-1964. SAB, source: RKV; vol: 1/701.
349 ‘1964 oes’, Rooibos Ltd archive, Clanwilliam.
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James van Putten’s way of grading
The hard work on improving the quality of rooibos tea was bearing fruit: 
demand increased.  But the late 1950s, a drought put the Board’s ability to 
control	the	market	to	the	test	for	the	first	time.	The	Board	drastically	increased	
the prices they paid to rooibos farmers to encourage production, but the 
yields dwindled – and so did the reserves that had accumulated in the fat 
years. From 1960, the Board started rationing their supplies to the packers.350

In	 those	 trying	 times,	 the	 Board	 hired	 their	 first	 Research	 Officer,	
James van Putten. A man with a keen rational mind, he introduced a 
much-needed systematic approach to the industry’s development.

Van Putten was born on a large sheep farm halfway from Clanwilliam to the 
coast. He had known little about rooibos tea before coming to work for the 
Board in 1964. He was interested in research ever since his university days  
at Stellenbosch, where he studied viticulture and oenology. After a  
few years of farming with his brother, Van Putten obtained a position with 
the	Board.	His	first	task	at	the	new	job	was	to	upgrade	the	standardisation	
of rooibos.

‘First, I developed the new quality standards and tried to eliminate the 
human factor’, recounts Van Putten. ‘Before that, the three graders used 
to take turns studying the rooibos in the palms of their hands and smelling 
it. Then, they would get together in a room and grade the tea by the 
majority vote. But I found a way to break up each sample of tea  
mechanicallyand determine how many sticks and usable leaves it  
contained and how well it would brew. Ever since, the only part of the 
grading that’s done by people has been the evaluation of taste and 
flavour.’351

Afterwards, he helped to improve the methods of cutting, screening 
and blending of the tea.

Some of the 180-odd rooibos growers were still using primitive  
techniques. At one farm, for instance, horses bruised the tea by  

stamping on it with their hooves. To help farmers correct their methods, 
Van Putten launched the ‘Quality Improvement Action’. He and his team 
went out to farms and shared their experience on how to raise bushes 
from seeds, collect, and process tea.

‘One farmer was struggling to get the top grading from us’, he recalls. 
‘He came to see me in Clanwilliam and accused me of being 
prejudiced. I told him, “Stop the train here. I’m coming out to your 
farm.” And when I got there, I saw that he put his tractor on the wrong 
side of the cutting machine. When we moved it to the right place, he 
started producing a uniformly cut A-grade tea.’

Sometimes, farmers also proposed useful tips. Johann Bergh, Oloff’s brother, 
told Van Putten how to make sure that the tea was wet enough for consistent 
oxidation. He used to take a handful of rooibos and crumpled it hard. If the 
water	started	trickling	through	his	fingers,	the	tea	had	dampened	properly.

To verify this, Van Putten turned to scientists for help. They found that the 
moisture	content	in	an	oxidation	heap	should	be	sixty-five	per	cent.

‘But	how	does	a	farmer	know	that	he	has	the	sixty-five	per	cent?’	says	Van	
Putten. ‘He takes some rooibos and squeezes it in his hand!’ Thanks to Van 
Putten’s efforts, quite a few farmers started producing a better-grade tea.352

This hard-working man – whom Saayman calls a ‘shifting spanner’ for 
his versatility – also tried to improve the germination of rooibos seeds. 
He	 dedicated	 fifteen	 years	 of	 his	 life	 to	 it.	 Van	 Putten	 believed	 that 
Nortier’s technique of scarifying the seeds with a piece of rubber nailed 
to a wooden block was too slow for the bigger plantations the industry 
needed. On advice from Oloff Bergh’s nephew, he treated them with 
sulphuric acid, which did not harm ripe seeds.

‘In just one year, we treated over a tonne of seed’, says Van Putten. ‘It 
was enough to plant 12,000 hectares.’353

350 Rooibosteebeheerraad 1954-1975. Clanwilliam: Die Raad, 1975, pp 9-10.
351 J van Putten interview, 9 March 2016.

352 Rooibosteebeheerraad 1954-1975, p 11.
353 J van Putten interview, 25 October 2016.
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Even more rooibos to sell
The drought of the early sixties was in the past, and rooibos production 
increased rapidly. In 1965, the growers harvested a record 1673 tonne. 
The shortage gave way to a glut. Producer prices went down, and the 
packer restrictions were lifted. The Board invested in advertising to boost 
consumption. For instance, at trade shows, women’s organisations, 
tea clubs and government institutions, they promoted rooibos as an 
affordable and healthy substitute for Asian tea.

‘An economic advantage of this tea is that the same leaves may be used 
more than once’, South Africans were told. ‘For the connoisseur, a ¼ lb. 
Rooibos Tea can be mixed with good-quality Ceylon tea, prepared and 
served in the ordinary way.’354

South Africans were, however, not ready to snap up rooibos as briskly 
as	the	industry	wanted	them	to.	That	is	why,	for	the	first	time,	the	Board	
added development of exports to their marketing strategy. The sales to 
other countries almost doubled from 1959 to 1964.355 Still, by 1968, only 
1% of the yearly crop was shipped abroad.356

Chas Ginsberg, with his 642 hectares under rooibos, also brooded 
about the surpluses. In 1964, he appointed an agent to represent his 
interests worldwide and tried to market his brands in Britain. These early 
attempts foundered on the lack of international interest in rooibos tea.

Under the chairmanship of Cecil Bergh, Oloff’s son, who had succeeded 
Piet Olivier in 1965, the Board decided to do away with the inferior 
image of their beverage. The industry wanted to reposition rooibos tea 
as a pure and natural health beverage. ‘As South Africans, we are lovers 
of our own tea’, they pointed out, ‘but prefer to honour our guests with 
the imported product as we are in most cases ashamed of our own 
products.’357	For	the	first	time,	recipes	of	dishes	and	drinks	with	rooibos	
were developed and published as a booklet, and hundreds of thousands 
of copies were distributed on their own or as magazine inserts.358

Meanwhile, the Board continued to enhance the quality of the product. By 
1967, nearly 70% of the crop was top-grade tea, thanks to the improved 
farming practices.359 The Board also stopped buying wild rooibos, 
because ‘it contains mostly undesired types (called vaal- and swarttee).’360 

The demand however, could not keep up with the supply. The Board’s 
reserves increased nearly twofold every year, and the storage space was 
enlarged by four times to accommodate them.361 From 1968 the Board 
set quotas for producers and even asked the Minister of Commerce 
and Industries to impose a levy on poor-quality imported tea. The 
South African Tea, Coffee and Chicory Association agreed to help the 
rooibos industry and raised the price of cheaper Ceylon tea.362 Yet, 
heaps of rooibos – equivalent to the three-year sales – were mounting 
in the Board’s store. 

354 Annual Report of the Rooibos Tea Control Board. 1964. Clanwilliam, 1965, p 5.
355 Report of the National Marketing Council, ‘Selling Prices of Rooibos Tea, Advances and Levies for the 1966 Crop’.
       SAB, source: LTD; vol 111; reference: R1212.
356 ‘Report: Rooibos Industry’ by Dr K L J Blommaert, Research Institute for Fruit and Food Technology, Stellenbosch. SAB,
        source: LTD; vol 111; reference: R1212.
357 Annual Report of the Rooibos Tea Control Board. 1964, p 20.

358 Rooibosteeraad 35 Jaar: 1955-1989. Clanwilliam: Rooibosteeraad, 1989, p 11.
359 Ibid, pp 9-10.
360 ‘Report: Rooibos Industry’.
361 Rooibosteeraad 35 Jaar, pp 9-10.
362 P B Hayes, ‘Enhancing the Competitiveness of the Rooibos Industry’, MPhil Thesis, University of Stellenbosch, 2000, p 49.
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Annekie Theron
When you open the Control Board’s
annual report for 1968, you can almost hear
a fanfare. That year, the ‘dormant product’
changed into a super-beverage thanks
to Annekie Theron of Verwoerdburg, the
present-day Centurion.

‘Her discovery overnight changed Rooitea from
its still stodgy existence to the most popular
Wonder-health drink’, enthused the Control Board.363

The industry’s hero of the year had never been to the Rooibos Country. 
Theron was born in the Bushveld, over 1600 km north-east of Clanwilliam.
The only rooibos she knew in her childhood was the rooibosboom, or 
red bushwillow.364 Unrelated to the A. linearis, this plant grows from 
Kenya and Malawi to Namibia and South Africa. Chickens used to make 
their nests under the rooibos trees on Anna’s family farm, and the girl 
liked to hunt for their eggs and bring them to her mother.

She grew up during the Great Depression. To pay for their farm, her 
father slogged away on a copper mine north of the border. He would 
come home once every three months for a week or two. Anna’s mother, 
the local midwife who attended to Black and White mothers alike, pined 
for him. Running the large, desolate farm, with the nearest shop twenty 
kilometres away, she had melancholic thoughts.

But Anna enjoyed herself there, feasting on marula fruit, playing with 
dung beetles on the farmyard, taming meerkats or watching turtles, 
jackals, bushbabies (galagos) and antelopes in the veld.

Her father’s labour was lost. They had to give up their farm and leave 
when Anna was eight or nine. Years of roaming began for the family.
Eventually, the father landed a job as a farm manager for wealthy
businessmen from the city.

363 Annual Report of the Rooibos Tea Control Board. 1968. Clanwilliam, 1969, p 4. 364 A Theron, “Manna”: My verhaal van rooibostee en wonderwerke. Kyalami: Dr Annique Theron, [2009], pp 12-3.
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Anna dreamt of being a writer or journalist. Her parents wanted her to 
qualify as a teacher but could not afford university fees. The best they 
could do was to send the 17-year-old girl to a college in Pretoria to prepare 
for a secretarial job. In 1948, she started working as a typist at the South 
African Nursing Council.

There she met her future husband, an accountant named Meiring Theron. 
In a love letter, he called her ‘Annekie’, an unusual way to spell the 
endearing form of her name in Afrikaans. And this is how she liked to be 
called ever since.365

They got married in 1950 and had two sons. A decade later, they decided 
to have more children. This time it was two girls. Meanwhile, Theron 
achieved her parents’ dream by graduating with a Bachelor of Arts  
degree and a Higher Education Diploma from the University of Pretoria. 
She taught English at school for half a year, until she gave birth to her 
first	daughter,	Suzette.	

Soon	after	that,	the	Therons	–	who	had	been	together	for	fifteen	years	
– bought	 their	 first	 house.	 It	 was	 a	 four-bedroom	home	 in	Clubview,
eleven kilometres south of Pretoria.

They named their youngest daughter Lorinda. Her second name was 
Theodora, a ‘God’s gift’. On the third day of her life, she started crying 
for no apparent reason. 

With time, it only got worse. Lorinda hardly had any sleep but wailed 
and whimpered day and night. ‘It’s only colic’, the doctor said. The girl 
was sensitive to mother’s milk, so he wrote a prescription for medicine 
to give her before every feed. The medicine was, however, terribly bitter 
and Lorinda refused to swallow it. 

The mother and her child became like Siamese twins. Annekie, scared of 
leaving her alone, learnt to do almost everything with the baby in her arms. 
She still had to take care of her family, including her three-year-old Suzette. 

From the eighth month, Lorinda started vomiting after every feed. Newly 
recommended medicines gave only temporary relief. ‘Some had to 
be given to the baby before every feed’, recounted Theron, ‘some 
in-between and some after each feed.’366 Then, she heard about an 
expensive imported food for hyperallergic infants. She tried it, and 
her	daughter	 seemed	 to	accept	 it	 at	first,	but	 the	vomiting	 resumed. 
Another specialist endorsed goat’s milk, ‘a certain cure for colic babies’. 
It relieved Lorinda’s misery for only a week. 

At nine months, she weighed under seven kilos and threw up four times 
a day.367 Her mother felt that only she and her husband truly believed 
that their baby was in acute pain. ‘And how inadequate a mother with 
an allergic baby feels’, Theron wrote later. ‘No one takes the baby’s 
condition seriously …. That’s why a mother with a problem baby 
becomes a recluse; hiding away in her home; not wanting to see or hear 
about the so-called “normal babies”; not wanting to see the complacent 
smiles of mothers with “good” babies.’368

Blaming themselves for the suffering of their infants, such mothers 
succumb to depression and only dream of a good night’s sleep.

Theron remembered her brother back in the Bushveld. As a baby, he 
cried in anguish for hours. He wailed so long and loud that he lost his 
voice. The boy almost drove his mother out of her mind. Nobody knew 
that his ears were aching – until his sores broke and the pus ran out of 
his auricles. That day, he stopped crying.

365 Ibid, p 128.
366 A Theron, Babies, Allergies, and Rooibos. Pretoria: Annique Theron, 1992, p 197.

367 S Grosskopf, ‘Al wat slaap is die baba...’, Sarie Marais. 26 March 1969, p 112.
368 Theron, Babies, Allergies, and Rooibos, p 199.
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Rooibos heals a baby
Lorinda was in pain for fourteen months. Then, her new life began: on 
a clear sunny day, 8 April 1968. It was time for her mid-morning feed: 
Theron always used to warm up the milk for Lorinda. Cold milk would 
make her colic worse, the mother thought.

The baby was crying again, and Theron hurried to get her bottle ready. 
The milk, however, was cold and it would have taken her a few minutes 
to bring it to blood temperature. Theron could not take her baby’s 
weeping any longer, so she grabbed a teapot of freshly made rooibos, 
poured the warm tea into the bottle with milk and fastened the teat. 
‘Sleep now’, Theron said to her daughter in despair, giving her the bottle. 
Lorinda drank it, stopped sobbing and closed her eyes.

She used to nap after a feed for thirty minutes, her mother’s happiest 
time of the day. ‘During that precious half hour’, recounted Theron, ‘as 
far as the little baby was concerned, my other little toddler of four years 
old and I would be as quiet as mice, careful not to make a sound, for by 
then I knew from experience that the drop of a pin would wake her up.’369

That morning, Lorinda slept for three hours, her longest sleep ever. 
Theron could not believe that rooibos made that difference. She had 
known the tea for a long time – at least since her boarding-school days 
in the Northern Transvaal370 – and after she married Meiring, they always 
had rooibos in the kitchen.371 Her friends, to whom she told this story, 
had not heard of any anti-colic properties of this beverage either.

Yet, every time Lorinda sipped rooibos, she would be calm and smiling. In a 
few weeks, the baby stopped vomiting and she could even sleep all night. 
To her mother’s joy, Lorinda put on weight, and her cheeks turned ruddy.

A new champion of rooibos
Theron was curious to learn more about the health properties of rooibos 
tea. She scoured the literature on traditional medicine and healing plants 
of South Africa but found no mention of any therapeutic properties 

of the Aspalathus linearis. She even looked it up in the two-volume 
Volksgeneeskuns in Suid-Afrika (Folk Medicine in South Africa). 
Published by the South African Academy for Science and Art, it was 
a compendium of hundreds of home remedies submitted by South 
Africans of all walks of life, from every province.372 Among the ingredients 
were seven tisanes, including one belonging to the Aspalathus genus 
(bergtee, or the Aspalathus crenata) and at least two that often occurred 
in the Clanwilliam area (buchu and hongerblomtee, or the Senecio 
arenarius).373 But not a single entry in this comprehensive record of 
traditional knowledge contained any reference to rooibos. 

Had she turned to the other authoritative books on the subject 
published up to that time, she would have found the same dearth of 
information. For instance, John Mitchell Watt entered rooibos as a 
South African medicinal plant in his acclaimed study but failed to specify 
for which condition it should be applied.374 In	 the	first	systematic	and 
comprehensive account of Cape medicinal plants, Ludwig Pappe did 
not mention the Aspalathus linearis	 (under	any	of	 its	scientific	names)	
at all.375

If nobody was aware of this tea’s effect on colic babies, Theron had to 
share her discovery with other mothers. Her friends and other people 
with whom she discussed Lorinda’s recovery scoffed at the idea that 
this cheap ersatz tea could have brought about the changes. Theron, 
however, had no doubts anymore, and followed her husband’s  
suggestion	to	write	to	the	Rooibos	Control	Board	about	her	findings.

Theron’s letter radiated enthusiasm. Her baby had not vomited for six 
weeks	 and	gained	 two	 kilos	 in	 the	 first	 ten	days	 of	 drinking	 rooibos.	
Nothing but this tea could have made it possible. Theron wondered 
if	 the	 time	had	come	to	do	academic	 research	on	 its	health	benefits.	
‘Therefore,	I	am	willing	to	confirm	these	facts	even	under	oath’,	wrote	
Theron, ‘and to present them in even more detail, so that your Board 
could	 start	 scientific	 testing	 of	 rooibos	 tea’s	 effect	 on	 hyperallergic 
babies.’376

369 Ibid, p 194.
370 Theron, “Manna”, p 214.
371 Grosskopf, ‘Al wat slaap is die baba...’, p 30.
372 Volksgeneeskuns in Suid-Afrika: ‘n kultuurhistoriese oorsig, benewens ‘n uitgebreide versameling boererate. Pretoria:
       Nasionale Raad vir Sosiale Navorsing, Departement van Onderwys, Kuns en Wetenskap, 1966, p 2.
373 Smith, Common Names of South African Plants, p 249.

374 J M Watt, The Medicinal and Poisonous Plants of Southern Africa: Being an Account of Their Medicinal Uses, Chemical  
        Composition, Pharmacological Effects and Toxicology in Man and Animal. Edinburgh: E & S Livingstone, 1932, p 70.
375 Pappe, Floræ Capensis medicæ Prodromus.
376 A E Theron to the Rooibos Control Board, 18 May 1968. Lizette Joubert’s archive, ARC-Infruitec/Nietvoorbij,
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The management of the Board submitted her letter to James van Putten, 
who was involved in marketing of rooibos. He sized up the prospects 
quickly: if this story was made known to the press, it would generate 
useful	publicity	for	rooibos	tea.	Furthermore,	if	Theron’s	findings	could	
be	 scientifically	 verified,	 the	 entire	 image	 of	 this	 product	 would	 be 
transformed. It would mean that rooibos is a health drink, not just a 
budget alternative to Ceylon tea, which it had been since the inception 
of the industry.

Van Putten replied to Theron, expressing his excitement about her report 
and requesting her cooperation in promoting rooibos. She eagerly 
agreed.

Operation Hyperallergy
The Board launched the ‘Operation Hyperallergy’, as Van Putten called 
it. He sent enquiries to South Africa’s leading academic institutions, with 
Theron’s letters attached, asking their opinion about her statements. 
Among those who did not dismiss her statements lightly was Professor 
Brian Koeppen, Head of the Department of Food Science at Stellenbosch 
University.

Although disagreeing with her suggestion that rooibos dealt with  
allergies, Koeppen believed that even individual cases such 
as Theron’s shouldbe investigated. The professor believed that  
‘the observed effects might be ascribed rather to a  
sedative action …. A great deal ofchemical and clinical work must still 
be	done	before	anything	definite	can	be	stated.’377

The Board also sent circulars to maternity homes and clinics with a 
request	 to	 share	 facts	 about	 the	 good	 influence	 of	 rooibos	 on	 their	
patients’ condition. The response from them and the public was 
overwhelming. ‘We now get daily evidence of the good properties of 
our tea’, Van Putten wrote to Theron, ‘and it shows now very clearly that 
Rooibos must have a calming effect, especially as prevention of certain 
spasmodic and strained conditions in the stomach or nose or even 

blood vessels, etc …. It is merely speculation, but who knows, maybe 
Aspalathin [a unique polyphenol in rooibos] is a wonder sedative of the 
future.’378 

Theron continued to explore the potential of the tea. She had plenty 
of spare time now that Lorinda was feeling much better, so she began 
to read about rooibos, colic and allergies. She still could not, however, 
trace any documented connection between this tea and colic relief.

If nothing had been written about it, Theron argued, she could 
document it herself. She wrote letters to a few universities describing 
her experiences with Lorinda. Her idea was to encourage them to look 
into	the	beneficial	impact	that	rooibos	had	on	her	baby.	The	academics, 
however, had no record of similar cases379 and Theron’s story alone 
could not persuade them that an expensive research was worthwhile.

There could be another reason for their reluctance to consider the A. 
linearis infusion. ‘The more I took up the cudgels on behalf of rooibos, 
the more amazed I was at the indifference, scepticism and prejudice 
against rooibos’, recounted Theron. ‘Some people were reminded of 
their “horrible hostel days” when drinking rooibos; others maintained 
that only the poor drank rooibos. Furthermore, as rooibos was an 
acquired taste, some recoiled in horror at the smell and taste of it. It was 
plain to see that rooibos not only lacked status, if nothing else, it also 
lacked credibility and a good public image.’380

Theron carries on
Their scepticism spurred Theron. She could not accept their suggestion 
that Lorinda had simply outgrown her milk and food intolerance. She 
took it upon herself to prove that, if rooibos worked for her baby, it 
would	do	the	same	for	others.	She	just	had	to	find	other	colicky	infants	
and persuade their mothers to try the rooibos tea cure, but, where were 
they?

377 Prof Brian Koeppen to L Hope of Johannesburg Chemicals, 23 January 1969. Lizette Joubert’s archive, ARC-Infruitec/
       Nietvoorbij, Stellenbosch.
378 James van Putten to A E Theron, 13 November 1968. Lizette Joubert’s archive, ARC-Infruitec/Nietvoorbij,
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‘Goat’s milk, please!’ pleaded a local daily on its front page. This headline 
rang a bell for Theron. She started reading the story of Mrs Johanna 
Gouws, the mother of new-born twins. The baby girl had died because 
she could not take her mother’s milk, and the boy was suffering from 
malnutrition for this reason. The doctor pronounced that only goat’s 
milk would keep the three-month-old infant alive, but it was not easy to 
find	in	Pretoria.381

Theron had been through the same struggle and was certain that goat’s 
milk would not help the baby. She went to his rescue with a pack of 
rooibos	 in	her	bag.	 ‘Do	what	you	see	fit’	was	all	 the	desperate,	 long- 
suffering mother could say to her.

When Theron took the boy in her arms and prepared a bottle of warm 
rooibos, he started kicking and whining, but he did swallow a few drops 
of tea. After this, he calmed down, started sucking on the teat and, before 
the bottle was empty, fell asleep. When he woke up, he did not throw 
up or show any sign of discomfort. Clearly rooibos helped to relieve his 
pain.

‘Every day I went to visit the baby’, Theron wrote later. ‘Within a month, 
he was a picture of happiness and health. When he saw me, he smiled 
warmly,	and	his	body	fidgeted	with	sheer	joy	in	my	arms.’382

The newspaper ran a follow-up article, reporting on Theron’s success. As 
a result, eighteen mothers of babies with various complaints contacted 
Theron.	 There	 were	 infants	 with	 inflamed	 sinuses,	 diarrhoea,	 sleep-
lessness, vomiting, ear pain and other symptoms.383 Now Theron had 
enough willing patients for her rooibos tests. The mothers trusted her 
because	she	had	experienced	similar	problems	first-hand,	and	she	knew	
how hard it was for them.

As a mother of four, she was shocked to learn that many of these 
women vowed not to have children anymore because of the hardships 
they	endured	with	their	first-borns.	‘Every	mother	who	has	such	a	baby	 

381 ‘Bokmelk, asseblief!’ Hoofstad. 17 August 1968.
382 Theron, “Manna”, pp 237-8.

383 Ibid, pp 239.
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would say to me, “Listen, Mrs Theron, never again!”’ she remembered. 
‘Now,	 you	 can	 call	me	 a	 first-rate	 patriot,	 but,	 our	 [Afrikaner]	 people 
being as baby-poor as we are, it’s distressed me deeply.’384

During	 her	 first	 visits,	 the	 babies	 refused	 the	 bottle	 and	 she	 had	 to	
coax them into having rooibos. Sometimes she would feed the tea 
to them through an eye-dropper to overcome their resistance. When 
they got used to rooibos, Theron would try to give them pure milk 
again,	but	they	always	tossed	the	bottle	away	after	the	first	sip.	When 
offering them rooibos tea, she made sure that they learnt to recognise 
the brown liquid through the transparent glass. Within a few days, all of 
them preferred the bottle when seeing that it contained tea.385 

Rooibos	 soothed	 the	 babies’	 skin	 irritation	 or	 inflammation:	 infants	
stopped itching and enjoyed a peaceful sleep, their bodies repairing 
the skin in the meantime. Theron used to make a big pot of rooibos, 
pour it into the bath, add cold water and immerse the baby in the 
infusion. Infants did not mind staying there, because their itching 
quickly ceased. Rooibos had the same calming effect on the intestines 
of babies with diarrhoea.

Theron treated many infants thereafter, and she never saw rooibos do 
them anything but good.386 Invariably,	after	 the	first	 tests,	 the	babies’	
mothers would incorporate this tea into their diets.

Scientists awake to rooibos tea
Theron wrote up all the cases for the Board, where Van Putten and 
Saayman were keeping track of her progress. To show their gratitude for 
her work on promoting rooibos, the Board gave her an estate-bodied 
Volkswagen Variant as a present. She received it at a special event in 
Clanwilliam, in the presence of reporters for leading dailies. 

Now that she had her own car, Theron did not need to borrow her 
husband’s vehicle anymore and could visit the babies in her care every 
day. This, and an allowance from the Board, helped her greatly.

Theron’s	 discovery	 of	 rooibos	 tea’s	 benefits,	 and	 the	 ensuing	 media 
campaign, was the most exciting thing that had happened to the Control 
Board yet. They used her as a speaker and educator to bring the new 
concept of rooibos to the masses, organising magazine interviews 
and public appearances for her to tell her story and endorse the tea. 
However, even at that stage, Theron had a mind of her own. ‘She’s a 
smart cookie’, Chas Ginsberg once told Van Putten.387 Indeed, this 
homemaker from the Highveld could arrange her own publicity.

In November 1968, she saw an article in the Beeld newspaper about 
a lecture by a young professor of chemistry, Reinhard Richard Arndt. 
He was with the Rand Afrikaans University in Johannesburg. ‘We could 
have	discovered	the	Pill!’	he	claimed,	referring	to	the	world’s	first	oral 
contraceptive. The active ingredient, according to Arndt, had been 
isolated from the olivantsvoet (Pachypodium horombense), which grew 
in South Africa. If South Africans had recognised the properties of 
this plant, he argued, the seminal drug could have originated in their 
country. He urged scientists to explore indigenous medicinal species.388

Theron phoned the professor to share her experience with rooibos tea. 
He admitted that he was not aware of its effect, neither had he come 
across any mention of it in academic works. Yet Arndt was not interested 
in investigating her claims and directed her to Rykie van Reenen, the 
journalist who wrote the piece about him.

Van Reenen was thrilled to hear her story. After an interview in Pretoria, 
the Beeld came out with a front-page article about Theron’s experiments. 
Rooibos, the journalist pointed out, could hold ‘a solution to one of the 
worst problems in paediatrics’.389

The article ended with Theron’s phone number. It resulted in hundreds 
of inquiries from mothers across the country, and plenty of new subjects 
for her tests. 

384 A E Theron to James van Putten, 23 October 1968. Lizette Joubert’s archive, ARC-Infruitec/Nietvoorbij, Stellenbosch.
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Apart from that, Theron received a call from Professor F.W.K Grotepass 
of the Faculty of Medicine at the University of Pretoria. He invited her to 
his laboratory to show her some of his experiments with the A. linearis 
which	he	started	six	months	after	she	had	publicised	her	findings.	When	
Theron asked him why he did not begin them right away, Grotepass 
laughed,	‘At	first,	I	thought	you	were	just	another	crazy	mum!’

Grotepass	 died	 before	 he	 could	 finish	 his	 study,	 but	 his	 preliminary	
conclusions were used in the earliest published article on the health 
properties of rooibos tea by Snyckers and Salemi of Noristan (1974). 
They	confirmed	the	‘gastro-intestinal	antispasmodic	action’	of	rooibos	
in vitro, attributing it to the presence of quercetin.  Professor Elizabeth 
Joubert – who has studied the chemical390 composition of rooibos tea 
for decades – believes, however, that this common polyphenol would 
not have been the main cause of this effect. Rooibos contains other 
compounds in much higher quantities, and they were eventually 
identified.391 Since then, scientists have intensely explored the calming 
properties	of	rooibos	and	its	impact	on	inflammation.

The first to speak up for rooibos
Theron believed that South Africans had not known about the health 
benefits	of	 rooibos	 tea	before	 she	first	poured	 this	 tea	 into	Lorinda’s	
bottle. ‘It all started in 1968 when I discovered by chance that rooibos 
had therapeutic value’, she wrote. ‘Until that stage, nothing unusual 
about rooibos had been known. There was no question of a frame of 
reference that in any way would shed light on rooibos.’392

She was mistaken, as this beverage had been used for stomach 
complaints in the rooibos heartland long before Lorinda’s birth.

One of those who knew how to treat health conditions with rooibos was 
Olive Nieuwoudt, who spent most of her life on the farm Kromrivier, 
eastwards of the Cederberg range. Born in England to a banker’s 
family, she grew up in a manor house surrounded by four hectares of 
gardens, orchards and paddocks. 

At the outset of World War 2, the girl was sent to South Afri-
ca on one of the last ships to reach the Cape safely. She quali-
fied	 as	 a	 nurse	 at	 Groote	 Schuur	 Hospital	 and	 took	 a	 course	 in 
midwifery.393

She met her future husband on a spring holiday in the Cederberg region 
and settled on his farm in the mid-1950s. Many miles away from any 
shop or trading post, they got by with whatever nature provided. Olive 
used to make jam from the huge root of kambro, which they dug up in 
the veld, and bake the green seeds of jakkalskos, a pink parasite plant. 

People would often ask her, the only trained nurse in the area, to 
deliver	 a	 baby	or	 attend	 to	 sick	 children.	 In	 difficult	 cases,	when	 she	
had no clue how to treat a patient, she would pray for guidance and 
often, by hook or by crook, the situation resolved itself. She also learnt 
a lot about herbal medicine. For poultices, she went up to the hills and 
collected and heated the leaves of pig’s ear (Cotyledon orbiculata), and 
for gastroenteritis – a complaint of many local children – her mother-in-law 
taught her to use rooibos tea.394

Thirty kilometres north-west, around Wupperthal, people in small 
villages and settlements today still depend on traditional medicine 
like buchu, aloe and hyraceum for minor ailments. Sociologist Jennifer  
Keahey notes that some of her interviewees there ‘swore by rooibos  
as	 a	 flu	 remedy’.395 Local residents often speak of this tea  
as a treatment for stomach ache and baby colic.

‘When Annekie Theron came forth with her story about her baby, 
people in the rooibos-tea areas started telling the same story’, 
remembers Van Putten. ‘They told us that, when your baby’s stomach 
is running or aching, you give it rooibos tea. They claimed that they 
had known it for years.’396  Not being native to the Rooibos Country,  
Van	Putten	did	not	know	if	those	claims	were	true.	He	had	first	heard	
about the anti-colic effect from Theron.

390 F O Snyckers; G Salemi, ‘Studies of South African medicinal plants. Part I. Quercetin as the major in vitro active
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Piet Saayman, Theron’s other contact person on the Board, was not 
originally from those parts either. ‘People here told us that they had 
treated their children with rooibos before Annekie Theron’, he recounts. 
‘Everybody here knew the health properties of rooibos tea. It was nothing 
new to them, but they hadn’t spoken about it.’397

Newspapers started receiving letters from their readers who stated that 
they had been applying rooibos the way Theron was now suggesting. 
Tommie Kotzé from Moorreesburg, on the road from Clanwilliam to 
Cape Town, opined that not Theron – but the grandmothers – should 
be honoured for discovering this remedy. Kotzé’s husband and babies 
had been brought up on rooibos. ‘I even found out’, she wrote to the 
Beeld, ‘that antibiotics, which the doctor prescribed for gastrointestinal 
inflammation,	had	no	effect	on	my	youngest	 son,	but	with	 rooibos,	 it	
passed after only two days.’398

On the other hand, a letter from J.J Kloppers from Clanwilliam shows 
that,	even	in	the	Cederberg	region,	Theron’s	findings	were	a	revelation	
for	 some	people.	He	 read	about	her	findings	 in	a	paper	and	had	his	
daughter, who suffered from hay fever, wash her eyes with rooibos. The 
fact that it helped amazed Kloppers because his family had never drunk 
this tea before.

‘I must sadly hang my head and admit that, although I had been aware 
of rooibos tea as a particularly healthy drink, I can only say: so near and 
yet so far’, he wrote.

‘This brings one back to the realization that we had lived with that 
product all these years and still had not been aware of its 
special healing power. Who should we, residents of the Rooibos 
Country, blame, I do not know. Therefore, I am grateful to 
people like Mrs Theron …., who made us aware of the health 
properties of rooibos.’399

397 P Saayman interview, 25 October 2016.
398 ‘Rooibos tee is die beste medisyne’, Beeld [?]. 1968. Rooibos Ltd archive, Clanwilliam.
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Even in her doctoral thesis on the use of traditional knowledge in 
conventional medicine, Theron did not acknowledge that people in the 
rooibos-growing areas could have known about the effects on which she 
stumbled in 1968.

Theron	was	not	the	first	to	discover	medicinal	properties	of	rooibos	tea,	
but	she	was	the	first	to	share	her	knowledge	with	the	rest	of	the	country	
through her essays, books and media appearances. Her promotional 
and experimental work helped to encourage academic research on 
rooibos. It also stimulated rooibos consumption both in South Africa 
and abroad, giving the industry a chance to grow faster than ever before. 
If Theron did not discover rooibos as a health beverage, she certainly 
reinvented it as one at a time when this product needed a revamp badly. 

When	Theron	first	visited	the	Cederberg	region	as	a	guest	of	the	Control 
Board, she learnt from wives of rooibos farmers that they favoured 
Ceylon tea. This reminded her of the proverbial shoemaker’s family that 
always goes barefoot. Even if they drank rooibos tea themselves, the 
farmer families would not serve it to their guests.

‘We have to deal with rooibos tea every single day of our lives’, they told 
her. ‘Everything around us smells like rooibos tea. We just can’t bring 
ourselves to drink it as well!’ 400

Rooibos tea reinvented
The Board was pleased with Theron’s work and they gave her full credit 
for the phenomenal rise in sales from the end of 1968 onwards. Theron 
and her daughter, the Board asserted, were responsible for the 
marketing breakthrough of their tea.

In 1969, rooibos consumption shot up by a third.401 The drought that 
year ensured that less tea was delivered to the Board’s store, and the 
surplus stock was diminishing rapidly. In anticipation of shortages, 
packers’ quotas were reintroduced in March 1970.402

In	the	official	history	of	the	Control	Board,	this	period	was	characterised	
as the time when ‘rooibos got a new status, a further consumption need 
was	created,	and	the	Cinderella-product	of	yesteryear	finally	cast	off	her	
stepmother’s dress.’403

Rooibos was changed from a cheap, low-class replacement for Ceylon 
tea	into	a	beverage	with	attractive	benefits	of	its	own.	The	public	loved	
the Rooibos Baby story: it worked wonders for the industry, infusing the 
previously mundane commodity with emotion and pushing up the sales. 
But what about Lorinda? Growing up in the spotlight was not easy for 
Theron’s daughter. ‘My mother never anticipated the impact it would 
have on my life’, she remembers. ‘The “Rooibos Baby” title became a 
label, often a burden. It was also a torch I had to carry, though I didn’t 
contribute anything to the discovery. It meant a loss of privacy, higher 
expectations, and isolation.’

Eventually, Lorinda realised that, by drawing the media attention to the 
‘Rooibos Baby’, her mother was diverting it from herself. ‘Envy-driven 
actions could ruin the importance of her discovery if focus was on her 
instead of on what she discovered about rooibos tea.’

Nowadays, Lorinda considers herself just one of many ‘Rooibos Babies’. 
‘It was my mother who was special’, she says. ‘My mother discovered 
the internal and external qualities of rooibos and dedicated a lifetime to 
establish it in the world market as an incredibly important health 
product	to	the	benefit	of	all	humankind.’404

Looking back, Lorinda feels that her mother used her as a marketing 
tool – especially later, when Theron launched her own business in 
slimming and skincare products.

‘She linked her discovery to me personally’, says Lorinda. ‘I was an 
essential ingredient of her story. Whenever I achieved something, people 
always	 thought	 of	 rooibos.	 In	 a	 sense,	 my	 childhood	 was	 sacrificed	 
for rooibos tea. I believe my Mum eventually understood that.’405 
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Labourers
In this overview of the rooibos industry, producers, packers and
distributors have been spoken about. Not much has been said about 
farm labourers who harvested and processed this tea. Their lives and 
working conditions had been poorly documented, at least until the early 
1970s, when Al J Venter – a prominent South African war correspondent 
– took	a	break	from	the	battlefields	to	author	an	early	extensive	review
of the Coloured people’s existence under apartheid. A few pages in his
book were dedicated to rooibos farming.

Venter visited several Cederberg farms and interviewed prominent 
farmers. In season, he asserted, their labourers worked from sunrise to 
sunset, making eighty cents a day on the average.406 Bruce Ginsberg, 
one of Venter’s interviewees, disputes this statement. Such long hours 
would not make sense, he says, because farmers needed their helpers 
to be rested and energetic.407 At the time, Bruce Ginsberg managed the 
family	farm	Die	Berg,	where	they	employed	over	fifty	people	in	season.	

‘My father wanted to have a model estate’, says Bruce Ginsberg. ‘That 
is why he built a school for our labourers’ children on Die Berg. He was 
inspired by notions of care and landowners’ responsibility, attributed 
to people like Lord Shaftesbury, the social reformer in England in the
nineteenth century who did much to improve the lot of rural
farmworkers.’408

Chas	Ginsberg	also	had	a	non-profit	shop,	where	his	employees	could	
buy food and clothing at discounted prices. He provided free work overalls
and modern basic accommodation for the families of his staff, with 
showers for washing in ablution blocks. Ginsberg introduced such
innovations, by the standards of local farmers, as access to running
water and doctors, at all hours, the nearest medical facilities being
37 km away. He built a school with a resident school teacher and held
regular church services on the farm. His staff could take leave of 
up to two weeks a year, depending on their length of service. 

Ginsberg organised transport for them to get to a village church 
or even to an occasional seaside picnic.409

Rooibos farmers, like eighty per cent of the other farmers in the Western
Cape, stimulated their workforce with farm wine.410 In the Cape, this
practice – known as the dop system – was nearly as old as the European 
colonisation of this part of the world.411 
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James Backhouse, a Quaker missionary who preached in the colony in 
1840, saw Afrikaner settlers swig down snifters of grape brandy before 
breakfast and throughout the day. They used to reward their male 
servants with a regular drink, which became an expected part of the 
compensation. ‘In numerous instances,’ wrote Backhouse, ‘a daily ration 
is stipulated for, along with the wages of his coloured servants. If, under 
these circumstances, the Hottentots had not become drunken, they 
would have differed from all other races of the human family.’412

At some estates, particularly those that grew grapes, men received 
a third of a bottle of vaaljapie (a cheap young wine) at the beginning 
of their shift and the remaining two-thirds in the evening. Often, the 
workers would accumulate some of the working days’ wine to party on 
the weekends. At Ginsberg’s farms, those who did not drink were paid 
ten per cent extra. Yet most labourers preferred liquor to the cash.413 

The tot system has since been outlawed and eradicated.

There was little work in Clanwilliam and the greater Cederberg region, 
which resulted in constant depopulation and migration to cities. The 
jobs that were available – primarily on farms – did not offer good wages. 
Many Coloured residents were no longer willing to be farmhands, which 
is	why	the	few	large	growers	often	could	not	find	enough	labourers	to	
toil on their plantations. Younger people tended to stay at home rather 
than do manual work. Sometimes, unfair working conditions were to 
blame for the fact that Coloured labourers quit their jobs and refused to 
return	to	the	fields.414

Farmers
The standards of living of White farmers were certainly higher than 
those of their Coloured employees. Nonetheless, even in the late 1960s 
to early 1970s, most of these landowners could afford few modern 
comforts.

‘They led very simple and basic, even sparse lives’, says Bruce Ginsberg. 
‘Some farmer families couldn’t afford to buy shoes for their kids until 
they turned fourteen. Their children walked to school barefoot. When 
I was at the farm in the 1970s, I knew elderly farmers who couldn’t read 
or write.’415

Those who were ‘comfortably off’ had access to springs, rivers or 
mountain streams on their farms – they irrigated their land to grow 
oranges and vegetables as cash crops. The rest could only rear sheep 
and goats, which often grazed on dry scrubland and were severely 
affected by regular cycles of drought in the regions. Their existence was 
a constant struggle, with most farmers having only several workers to 
assist them.   

Bruce Ginsberg managed his father’s farms until early 1976. In his time, 
there was no permanent electricity supply in most parts of these rural 
areas. Even his family farms were not on the national grid. People burnt 
candles	and	paraffin	lamps	there.

‘On our successful farming operation, we had a small generator for 
electricity and large diesel engines from the old Ceres town power 
station for irrigating and pumping water between dams’, remembers 
Ginsberg. ‘The generator serviced the machinery in the sheds, the 
resident mechanic’s workshop and weekly farm shop. It was connected 
to the house, but we tended  to run it for only an hour at night, in winter, 
and cooking was on a wood stove, with no other heating in cold winters 
on this mountain farm.’416

412 Backhouse, A Narrative of a Visit to the Mauritius and South Africa, p 596.
413 Venter, Coloured, p 49; B Ginsberg, email message, 15 November 2017.
414 Ibid, p 48.

415 B Ginsberg, interview, 17 October 2017.
416 B Ginsberg, email message, 14 February 2016.
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Chas Ginsberg retires
Chas Ginsberg continued to dominate the rooibos retail sales with 
his Eleven o’Clock brand. It is said that he also vigorously invested in 
property, buying entire street blocks in the centre of Cape Town. In the 
1980s, he sold two of these to Colonial Mutual, and they put up Triangle 
House and Buitengracht Centre.417 Another former asset of his, in 
De Waterkant, was converted into The Cape Quarter shopping centre 
once the area became trendy.

In 1975, Piet Olivier passed away, and Chas Ginsberg was voted in as 
Vice Chairman of the Control Board. Meanwhile, he remained Chairman 
of the Rooibos Tea Packers Association and represented them on 
the Board.

Despite the drought of the early 1970s, the Control Board staved off 
the depletion of their reserves by boosting production, raising their 
prices, and imposing packer quotas. Serious shortages were avoided, 
and	–	in	the	middle	of	the	decade	–	the	industry’s	output	finally	met	the 
consumers’ needs. Rooibos plantations were now covering 15,000 ha in 
four districts: from Vanrhynsdorp all the way to Piketberg in the south.418

The 2000 tonnes produced in 1975 seemed a fantastic achievement,419  
but it was just a beginning. The yield shot up so much that packers were 
able to move 3400 tonnes of rooibos in 1978.420 The fact that prices for 
coffee and black tea had surged was also a great help.

However, 1978 was also one of the driest years on record, and shortages 
– a scourge of the industry – were looming again, with only 1384 tonnes
collected that year.421 The pendulum swung back, forcing the Board to
reintroduce packer quotas.

Meanwhile, two of the last three founding members of the Board passed 
away: Heinrich Strassberger and Cecil Bergh, the Chairman for sixteen 
years.

Only Chas Ginsberg remained a director, speaking on behalf of the 
thirteen rooibos packers. His Eleven o’Clock was the leader of the 
rooibos retail market. In 1984, Ginsberg – a boxing champion – took 
his bow like great ringsters do, at the top of his game. He retired after 
selling	his	B.	Ginsberg	firm	to	Suidersee,	a	fishing	company.

He had declined an offer from T W Beckett, his strongest competitor, 
because	he	feared	they	would	sacrifice	his	Eleven	o’Clock	to	their	own	
Freshpak brand. However, T W Beckett soon bought Eleven o’Clock 
from Suidersee, and their successor still markets this brand in several 
provinces of South Africa.422

Chas Ginsberg’s children had moved overseas. Adrian was a high-court 
barrister	in	London.	Diana,	the	first	woman	to	direct	an	Afrikaans	feature	
film,	worked	 in	Hollywood	as	an	award-winning	editor	and	filmmaker.	
Bruce marketed Eleven o’Clock rooibos in Britain. Nowadays, he lives 
on a farm, where he has pioneered the growing of Japanese shiitake 
mushrooms on logs and runs a large commercial horticultural topiary 
nursery. An independent East Asian scholar, Bruce lectures at university 
colleges and specialist societies on East Asian arts, Zen, tea culture and 
the Western garden tradition.

Henry Charles Ginsberg, the man who helped to make rooibos South 
Africa’s national drink, passed away in England in 2005, aged 92. ‘His 
fists	were	 characteristically	 clenched,	 ready	 for	 action’,	 recalls	his	 son	
Bruce.423 

417 ‘Colonial Mutual betaal R7.4 vir blokke’, Die Burger. 30 May 1987, p 2.
418 Agriculture in South Africa. Johannesburg: Chris van Rensburg Publications, 1978, p 90.
419 Rooibosteeraad 35 Jaar, pp 14-5.
420 J van Putten, ‘Verkope verpakker aan handel’, 1958-2000, James van Putten’s personal archive, Lambert’s Bay.

421 Rooibosteeraad 35 Jaar, p 16.
422 Brands & Branding in South Africa.	Vol	2.	Johannesburg:	Affinity,	1994,	p	49.
423 B Ginsberg, email message, 31 January 2018.
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Mandela’s favourite
By the early 1980s, there were four hundred growers, and rooibos 
plantations had sprung up even near Darling and Malmesbury.424

In	1984,	the	period	of	deficit	had	been	long	gone,	and	rooibos	packers 
sold 3700 tonnes that year.425 However, the harvest was nearly 7000 
tonnes and, as in 1967, the Board’s stocks exceeded the yearly 
consumption by three times.426 There could be no second ‘Rooibos 
Baby’ story to save the industry, so the Board – under the chairmanship 
of	Abraham	van	Zyl	–	appointed	 their	first	 full-time	Marketing	Officer	
and launched a massive advertising campaign.

They managed to place rooibos in contexts where it had never been 
seen before: the tea was served on long-distance passenger trains and 
South	African	Airways	 flights.	 Because	 it	 was	 advertised	 as	 a	 healthy	
thirst-quencher that cuts down on perspiration, several mines added it 
to their menus for the employees working underground.427

Rooibos was still an inexpensive local product, which is why government 
institutions started using it. Vusumzi Mcongo, a veteran of the liberation 
struggle who served twelve years on Robben Island, told me that the 
prison authorities added rooibos to their rations from the early 1980s. 
They gave the tea to inmates of all races.428

Nelson Mandela, who spent eighteen years on the island, later recounted 
that rooibos tea was his ‘favourite’ in prison.429 Even though he favoured 
coffee after he got out, he continued to have rooibos from time to time, 
according to his former assistant.430 

‘I know why Mandela didn’t feel like having rooibos after prison’, says 
Joe Swart, Managing Director of Joekels, who owns the Laager brand. 
‘He	didn’t	 have	 to	drink	 it	 anymore.	He	 could	 finally	 choose	what	 to	
have.’

Swart knows the feeling. When he was in the national service in the 1980s, 

all they drank was rooibos. It was cheaper than black tea, and the army 
used to buy it in bulk. Many South African men of his age have an 
aversion to rooibos: they can almost hear the reveille and see the huge 
milk cans in which rooibos tea was heated. 

Every	morning,	at	five	o’clock,	the	heavy-eyed	soldiers	queued	up	for	
a mug of rooibos. Old timers assured them that it came with a secret 
ingredient: ‘blue stone’, they called it. It was an anaphrodisiac, sex drive 
suppressant. Others claimed that it was just copper sulphate, to pre-
vent tropical snail fever, but the old timers knew best. ‘When I ask these 
guys	to	try	rooibos	after	all	these	years,	they	first	refuse,	but	after	some	 
convincing, they try it and quite like it as it is quality rooibos that is 
brewed properly and it does not contain the secret blue ingredient  
anymore’, says Swart.431 

424 ‘Total onslaught with a capital tea’, Cape Times. 12 August 1983, p 9.
425 Van Putten, ‘Verkope verpakker aan handel’.
426 Rooibosteeraad 35 Jaar, p 20.
427 ‘Total onslaught with a capital tea’, p 9.

428 V Mcongo interview, April 2016.
429 Nelson Mandela by Himself: The Authorised Book of Quotations. Johannesburg: Pan Macmillan South Africa, 2011, p 104.
430 J Swart interview, 2 December 2016.
431 Ibid.
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When rooibos was banned
The surpluses in the early 1980s were so great that the Board began 
its	first	 full-scale	drive	 to	develop	exports.	The	sales	 to	 importers	ac-
counted	for	just	five	per	cent	of	the	production.432 It was a tricky mission 
at the height of the anti-apartheid sanctions, but James van Putten – 
the	Board’s	de	facto	chief	operating	officer	–	zealously	toured	around	
Europe, Asia and Australasia in search of buyers for the South African 
product.

Meanwhile, on recommendation from the Board, Annekie Theron was 
invited to Japan. Their scientists found antioxidants in the A. linearis, 
and it caused a stir in this country with a passion for health beverages. 
The work of both Theron and the Board opened the Japanese market 
for rooibos. 

The local sales increased by 57% from 1983 to October 1984, and exports 
were on the rise.433 Trouble started right after that, in a country where 
it was least expected. During a routine testing, the Victorian Health 
Commission in Australia detected salmonella in packaged rooibos and 
ordered its withdrawal from sale. The news of contamination spread 
fast, and the health minister of Queensland recalled the South African 
commodity from all retail and wholesale vendors.434 Packets of rooibos 
tea were being traced and destroyed.435 

The South African government reacted by banning the products of the 
leading rooibos brands,436 and the industry urgently commissioned 
irradiation professionals to treat the packaged tea and the Board’s 
supplies.	 In	 a	 few	 weeks,	 the	 Department	 of	 Health	 finally	 satisfied	
themselves that all available rooibos was safe for consumption and 
allowed it back on shelves. 

‘Rooibos gets the green light’ was the slogan of the Board’s emergency 
advertising campaign after the tea had reappeared in South African 
shops. 

The industry did not stop at that: producers and packers 
understood that they had to blot out the ‘salmonella disaster’ and make 
certain that it would never happen again.

A blessing in disguise
If you boil your water when making tea, it kills all bacteria, including  
salmonella. Nonetheless, the industry wanted to guarantee that no 
trace of bacteria was to be found in their product.

The Research Institute for Fruit and Fruit Technology (the predecessor 
of	 the	ARC	 Infruitec-Nietvoorbij)	 in	Stellenbosch	was	 roped	 in	 to	find	
a solution. Dr Hennie du Plessis and Dr Ben Nortjé proposed steam 
pasteurisation to kill the germs, sterilise the tea and exclude any chance 
of contamination. The Board ordered a custom-built steam pasteuriser 
at a great cost for the still-developing industry. They ensured that all 
their tea went through the steaming process and every sample was 
microbiologically tested. It became a compulsory procedure.

‘Salmonella made a very big change in the quality of our tea’, remembers 
James van Putten. 

‘We had to see to it that it was the cleanest tea in the world. 
I hadn’t been a big rooibos drinker, because its taste had a 
smack	of	 “wildness”.	The	 steam	steriliser	 refined	 the	 rooibos 
flavour	by	removing	the	top	notes.	I	liked	it	much	better.’	437   

432 ‘Total onslaught with a capital tea’, p 9.
433 Annual Report of the Rooibos Tea Control Board. 1984. Clanwilliam, 1985, p 1.
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435 ‘S African tea to be destroyed’, The Canberra Times. 13 December 1984, p 12.
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Although sales dropped only by fourteen per cent in 1985, a three-year’s 
supply of rooibos had accumulated in the Board’s warehouses again.438  
Despite this, in retrospect, Martin Bergh believes that the salmonella 
affair was a blessing in disguise. ‘We were forced to make drastic changes’, 
he says. ‘Since then, we had impeccable quality and safety standards, 
and our domestic and export customers were happy.’

In their annual report, the Board proclaimed 1985 ‘a year of consolidation, 
a	year	of	gaining	confidence,	a	year	of	sterilisation,	research	and	building 
equipment, a year of rolling up sleeves and above all a year during 
which the guidance from Above provided the necessary inspiration and 
perseverance	to	give	direction	under	these	very	difficult	circumstances.’439 

Back with a vengeance
The Board managed to stabilise the situation thanks to government 
loans,	 production-limiting	 measures	 and	 an	 efficient	 marketing 
campaign. Already in the second half of 1986 rooibos sales set a record, 
exceeding	the	figures	of	the	pre-crisis	years.440 Even the exports went up 
by almost a half. In the following years, with the restrictions on production 
still in place, the surpluses decreased.

In	 1986,	 the	 Board	 launched	 its	 first	 generic	 advertising	 campaign 
featuring celebrities.

The face of the smiling blonde who endorsed the ‘Nature’s miracle gift 
from the Cederberg’ was in the news at the time. She was Andrea Stelzer, 
the 1985 winner of the Miss South Africa title, who backed out of the 
Miss Universe competition under pressure from anti-apartheid activists.  
Gary Player, the legendary South African golfer, was hired to attract 
the male customers. ‘It’s a great feeling, feeling great!’ went the jingle 
as the TV viewers watched him hit the sweet spot, sink the ball and 
celebrate yet another victory with a cup of rooibos.

It seems that Player was sincere in his praise of the tea as he drank it 
daily. ‘In fact, rooibos is such an important part of my life’, he said, ‘that 

I	never	travel	without	it.	So,	if	I	ever	find	myself	somewhere	that	doesn’t	
have rooibos, I can just order hot water and make my own tea.’441

His participation in the rooibos commercials, which were broadcasted 
throughout the day on every TV channel in South Africa, had what we 
would now call ‘a viral effect’. ‘How come I’m not like Gary?’ asked a 
pudgy amateur golfer in a cartoon by Fred Mouton of Die Burger. ‘The 
older he is, the better he plays?’. ‘You should drink more rooibos!’ said 
his pal.442 At a golf tournament in Johannesburg’s Ellis Park Stadium, 
fans were shouting to Player, ‘How about a cup of rooibos?’

The research that the Board had done before the campaign showed that 
they had to work on generating word-of-mouth advertising. For this, 
they not only appointed dieticians as their spokespeople but also hired 
eight Black consultants to get their message across in the townships. 
Working under Gerda de Wet (the current Communication Manager of 
Rooibos Ltd), they held tastings and promotions in Soweto, Alexandra 
and Mamelodi from 1985.443 Later, similar promos were launched in 
Black areas in the Cape.444

For	 the	 first	 time	 in	 its	 history,	 the	 Board	 addressed	 non-White	 
consumers	 specifically.	 It	 was	 long	 overdue	 because,	 in	 fact,	 the	 
industry mostly catered for the Black buyer. In 1986, a survey of the  
domestic retail market revealed that Black South Africans purchased  
over sixty per cent of all rooibos tea. Shops and supermarkets in  
Black	districts	were	identified	as	the	most	popular	outlets	for	rooibos	by	
far.445 Eleven o’Clock, Freshpak and Laager brands ruled the roost. They 
offered rooibos in a loose form and, since the late seventies, in teabags.

In	1986,	after	fifteen	years	of	applying,	Annekie	Theron	was	 registered	
with the Board as a packer. She could at last start her own brand of 
packaged rooibos. During her earlier trips to Japan to open a market 
for rooibos tea there, she was not allowed to buy and export any 
rooibos.446 The Board had denied her a licence, maintaining that there 
was not enough product to accommodate newcomers.

438 Rooibosteeraad 35 Jaar, p 20.
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By the early 1990s, farmers grew rooibos in ten districts: from  
Vanrhynsdorp,	 Clanwilliam	 and	 Calvinia	 to	 Ceres,	 Hopefield,	 Paarl,	 
Tulbagh and Wellington. Even so, the traditional areas like 
Clanwilliam supplied over eighty per cent of the annual  
crop.447 Since the foundation of the Board, the deliveries 
to	warehouses	increased	fivefold,	going	beyond	4000	tonnes	in	1993.448

The sales were nearly equalling the production449 and in 1984-1990,  
rooibos’s share of the domestic tea market rose from twelve to 
seventeen per cent 450 ‘To the industry’s great advantage’, wrote  
the new Chairman, Martin Bergh, ‘the general public is becoming more 
conscious of health and environment and in the process becoming more 
aware of the advantages of Rooibos Tea.’451

447 Annual Report of the Rooibos Tea Control Board. 1993. Clanwilliam, 1994, p 12.
448 Ibid, p 11.
449 Hayes, ‘Enhancing the Competitiveness of the Rooibos Industry’, p 47.

450 A van der Walt; R Machado, New Marketing Success Stories. Halfway House: Southern Book Publishers, 1996, p 56.
451 Annual Report of the Rooibos Tea Control Board. 1991. Clanwilliam, 1992, p 1.
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The late 1980s and early 1990s saw many criticisms levelled at marketing 
boards, with their single-channel system and direct state intervention. 
The Minister of Agriculture appointed a committee of inquiry to investi-
gate the boards and determine if they were still necessary. 

In their 1992 report, the committee dismissed the boards in agriculture 
as a product of the outdated, post-Great Depression thinking. In the 
First World, they argued,

‘the regulated economy with selected “wise men” at the
helm did not come up to expectations and the objectives of
interventionist measures were not achieved, having in fact
resulted in a largely unsustainable commercial and poorly
developed subsistence agriculture.’452

The committee argued that a free market performed better than tight 
government control.

Most of the boards had already started easing their hold on their
industries. The committee regarded this as part of the global trend and 
called for abolishment of statutory single-channel marketing.

The committee recognised The Rooibos Control Board as a  
global player because of the industry’s uniqueness. Everything  
from cultivation to harvesting and processing of rooibos tea was  
developed practically from scratch. The plant did not grow anywhere  
else in the world, and no other industry’s technologies could 
be	 borrowed	 and	 copied	 without	 modifications,	 which	 required
substantial investment. Still, the committee insisted that, if rooibos
producers needed to raise funds for research and development or
remove surplus crop, they could just as well put together a voluntary 
association.453

The	 existing	 system	 had	 benefits	 for	 the	 producers	 and	 packers.	 
The Board provided an impartial, smoothly running mechanism  
of quality control with standardised grades. This procedure reas-
sured the wholesaler and the end consumer that they were get-
ting	 good-	 or	 fine-quality	 tea	 for	 their	 money.	 Unlike	 their	 coun-
terparts in other industries, the Rooibos Board did not only 
market the generic product but also handled it physically. They 
had built modern facilities for grading, purifying and storing the  
crop.

The government guaranteed the Board’s right to impose special
levies on every kilo of rooibos tea, which paid for the costly generic 
advertising, promotions, and improvement of production technologies.
Furthermore, the State supported the Board through loans with
subsidised interest, assistance of the Research Institute for Fruit and 
Fruit Technology, and massive bulk purchases by public institutions.454

452 Report of the Committee of Inquiry into the Marketing Act. Pretoria: Department of Agriculture, 1992, p x.
453 Ibid, p 62.
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Time runs out for the Rooibos Board
The committee of inquiry argued that marketing boards had not 
managed to boost demand and consumption of their products.455 But 
this reproach did not apply to the rooibos industry, as the consumption 
of	rooibos	tea	increased	by	nearly	five	times	between	1967	and	1991.	
During that period, the consumption of black tea stagnated.456

The	producer	prices	in	the	rooibos	industry	fluctuated	throughout	the	
decades, and the Board failed to stabilise them. Nonetheless, the goal 
of income stabilisation had been achieved. In his thesis, Paul Hayes 
showed	 that	 the	adjusted-for-inflation	price	of	 the	 top-grade	 rooibos	
increased by eighteen per cent between 1954 and 1992.457

The Board only handled and controlled the dry bulk product: they were not 
allowed to generate added value by, for instance, introducing unoxidised 
tea to the market, packaging rooibos, or delivering in an innovative way.

Bergh believes that it was vitally important for rooibos growers to have 
a single-channel system throughout those forty years. 

‘It allowed the small industry to concentrate all its efforts on 
grading, marketing and quality control. I think that the 
honeybush industry would have been far more successful if they 
could use a similar arrangement for a while. But rooibos had got 
to the stage when it was a household name in South Africa. 
The timing was about right for the industry to become fully 
competitive.’458

A new disposition
The rooibos industry deregulated voluntarily in October 1993.459 It was the 
second agricultural board to disband: others followed suit years later.460  

With permission from the Minister of Agriculture, the reserves and 
assets of the Board were privatised. Its successor was a public company, 
Rooibos Natural Products Ltd (the name was eventually shortened to 
‘Rooibos Ltd’). The producers who had been registered with the Board 

became the company’s shareholders, getting ownership of the resources 
that	they	had	financed	through	their	regular	contributions.	

James van Putten, the Board’s last General Manager, took the same post 
in the new company. He presided over the acquisition of Clanwilliam 
Tea Cooperative with its packing and processing plant in 1995, just 
before his retirement.461 Also, in 1984, a group of farmers broke away 
from Rooibos Ltd. and set up their own production company, Cape Nat-
ural Tea Products. The era of unrestrained competition in the rooibos 
industry began.

By the late nineties, there were already eight rooibos pasteurisation  
plants.462 Export permits no longer being necessary, producers and  
distributors could freely offer their tea abroad, and exports increased  
threefold. Consumers could now choose among conventional rooibos  
and	 plenty	 of	 new	 rooibos	 products.	 Green,	 flavoured	 and	 organic	 
varieties, extracts and ice teas were presented to South African consumers. 

Rooibos Ltd was the biggest producer. The old relations with packers 
survived as well. Rooibos Ltd supplied tea to the leading rooibos brands, 
such as Eleven o’Clock, Freshpak and Laager. The Chairman – Martin Bergh, 
a grandson of Oloff Bergh – retained the post he had held at the Board.

Smaller producers started tapping into the opportunities abroad. 
The anti-apartheid sanctions had been lifted, so the most formidable

525 Report of the Committee of Inquiry into the Marketing Act, p xii.
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obstacles to rooibos marketing overseas fell away. European, American 
and Asian importers started coming to South Africa to negotiate with 
producers directly. While the rooibos exports stayed comparatively 
small until the early 2000s, producers scrambled for deals. It was a time 
of ferocious rivalry.

‘This has sparked off price wars among exporters, with the international 
buyers	 the	 only	 ones	 benefiting	 by	 playing	 the	 traders	 –	 and	 their 
prices	–	off	against	each	other’,	noted	Soekie	Snyman	in	her	profile	of	
the rooibos industry in the 1990s.

‘In some cases, small operators could not sustain the supply once 
they got into the market and withdrew as quickly as they entered. 
Buyers approached their initial suppliers again, but demanded 
paying the reduced prices. A lot of damage has been caused in 
this way, not only to the reputation of South African exporters, 
but also to the economic status of manufacturers and producers 
alike.’463 

Results of the deregulation
After the demise of the Rooibos Control Board, no organisation 
represented the entire industry anymore: the stakeholders had neither 
a single voice nor a common vision – each man was for himself. Even 
the accepted standards of quality were no longer enforced by any third 
party in the domestic market. The tea shipped abroad was screened and 
evaluated by the Perishable Products Export Control Board (PPECB), 
whereas, for the rooibos offered to South African consumers, it was up to 
the producer to maintain a level of excellence.

The grading system adopted by the Board was not binding to the 
producers after 1993, and the Department of Agriculture did not set new 
compulsory rules. Manufacturers still used the Board’s terms to specify 
the quality of the tea – Super, Choice, Select or Standard grades – but 
their meaning varied from one supplier to the other.464

On the plus side, the intense competition resulted in bigger sales. 

Although rooibos still constituted sixteen to eighteen per cent of the tea 
market in South Africa, its total sales (including exports) rose steadily to 
6,150 tonnes a year in 1999.465 Four thousand people were producing, 
processing and packaging rooibos tea in this country.466

In the following decade, exports overtook the domestic sales. The 
consumption in South Africa grew as fast as the country’s population 
did,467 but overseas – where the health-consciousness trend was 
stronger, and the rooibos market had not matured yet – sales were 
increasing by a third each year. To meet the demand for a South  African 
tea with an even higher antioxidant content than traditional (fermented) 
rooibos tea, unoxidized (green) rooibos was introduced to the trade 
in 2001.

463 S Snyman, Wesgro Background Report: The Rooibos Industry in the Western Cape. Cape Town: Wesgro, 2000, p 9.
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Overview
It is not certain how many people cultivate rooibos or harvest wild varieties
commercially	 today.	 It	 has	 been	 estimated	 that	 there	 are	 over	 five	
hundred rooibos farmers,468 and another 4500 people or more work
on rooibos tea farms or processing plants.469

The plantations now cover twice as much land as they did in the mid-
1990s. It is expected that they will occupy 50,000 hectares in the future.470  

In	 an	average	 year,	 the	 rooibos	 industry	produces	 fourteen	 to	 fifteen
thousand tonnes, enough to make six billion cups of tea. 

In drought years, the yields can be much lower. For this reason, accurate 
prediction of the next period’s crop is crucial. 

468 Directorate Marketing, Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, A Profile of the South African Rooibos Tea
       Market Value Chain. Pretoria, 2012, p 3.
469 Ibid, p 5.
470 Trade & Investment South Africa, CSP Development for Rooibos Sector. Pretoria: TISA, 2004, p 5.
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The eight largest production and processing companies supply 90 per 
cent of all rooibos tea,471 Rooibos Ltd undoubtedly still being the leader. 
The competition has, however, kept them on their toes – particularly 
in drought periods, when there is less product to go around.472

Rooibos Ltd
With its processing plant and headquarters in Rooibos Avenue – the 
world’s only street named after the Aspalathus linearis – Rooibos Ltd 
supplies about 70 per cent of all rooibos in the domestic market.473 To 
avoid competition with its customers, the company does not own a 
retail brand. Instead, it buys semi-processed tea from farmers, processes 
it further, and sells it to branders in bulk as a raw material. If customers 
need rooibos blends or extracts but do not have the infrastructure to 
have them manufactured and packed, Rooibos Ltd can do it for them at 
the plant in Clanwilliam.474

About 170 farmers deliver their tea to Rooibos Ltd, but this does not 
mean that they work with this company exclusively. Many farmers sell 
to various processors, encouraging them to compete. Rooibos Ltd 
announces its prices in November, before the harvesting season. Each 
quality grade has its own rate, and there is a premium for organic tea.

One of the company’s biggest suppliers and shareholders is Willie Nel. On 
the Lambert’s Bay road, a dozen kilometres from Clanwilliam, stands his farm 
Ysterfontein. Of all crops, only potatoes and rooibos tea can thrive in his sandy 
soil. His father, the third generation of the Nels on the Ysterfontein farm, 
used to raise sheep. He turned to rooibos only in the 1960s and nowadays 
Willie Nel delivers 300 tonnes a year and employs 80-100 labourers.

‘There are many sharks in this industry’, says Nel. ‘You sell your tea, and 
they never pay you. This year, my income will be slightly less than that 
of	some	of	the	farmers	who	go	with	the	flow,	but	I	decided	that	I’d	be	
safer	with	Rooibos	Ltd.	We’ve	set	my	price	for	five	years.	I	know	exactly	
how much I’ll receive.’475

Cape Natural Tea Products
In terms of volume of processed tea, the runner-up to Rooibos Ltd is 
Cape Natural Tea Products (CNTP), with an approximately 20% share 
of the total rooibos tea crop.476 The company was started in 1996 by 
the	first	group	of	farmers	who	had	broken	away	from	Rooibos	Natural	
Products Ltd (the successor to the Rooibos Control Board). CNTP trades 
both in the domestic and international markets, offering its product in 
bulk	and	packaged,	plain	and	flavoured,	conventional	and	organic.

Dawie de Villiers, Managing Director, who has been with the company from 
the	start,	qualified	as	a	chemical	engineer.	With	his	friend,	Rob	Meihuizen,	he 
went to work for a big company but did not feel at ease in the corporate set- 
up. 

‘Rob came from a family of Dutch merchants, and trading was in his blood’, 
remembers De Villiers. ‘He kept on saying to me, “We should do rooibos 
someday.”’

Meanwhile, De Villiers quit his job, did a stint in Britain, and took his 
girlfriend on a trip across the United States with the money he had 
made. On the second month of their American odyssey, he started 
wondering how he would make a living back home. All he knew was that 
he would hate to return to the corporate grind.

In a Florida motel he received a fax from Meihuizen, who had put a 
business together with the rooibos farmers he had met in Clanwilliam. 
The farmers had decided to market their tea independently through 
Meihuizen’s exporting company.

471 Directorate Marketing, A Profile of the South African Rooibos Tea Market Value Chain, p 3.
472 J van Putten interview, 25 October 2016.
473 TM Bergh interview, 25 October 2016.

474 M Bergh interview, August 2014.
475 W Nel interview, August 2014.
476 Hayes, ‘Enhancing the Competitiveness of the Rooibos Industry’, p 54.
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On	his	request,	De	Villiers	flew	to	California	to	see	a	contact	who	was	
keen to represent their exporting company in America. The man was 
brimming with ardour over the prospects of rooibos tea in the States, 
planning to sell thousands of tonnes there.

‘Within two or three years of being our agent, he managed to sell exactly 
zero kilos of rooibos’, recounts De Villiers. ‘But if it hadn’t been for his 
enthusiasm, we could have given up this venture.’

Their business got off to a bad start. They built a factory, but the rooibos 
market was oversaturated. After an outstanding harvest, there were too 
much tea for sale. ‘I had no entrepreneurs in my family: my father was a 
civil servant, and my mother an artist’, says De Villiers. ‘I was very naïve 
thinking that the market for our product was already there. Then, I had 
to face our twenty farmer shareholders. They were putting pressure on 
us because they needed to be paid for their product.’

The biggest packers had exclusive contracts with Rooibos Ltd, but 
Vital	 –	 the	 first	 health	 food	 company	 in	 South	 Africa	 –	 had	 no	 such 
obligations.	Their	offices	were	close	to	CNTP,	and	De	Villiers	sold	them	
his tea. That is how the company started out, operating from a single 
25-square-metre	room,	with	the	office	staff	sharing	a	single	computer.

‘At	first,	we	were	dealing	only	with	South	Africa’,	says	De	Villiers.
‘Then I started exploring overseas markets. We had a lot of 
support from the Department of Trade and Industry. They 
covered most of the expenses for our trips abroad. These days,
we export 30-40% of our rooibos, mainly to Japan, Korea 
and Taiwan.’

Offering their product in other countries helps the company to 
diversify risk. Like Rooibos Ltd, CNTP tries to balance exports and 
domestic sales. They buy rooibos tea everywhere, from Elim to 
Nieuwoudtville,	and	find	a	buyer	for	every	grade.	Whatever	they	cannot	
sell internationally, they market locally.

Members
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The Red T Company
Johan Ferreira of The Red T Company, another big processor, has familial 
links to Annekie Theron. Ferreira set up his company soon after the 
deregulation, and Theron started buying rooibos from him under her 
Annique brand, both for selling it as tea and for using in her skincare 
products.477 The Red T Company still supplies rooibos to Annique.

Launched	as	Tolbos	Boerdery	 in	1995,	The	Red	T	Company	first	grew	
their	 rooibos	 tea	on	 the	 farm	Nooitgedacht,	 about	 fifteen	 kilometres	
south of Clanwilliam, and set up their processing and packing facilities 
in a few years. They position themselves as a ‘boutique’ company with a 
‘hands-on approach’, able to obtain the necessary quantities of rooibos 
from their contracted producers.

Certification
If rooibos farmers want to sell their produce abroad, they need to maintain 
rigorous	standards.	The	big	importers	require	international	certification 
to	 confirm	 that	 the	 tea	 is	 grown	 sustainably	 and	 that	 the	 producers 
provide fair pay and good working conditions to their staff.

‘If you don’t comply with their standards, they won’t sell your rooibos, 
as simple as that’, explains Robert Bergh. On the family farm that he 
manages,	the	tea	is	certified	by	the	Rainforest	Alliance.

Willie	Nel,	an	UTZ	Certified	farmer,	believes	that	certification	is	worth	the	
trouble.	He	first	applied	for	UTZ	certification	seven	years	ago	because 
he believed that importers would force rooibos producers to abide by 
these regulations in the near future. He saw no alternative and decided 
to start as soon as possible.

‘We didn’t know that we were doing many things wrong on our 
fields’,	he	says.	‘UTZ	determines	how	I	treat	my	labourers,	the	soil	and 
biodiversity,	the	hygiene	in	the	field.	 I	benefit	from	it.	 I	hope	one	day	
they’ll	enforce	certification	on	the	entire	industry.’

477 Trade & Investment South Africa, CSP Development for Rooibos Sector, p 21.
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Processors and exporters can obtain tea under various standards, 
depending on the importer’s needs. Rooibos Ltd, for example, holds 
organic, kosher, halaal, Fairtrade, Rainforest Alliance, UTZ and Heart 
Mark	certificates.

The	 yearly	 audit	 is	 expensive,	 but	 the	premium	paid	on	 certified	 tea 
justifies	 the	 spending.	 Smallholder	 farmers	 usually	 cannot	 afford	 the	
fees, unless they organise themselves as a group or cooperative. The 
processors in some instances bear these expenses, but then they (not 
the	 farmers)	 become	 certificate	 holders.	 The	 premium	 is	 split:	 some	
money goes to the farmer and some to the processor to cover their 
administrative costs.

Several kinds of chemicals can be used on rooibos under most of the 
internationally	recognised	certifications,	with	organic	regulations	being	 
the exception. Organic regulations stipulate, for instance, that you 
cannot produce organic tea from seedlings that are not organically 
certified.478 To	get	organic	certification	for	seedlings,	you	must	stop	using 
conventional fungicides, pesticides and fertilizers. This is not easy 
to achieve, as the seedlings that are grown in nurseries are prone to 
fungal diseases. Only organic pesticides are allowed. Fertilising may be 
done only with manure, compost, rock phosphate or other natural sub-
stances. Herbicides are not allowed: you should either hoe or pull the 
weeds out by hand. 

Organic plantations are usually laid down at a distance from non- 
organic	tea	fields.	This	helps	to	protect	them	from	the	agrochemicals	
that may be sprayed by the neighbours and carried by the wind. These 
chemicals can also do away with the natural pest managers – predatory 
insects that live on the organic tract and in the vegetation around it.479 

According to Willie Nel, who manages a research association for Rooibos 
Ltd, it is not yet feasible to produce all tea to organic standards. The 
problem	is	to	find	a	practical	way	to	farm	larger	plantations	organically.

478 Juweel van die berge, p 33. 479 Ibid, pp 46, 51-2.
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A people’s drink
Rooibos	makes	up	about	a	fifth	of	the	South	African	tea	market.480 At retail 
level, this country accounts for half of the revenue from rooibos tea, 
nearly 600 million rand.481 Rooibos is served at most cafes, restaurants 
and hotels, and a large variety of rooibos brands and products can be 
found in every grocery or supermarket. 

The Rooibos Tea House in Clanwilliam stocks more than a hundred 
varieties. There is even a Rooibos Route, where tourists from South Africa 
and abroad can see how the A. linearis is harvested and processed, 
experience rooibos treatments at beauty salons, and try rooibos dishes 
in restaurants of the Cederberg area.

‘It’s seen as a day-to-day beverage in this country’, says Joe Swart, 
Managing Director of Joekels Tea Packers. ‘Our market research shows 
that rooibos drinkers normally consume black tea and coffee as well. 
They tell us that they buy rooibos because they like the taste and 
because it’s good for you.’482

In the last decade, rooibos tea has grown faster than the other teas. 
When Lauren Jones joined Entyce (currently known as National Brands 
Limited) as a brand manager, the penetration of this beverage in the 
domestic market was about sixty per cent. ‘And nowadays, eighty-three 
per cent of South African households have rooibos at least once a year’, 
she says.483

Jones	 believes	 that	 rooibos	 growth	 is	 driven	 by	 its	 health	 benefits,	 
such as the absence of caffeine or the presence of antioxidants. 
Because rooibos tea is stimulant-free, everybody can drink it, including 
children, pregnant women, and the elderly.

From a cost-per-cup perspective, National Brands Limited’s Freshpak 
rooibos has become more expensive than their Five Roses black tea. 
The company’s procurement costs have gone up.484

Rooibos in South Africa is truly a people’s drink because low-income 
groups	are	the	biggest	buyer	of	this	tea.	More	affluent	South	Africans	
purchase far less rooibos and drink it less frequently. They are interested 
in	speciality	varieties,	with	additional	ingredients	and	functional	benefits, 
and	are	willing	to	pay	a	premium	for	organically	certified	rooibos.485

Although the speciality teas are trendy overseas, they are still a minuscule 
segment	 in	South	Africa	 –	plain,	unflavoured	 rooibos	 is	what	 you	are	
most	likely	to	find	in	South	African	stores.

Unoxidised rooibos has not yet shown spectacular results in the South 
African market either. ‘People understand green tea as an unfermented 
black	tea	with	additional	health	benefits’,	says	Jones.	‘But	I	don’t	think	
that they’re applying the same logic to green rooibos.’

Joe Swart notes that green rooibos is an acquired taste, and not an 
everyday beverage yet. ‘If you ask people why they drink it, they mention 
only	the	health	benefits’,	he	says.	‘For	them,	it’s	almost	like	a	medicine.	
It’s	a	different	kind	of	consumer.	They’re	either	comparatively	affluent	or	
just concerned about their health.’486

National Brands Limited
National Brands Limited (NBL) owns about sixty per cent of the South 
African rooibos retail market, both by volume and value.487 Their Freshpak 
brand is the leader, with a share three times greater than that of its clos-
est competitors. Every third person who buys Freshpak rooibos would 
be ranked as middle- or upper-class by South African standards.488

480 Kaiser Associates, Rooibos and Honeybush Market Development Programme Framework. Cape Town, 2010, p 16.
481 Entyce Beverages. Rooibos Update. November 2016.
482 J Swart interview, 2 December 2016.
483 L Jones interview, 25 November 2016.
484 C Rein interview, 25 November 2016.

485 L Jones interview, 25 November 2016.
486 J Swart interview, 2 December 2016.
487 Entyce Beverages. Rooibos Update. November 2016.
488   L Jones interview, 25 November 2016.
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The company also sells rooibos under the country’s longest-existing tea 
brand, Five Roses, which was registered in 1909.489 The Premium variety 
is their purest export-grade rooibos tea. 

They also inherited Eleven o’Clock, the doyen of rooibos brands. Their 
predecessor of NBL (Becketts) acquired the original Ginsberg brand in 
1984 and preserved elements of the original design. A decade later, it was 
still going strong: South Africans drank a million cups of it every day.490  
Nonetheless,	by	2008,	the	sales	of	this	brand	had	dropped	significantly	
and have continued its decline ever since.491  

In the new South Africa, which is still trying to cope with its past, the 
nostalgic image of Eleven o’Clock appears to be irrelevant to most 
consumers, especially in urban centres. It has become a regional brand 
with no marketing support and a predominantly senior following. The 
packaging has not been updated for very long. Although it has a strong 
equity in the regions where it is available, Eleven o’Clock might not be 
around in ten years.492  

Joekels 
Laager is South Africa’s second most popular rooibos brand, with dozens 
of	 incarnations	 –from	 loose	 tea,	 to	 flavoured	 rooibos	 and	 a	 range	of	
rooibos for childen. Like Eleven o’Clock, it also seemed bound for ex-
tinction less than two decades ago. Launched towards the end of World 
War 2, it evoked the imagery of the colonial frontier: a laager is a camp 
formed by wagons standing in a circle for protection against attackers. 
It came to symbolise Afrikaner nationalism. Hardly anybody wanted to 
handle	 this	hot	potato	 in	 the	twenty-first	century,	 least	of	all	Unilever,	
which had come by Laager when they acquired Glenton & Mitchell.

Even so, Joekels, currently the second largest rooibos packer  
brander in South Africa, wanted to give the dying brand a try. In 2003, 
Joekels purchased the Laager brand from Unilever. The latter company, 
in the words of its Corporate Affairs Director, wanted to focus on global 
brands and ‘local gems’.

‘We were planning to change its name eventually, to get rid of the 
negative connotations’, recounts Joe Swart, Joekels’ Managing Director. 
‘We started with the pack and removed the big picture of an ox wagon. 
Immediately, our sales dropped. We assumed that it was because the 
change had annoyed conservative Afrikaner consumers.’

Yet	market	research	did	not	confirm	this	assumption.	Most	of	the	people 
who stopped buying Laager knew this brand as the ‘wagon wheel tea’. 
Once the wagon was gone, the pack did not look the same anymore, 
and they started switching to other brands.

‘We learnt that our consumers liked the wagon wheel emblem’, says 
Swart. ‘For them, it was a brand with heritage, proudly South African. 
We put the wagon in an oval above our logo, and the sales picked up 
again. We also have a mountain scenery and the colours of the national 
flag	on	our	packs.	Heritage	is	our	territory.	No	other	big	rooibos	brand	
plays	in	this	field.’493 

489 Rosenthal; Botha, The Beckett – Five Roses Story, pp 49-50.
490 Brands & Branding in South Africa. Vol 2, p 49.
491   Entyce Beverages. Rooibos Update. November 2016.

492 C Rein interview, 25 November 2016.
493 J Swart interview, 2 December 2016.
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Laager	pioneerd	the	concept	of	rooibos	brand	specifically	geared	to-
wards children to introduce consumers to rooibos from a young age. 

For Joekels, it is not just about marketing. This company gets all its raw 
material on the African continent. This also applies to the tea blends 
they produce and distribute for Tetley, their majority shareholder. 
Nowadays, the company’s share of the domestic rooibos market is 
twenty seven per cent. It includes another veteran brand, Southall’s, which 
Joekels bought in 2007 along with almost all the private label brands in 
South Africa.

Unilever 
Unilever also has a strong position in the South African rooibos market. 
Their rooibos tea blends under the low-cost Glen brand are second to 
Laager in value and volume, but the gap between them is quite narrow. 
At the other end of the spectrum, Unilever has the Lipton Rooibos, a 
comparatively small top-end brand, far more expensive than Freshpak 
and Laager. Over sixty per cent of those who buy Lipton Rooibos are 
middle-class or even better off.494  

494 J Swart interview, 2 December 2016.
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Reasons for its establishment 
A few years after the deregulation of the industry, rooibos tea producers, 
processors and exporters recognised the need for an association. The 
disbandment of the Rooibos Board created a vacuum: there was no 
representative organisation to stand up for the industry or to speak on 
its behalf in dealings with the government. 

The	first	attempt	to	set	up	such	an	association	was	the	Rooibos	Forum	in	
the late 1990s. The Forum was meant to coordinate matters of common 
interest and research into production and processing, share information 
among the members on best cultivation practices, develop a global 
marketing strategy and stabilise prices.495 The Forum was supposed to 
be the type of voluntary association that proponents of deregulation 
had envisioned for the industry, with functions similar to those of the 
government-established boards. Although most processors joined the 
Forum,	conflicts	and	frictions	abounded,	and	the	Forum	never	achieved	
its goals.496 

After the government changed its policies to support industries rather 
than individual companies, strategic collaboration became the order 
of the day. A steering committee of agricultural research specialists, 
NGOs and industry representatives studied similar networks in other 
industries and came up with recommendations on initiating an umbrella 
organisation.497 

The Council today 
In 2005, the South African Rooibos Council (SARC) was formed. One of 
their early achievements was the successful pursuance of a Geographical 
Indication (GI) status for their tea to protect the ‘rooibos’ name 
internationally in the interests of the domestic industry.498

Today, the leading processors (Rooibos Ltd and Cape Rooibos Tea  
Products) and leading packers (NBL, Unilever and Joekels), as well as the  
foremost manufacturer of rooibos skincare and healthcare products 
(Annique), are members of the SARC. The current members of SARC 

represent about ninety per cent of the rooibos collected, processed and 
marketed	each	year.	They	finance	the	activities	of	the	Council	through	
a voluntary levy for each kilogram of rooibos they handle. The levy also 
covers the research projects commissioned by the Council.499 ‘Our goal 
is to grow demand for rooibos by elevating its status’, says Joe Swart. 

‘Not only to raise the prices for it but also to have more people 
involved in the industry, to give a chance to previously  
disadvantaged	 people	 to	 benefit	 from	 it.	 Scientific	 research	 
is our engine for growing the industry.’500

Focus on research 
Research	 helps	 to	 identify	 and	 verify	 health	 benefits	 of	 rooibos,	 and 
research data is necessary to substantiate health claims that may be used 
in	marketing.	The	news	of	the	research	findings	generate	publicity	for	this	
South African product. Other research projects sponsored by the Council 
aim to increase the yield and quality of rooibos tea seeds and plantations.

Rooibos – a comparatively new agricultural crop – has become crucial 
to the economy of its growing areas, which are virtually on the edge 
of the desert. The industry has worked on minimising the harm to the 
environment from cultivation of rooibos when new tracts of natural land 
are converted to plantations.

‘In good years, we’ve produced up to 22,000 tonnes’, says Swart. But we 
certainly don’t want to clear all fynbos in the Western Cape. That’s why 
we’re collaborating with the biodiversity people to make sure that we 
do it right.’ 501

It has been estimated that nearly 150 indigenous species in the local 
ecosystems are at risk because of the expansion of rooibos plantations 
in the Suid Bokkeveld and around the Cederberg area. Between 1997 
and 2007 the production of rooibos tripled, and the planted area 
doubled, triggering the loss of biodiversity and land degradation in 
ecologically fragile mountain areas.

495 Snyman, Wesgro Background Report, p 10.
496 Trade & Investment South Africa, CSP Development for Rooibos Sector, p 23.
497 Keahey, ‘Emerging Markets, Sustainable Methods’, p 205.
498 Biénabe; Troskie, Rooibos Case Study, p 12.

499 M Bergh interview, 25 October 2016.
500 J Swart interview, 2 December 2016.
501 Ibid.
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That is why the Council partnered with CapeNature, the provincial 
conservation organization.502 They launched the Rooibos Biodiversity 
Initiative in the Greater Cederberg and drew up Best Practice Guidelines 
to cultivate rooibos sustainably. For instance, they encourage clearing 
the land in strips, with belts of untouched natural fynbos in-between as 
buffers to enable the natural ecological processes. Many farmers have 
adopted these practices, not only because they are concerned about a 
potential reduction of their yields, but also because of their love for their 
land and their wish to protect the reputation of the rooibos industry.

Another	difficulty	in	preserving	wild	rooibos	populations	and	sustaining 
commercial production is climate change. It is projected that winter 
rainfall will decline considerably in the rooibos-growing regions, which 
are already subjected to regular droughts. Reportedly, the temperatures 
there will rise twice as fast as in the other parts of the world.503 These 
factors will affect the life cycles of the rooibos plants.

More heat and less rain, some researchers believe, would force rooibos 
farmers to move their plantations south-eastwards, towards mountain 
catchment areas. Wild rooibos populations would also shift to the more 
suitable land upslope.504 It is still unclear whether these predictions will 
come true but forewarned is forearmed.

‘I think that, in a hundred years, if demand continues to grow, rooibos 
will be a very famous rare tea’, says Bruce Ginsberg. ‘It will always be in 
short supply. They might even have to start growing it in laboratories.’505

502 Y	Waarts;	M	Kuit,	‘Intensification	and	sustainability	in	South	African	rooibos:	exploring	the	conditions	for	market-led
       sustainable development in a biodiversity hot spot’. LEI, Wageningenur, 2011, pp 5, 7. http://edepot.wur.nl/15298
       Accessed on 14 May 2017.
503   Louw; Hill, ‘Poor man’s cup of tea no longer’, p 155.

504 Lötter; Maitre, ‘Modelling the distribution of Aspalathus linearis (Rooibos tea)’.
505 B Ginsberg, interview, 17 October 2017.
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Problems
Racial inequality may be a thing of the past in South African politics, 
but the wide income disparity still exists. In the rooibos industry, as in 
several other industries, previously disadvantaged groups are not yet 
better-represented in management positions or among owners of large 
or medium-sized estates. ‘Free housing will typically be provided for 
employees,	and	houses	are	generally	electrified	and	include	sanitation	
facilities and free running water’, writes Rachel Wynberg. ‘However, with 
one	or	two	notable	exceptions,	joint	management	and	profit-sharing	on	
farms is virtually non-existent.’506

Dozens of small-scale Coloured farmers grow rooibos tea and sell it to 
mainstream processors, and many produce it on a subsistence basis. 
They	deliver	about	five	per	cent	of	the	total	rooibos	yield.507 Although 
large tea plantations can cover several thousands of hectares, the small-
holdings where Coloured farmers grow their rooibos normally range 
from one to eighteen hectares of poorly accessible, semi-arid land.508

Niklaas Slinger is a special case. Slinger runs a successful operation at De 
Lille,	a	medium-sized	farm	in	the	Nardouwsberg,	thirty-five	kilometres
north of Clanwilliam. Over a decade ago, he became one of Rooibos 
Ltd’s twenty largest suppliers.

A shepherd’s son, he started out in agriculture at the age of nine. School 
was too far, and Slinger had no time for classes. The illiterate teenager
had reared sheep and cattle on many estates before ending up on
Vondeling, a Theron family farm. A dozen years later his employer 
died, and Slinger managed the operations until Theron junior grew up,
finished	military	service	and	took	over	Vondeling.

De Lille, the adjacent farm, was put up for sale and – to repay Slinger’s
loyalty – Theron Jr decided to help him buy that land. He discovered 
that the government was subsidising loans for emerging Coloured
farmers, and not only helped Slinger to apply but also lent him an
additional amount so that he could meet the requirements. 

In 1992, Slinger became the owner of the 2.700 hectares.

Slinger learnt about rooibos processing during a stint at the drying yard 
in Clanwilliam, and he studied growing methods by watching other 
farmers. Only a third of the rocky land on De Lille is suitable for tea, but 
it brings in a good income. ‘Rooibos is our life and livelihood’, Slinger 
says.509

506 R P Wynberg, ‘Identifying Pro-Poor, Best Practice Models of Commercialisation of Southern African Non-Timber
       Forest Products’, PhD Thesis, University of Strathclyde, Glasgow, 2006, p 185.
507 Waarts;	Kuit,	‘Intensification	and	sustainability	in	South	African	rooibos’,	pp	1-2.

508 Ibid , pp 1-2.
509 N Slinger interview, 25 November 2016.
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Traditional small-scale farming of rooibos is centred on Wupperthal (on 
the eastern slopes of the Cederberg range) and Nieuwoudtville (in the 
Suid Bokkeveld). Growers either take their harvest to town, if they have 
transport, or offer it to processors’ agents who call on these remote rural 
areas.

Every	fifth	supplier	of	Rooibos	Ltd	is	a	small	or	marginal	farmer.510 One 
of them is Martin Goes who lives in the village of Esselbank on a plateau 
above Wupperthal. He produces about ten tonnes of tea a year.

Rooibos is an extensive crop, and you need plenty of ground to grow 
it. In the Wupperthal area, most of the arable soil is controlled by the 
Moravian Mission, and local producers are only tenants. If they cannot 
get more land, they cannot plant more rooibos and earn a higher 
income.

‘I have to pay the church for a permit to farm on my tract’, says Goes. 
‘But we don’t get much in return. At least, the government helps us to 
some extent.’511

At Heuningvlei, another outpost of the Wupperthal mission, smallholder 
farmers harvest an average of two tonnes a year, which they sell to 
Rooibos Ltd and Khoisan Tea or to the Wupperthal cooperatives.

‘We used to plant rooibos as a side-line, along with vegetables’, says 
Johannes Ockhuis, who was born in 1936. ‘The price for the tea wasn’t 
great. But these days it brings us more money than vegetables. It also 
costs less to grow rooibos.’512

Professor Jennifer Keahey of the Arizona State University in America has 
established that most of the emerging farmers in the Wupperthal area 
produce under three tonnes of rooibos tea per year.513 When asked to 
air	 their	grievances,	 they	complained	about	cooperative	conflicts	and	
non-payment, and lamented their lack of knowledge about best practices 
in tea production. 

Keahey notes that the low education levels and limited access to capital 
also hinder their development. Rachel Wynberg, who has studied rooibos 
small-scale farming practices as well, adds that a lack of business and 
marketing capacity is another constraint.514 

Empowerment initiatives
Pursuing	 small-enterprise	 development	 initiatives	 can	be	 a	 profitable 
alternative to individual small-scale farming. Some of these initia-
tives are promoted by processors, and others are driven by farmers 
themselves.

Martin Bergh of Rooibos Ltd rents out his 1100-ha farm to his permanent 
workers, who have formed the Driefontein Cooperative.515 Bergh 
helped them to get their organic, Rainforest Alliance and Fairtrade 
certifications,	and	they	sell	their	tea	through	Rooibos	Ltd	at	a	premium.	
The Fairtrade bonus enabled them to build a centre for their 150-strong 
community, with a computer room, crèche and gym, and to maintain 
their own rugby team. The Driefontein Cooperative share the equipment 
and drying yard with other Bergh family farms and participate in the 
management of those farms.

Cape Natural Tea Products (CNTP) support rural upliftment programmes, 
with a focus on sustainable agriculture. The company helped to set up 
the Strandveld Cooperative in the Overberg at the south-western-most 
end of the rooibos endemic range. The idea came to Dawie de Villiers 
during a drought in the Cederberg region. If rooibos tea could be grown 
in the Southern Cape, he reasoned, the company could spread the risk. 
After planting a successful trial, CNTP encouraged farmers from Elim, a 
local Moravian mission, to found a cooperative.

‘Those Coloured farmers were a fourth generation on their own land’, 
recounts De Villiers. ‘We gave them initial funding, and they started 
planting rooibos. Eventually, we had about ten Coloured farmers in 
that area. Our company bought their tea and sold it to Woolworths 
supermarkets.’516

510 A Genis, ‘Rooibos trek sterk na 100 jaar’, Landbouweekblad. 14 January 2005, p 33.
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In	a	 few	years,	after	 the	financing	had	 run	out,	most	of	 the	members	
returned	to	subsistence	wildflower	harvesting.	Nonetheless,	one	family	
has persisted and is running the only commercial rooibos plantation in 
the Overberg. CNTP have been looking for other farm rentals in this 
area to continue this pioneering project.

Several independent cooperatives of Coloured farmers have been 
founded since the deregulation of the industry. Instead of corporate 
support, they rely on assistance from either government agencies or 
non-governmental organisations. They trade with ethical-trade importers 
whose consumers are prepared to pay extra for the produce of 
small-scale farming. 

‘Whereas commercial production extends from the wetter western slope 
into the valleys and plains along the Atlantic coast, emerging producers 
farm the arid eastern slope, in and around the mountains of Wupperthal 
and in the southern Bokkeveld plains to the north’, writes Keahey. ‘Most 
groups live on marginal land, with high biodiversity value, where scant 
rainfall constrains farming.’517

Apartheid laws discriminated against these communities of mixed-race 
people. In the democratic South Africa, they were given full political 
rights, but the need for socio-economic upliftment remains. Rooibos 
has become an important source of livelihood for the population of 
those isolated, marginalised areas. 

The biggest part of the annual yield of the small farmer cooperatives is 
exported.518 Overseas consumers regard these associations as 
alternative food initiatives, which they wish to encourage. The tea 
is distributed through unconventioal channels – it is handled by 
companies that specialise in fair trade, organic and ‘ethical’ products. 

Both in Wupperthal and in the Suid-Bokkeveld the original incentive 
to form a collective came from development workers. Up to this 
day, the cooperatives have been guided by empowerment-focused 

practitioners and NGOs. According to Wynberg, a major task that these 
organisations face, apart from increasing their output, is to ‘reduce 
reliance on external support’.519

517 Keahey, ‘Emerging Markets, Sustainable Methods: Political Economy Empowerment in South Africa’s Rooibos Tea
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A village is founded
In the Tra-Tra River valley, surrounded by brown hills, lies the quaint leafy 
village of Wupperthal. It is one of South Africa’s best-preserved historic 
mission stations.520 Nearly two hundred thatched cottages with lime 
washed walls descend in rows along the steep slope. Quince, oaks and 
poplars border the lanes, and a road lined with blue-gum trees leads to 
the austere gabled church, built of stone and clay nearly two centuries 
ago.

The austere pulpit and the accent you hear when locals speak Afrikaans 
are some of the few reminders that the mission was once run by Germans. 
The Reverend Johann Gottlieb Leipoldt of the Rhenish Missionary 
Society bought this land in 1830.521 He came here as a young man of 
twenty-seven to proselytize the Khoikhoi. The missionary took over the 
old farm, settled in the homestead and invited them to settle on the 
property.

The landscape reminded him of his German home. He called this mission 
station ‘Wupperthal’, the Wupper River Valley. Ironically, the city of 
Wuppertal in Germany is a hundred years younger than its South African 
namesake.

Wupperthal was founded as an ‘institute’, a self-contained settlement. 
The Reverend Leipoldt refrained from imposing Christianity on the people 
who came to live with him. ‘The Hottentots who establish themselves at 
the Institution are not compelled to be baptized’, wrote William Mann, 
a Cape astronomer, after a visit to Wupperthal, ‘in fact they are obliged 
to wait some time on probation before that is done, but the children are 
always sent to the School.’522

Preaching the gospel was part of Leipoldt’s mandate, but nearly as 
important was the Protestant work ethic.

He gave each family an allotment garden which they had to cultivate. They 
also had to earn an income, so that they could pay a yearly contribution 

to the mission. The missionary and the associates he had brought from 
Germany taught the residents handicrafts and agriculture. They planted 
the	first	 trees,	 raised	sheep	and	cattle,	and	produced	rolled	tobacco,	
oranges and dried fruit. Leipoldt, a trained shoemaker, started a tannery 
with a leatherware workshop and a shoe factory.523 Soon, the mission 
was	financially	self-sufficient.

By the end of the century, the social structure of Wupperthal had 
changed. The Bastaards, multiracial people, had joined the mission 
and readily baptised their children because adherence to Christianity 
had become a status symbol. Many of them formed the elite of mission 
residents – the artisan clans.524 Former slaves and squatters also settled 
there. They preferred it to working for White farmers, who often treated 
them unfairly. In Wupperthal, they could give education to their children, 
and enjoy the protection of the Church and relative independence. As 
the population grew, missionaries acquired more land, incorporating 
new outposts.

Early rooibos farming
The earliest-known documented evidence of rooibos in Wupperthal is a 
letter by the Rev Gustav Schmolke, one of the Rev Leipoldt’s successors, 
who	‘ruled	his	small	flock	autocratically,	yet	he	was	a	ruler	who	cared	for	
his people both on the spiritual and the material plane.’525

In 1909, Schmolke reported to the Rhenish headquarters in Germany 
that members of his 2000-strong congregation were making a modest 
gain by selling the ‘Rother Buschthee’ [red bush tea].526 He had not 
regarded it as a commodity to be handled by the mission before, 
because the rooibos industry was just emerging, and the demand for 
this tea in the Cape was still low. Schmolke was a prudent and practical 
man,527 and	 his	 first	 report	 on	 rooibos	 might	 imply	 that,	 around	
that time, he had begun to see the potential of this tisane. 

People of Wupperthal had been harvesting buchu in the Cederberg 
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region commercially, and rooibos became an attractive side-line. In time, 
the demand for buchu dropped, whereas the popularity of rooibos tea 
increased. After World War 1, the provincial government issued permits 
to collect rooibos on Crown land. Most of these permits were bought 
by residents of Wupperthal and its outstations. Eventually, the mission 
started purchasing rooibos from pickers and supplying it to agents in 
Clanwilliam and Cape Town under the Wupperthal Institute brand.528

In the 1930-1940s, Heinrich Strassberger – the eldest son of the new 
missionary, the Rev Willy Strassberger – managed the business affairs 
of the mission. He upgraded the tannery and the shoe factory:  up to a 
thousand pairs of the ‘Wupperdallers’, robust handmade shoes, were 
made weekly to be distributed nationwide.529 The Rhenish Missionary 
Society	in	South	Africa	now	depended	on	the	profit	from	the	Wupperthal 
enterprises.

Strassberger got a licence from the Society to operate Wupperthal’s 
commercial activities as his own business from 1948 to 1954.530 He and 
his brothers were also granted a tract of land that made up about a third 
of the mission’s holdings.531 With a loan from the mission, they bought 
the present-day Clanwilliam Hotel from Chas Ginsberg.532

Strassberger was among the founding directors of the Clanwilliam 
Cooperative	Tea	Company,	the	first	association	of	rooibos	producers.533 
Johannes Ockhuis of Heuningvlei says that his family used to sell to 
Strassberger not only wild rooibos, but also other species that were 
blended with the A. linearis for low-grade tea.534 With the rooibos 
that Strassberger planted on his tract and the rooibos purchased from 
Wupperthal pickers, he was the biggest supplier of the Clanwilliam 
Cooperative Tea Company.

Accused of corruption and mismanagement by tenants and the new 
missionary, Strassberger left Wupperthal.535  From 1954, the mission took 
charge of the commercial matters again. They registered with the Rooibos 
Control Board as a packer with their brand Wupperthal Bossiestee.536   But 
the	affairs	of	the	mission	were	going	from	bad	to	worse.	It	was	officially 
recognised that Wupperthal and its industries were in economic 
distress.537

In 1965, the Rhenish Missionary Society handed the mission over to 
the Moravian Church, which had no interest in the business aspects 
and would only look after the spiritual needs of the inhabitants. The 
Wupperthal Institute was hired out again, this time to Edgar W Stopka.538 
The fortunes of the mission did not improve in the following decade: 
poverty was growing and young people were relocating in greater 
numbers. Stopka failed to revive the enterprises, and most people did 
only subsistence farming and were strapped for cash.539 

Rooibos cultivation
The Rooibos Control Board stopped buying wild rooibos in the late 
1960s. The Wupperthal pickers did not cultivate tea but harvested it in 
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the veld. On request from the Department of Agriculture, James van 
Putten assisted them in growing rooibos tea and raising the seedlings.

‘They had too many donkeys grazing in the mountains, so the  
government asked me to show them how to make a living from  
rooibos instead’, he remembers. ‘I went there every year in the 1970s. I 
introduced them to several farmers near Wupperthal, from whom they 
could buy rooibos seedlings. They planted on small plots. Later, some 
of them became shareholders of Rooibos Ltd.’540

In the early 1980s, the Moravian Church enlisted Allan Kaplan, a young 
development practitioner from Cape Town, to help organise cooperative 
ventures based on the traditional farming practices of the area. Stopka 
had run the Wupperthal industries in a heavy-handed, autocratic way. 
He was forced to leave, and his ‘subjects’ burnt his house down.541

Many residents were so used to being taken care of by the church 
or someone appointed by the church that they did not want to take 
responsibility for their own future. ‘The people themselves had little 
interest in the changes which appeared to be the inevitable 
consequences of the development process’, recounted Kaplan. ‘They 
had no wish to change their subsistent, timeless way of life; they had 
not asked for me to come in. At the same time, they were no longer a 
contented community.’542

They	had	started	cultivating	rooibos:	the	first	delivery	from	Wupperthal	
to the Board in Clanwilliam was recorded in 1979.543 Kaplan learnt from 
Van Putten that the natural conditions for tea cultivation in this area 
were among the best. There were a thousand hectares of workable land 
in	the	area,	but	only	five	per	cent	of	it	was	under	tea.544

Most rooibos farmers lived not in Wupperthal itself but in and around 
Eselbank and Heuningvlei, closer to the land that was suitable for 
growing tea. In those remote villages, the inhabitants relied on 
agriculturefor their livelihood, and getting better return from their rooibos 

tea patches could make a big difference to their living standards.

Kaplan	decided	that	rooibos	farming	would	be	the	most	promising	field	
for his development project. He suggested that a voluntary alliance would 
make it easier for the farmers to get loans, exchange knowledge, protect 
their business interests, and even build processing facilities in Wupperthal. 
In June 1983 the Rooibos Farmers’ Association came into being.545

Cooperatives
In the mid-1990s, a modern tea court was set up in Wupperthal by the 
Western Cape Provincial Government. Agribusiness in Sustainable  
Natural	 African	 Plant	 Products,	 financed	 by	 USAID,	 helped	 
not only to restructure the association as a cooperative but also to  
improve the quality of their product and access to foreign markets.546

The international Fair Trade movement was initiated in that decade, 
changing things for the better in Wupperthal. Willing to introduce 
products	of	third-world	growers	to	first-world	markets,	companies	that	
adhered to the movement’s principles paid small rooibos farmers up to 
six times more than what they could expect to get on a free market.547  
By 2006, the Rooibos Farmers’ Association had registered with the 
Fairtrade	Labelling	Organizations	and	also	obtained	organic	certifica-
tions.548

No single entity represents Wupperthal farmers anymore. ‘It is fair to 
say’, writes Wynberg, ‘that there has been considerable confusion 
regarding the institutional arrangements for rooibos tea production, 
processing and trading at Wupperthal, and the situation is best 
characterised as administratively fraught and institutionally vulnerable.’549

Currently, there are three smallholder rooibos cooperatives in the area. 
Only the Wupperthal Original Rooibos Primary Agricultural Cooperative 
– managed by Barend Salomo – has a tea court and other infrastructure
for	processing	their	crop.	Launched	in	2009	by	fifty	farmers,	it	is	also	the
only	 local	 cooperative	 with	 Fairtrade	 certification.550
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The other two cooperatives supply their rooibos to big processors.

Of the two thousand inhabitants of the Wupperthal area, the majority 
have no permanent employment. They are still engaged in subsistence 
farming, and some make a living with casual jobs at commercial farms. 

For	the	two	hundred	families	who	benefit	from	rooibos	cultivation,	this	
activity is an important means of livelihood. Their rooibos tea plantations 
are laid out on tracts and patches leased from the Moravian Church. Much 
of the work is done manually. Tractors can be hired for ploughing, but 
donkeys are still generally used for this task.551 Nonetheless, overheads 
are	significant,	and	joining	a	cooperative	may	be	the	only	way	to	make	
a	decent	profit.

Rooibos yields in Wupperthal have decreased in the last decade. The 
chief reason seems to be the long-term mismanagement of soil. ‘They 
are not farming correctly, so the production per hectare is extremely low’, 
says Gerhard Pretorius of Natura Libra Environmental Consultants, who 
has been mentoring the Wupperthal Original Cooperative. ‘When they 
start farming properly, they can harvest up to ten times more rooibos, 
just by working on the areas that are lying fallow and by rebuilding their 
soil. Rooibos should be the most important agricultural crop in 
Wupperthal. They’re not exploiting its full potential yet.’552 

The Wupperthal Original Cooperative 
In 2016, it was the only cooperative in the area to deal with foreign 
buyers directly.553 Their main overseas client is a French mission-driven 
distributor called Les Jardins de Gaïa. Its founder, Arlette Rohmer, 
began purchasing Wupperthal tea in the late 1990s, as soon as the local 
growers	 obtained	organic	 certification.	 ‘Since	 then,	 I’ve	 been	 visiting	
Wupperthal every year’, she says. ‘Relationships are very important in 
our business. People there are almost like family. I remember some of 
them as children.’554

When Rohmer started trading in rooibos, the tea was unknown in 

France.	These	days	she	manufactures	and	markets	twenty-five	varieties	
and distributes them not only in her country but also in Canada, United 
States, Japan and Scandinavia. 

Les Jardins de Gaïa caters for the organic market. ‘I don’t want to sell 
any conventional tea’, says Rohmer. ‘We believe in fair trade and small 
farmers. We deal with all our producers directly. We visit them and try to 
help them if they have problems. It’s like a partnership.’555

The company buys about sixty tonnes of rooibos tea a year. The 
Wupperthal Original Cooperative can supply only half of it, and the 
balance is provided by the Heiveld Cooperative in the Suid Bokkeveld. 
Sourcing tea from smallholder farmers is a matter of principle for 
Rohmer. Their rooibos is comparatively expensive because the supply is 
limited. Her consumers in Europe are loyal but, with plenty of cheaper 
organic and Fairtrade teas coming from large producers, she must keep 
her margins very narrow.  

‘As long as I have rooibos from Wupperthal, I won’t buy from a big 
company’, says Rohmer. ‘I’ve tried various kinds of rooibos but 
Wupperthal	tea	has	a	special	flavour	for	me.’
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Rooibos farming in the Bokkeveld 
The Bokkeveld plateau lies to the north of the Cederberg range in 
the	Northern	 Cape	 province.	 In	 spring,	 tourists	 flock	 here	 to	 admire	
the	myriad	of	endemic	flowers	coming	 into	bloom.	The	area	south	of 
Nieuwoudtville, up to the Doring River, is called the Suid Bokkeveld.

Nieuwoudtville, with its two thousand residents, is the biggest village 
around. The other thousand inhabitants of the Suid Bokkeveld live 
mostly in small settlements, often with just a couple of buildings. The 
roads are poorly maintained, and electricity has not reached many of 
the hamlets yet.556 Unemployment is as much of a problem here as it 
is in Wupperthal, and the average household incomes are also similar. 
Government pensions and social grants are the only reliable source 
of cash for hundreds of families in these isolated communities. 
Smallholders usually farm on a subsistence basis, tending their plots for 
six months or less and working as labourers for the rest of the year.557

Local farmers rear sheep or grow rooibos tea. In Wupperthal the land 
belongs to the church, but in the Suid Bokkeveld it is either freehold or 
rented from other owners.558  In the southernmost part of the Bokkeveld, 
where the smallholders live, the soil is sandy, acidic and very dry. 

Rooibos has been cultivated in the district for seven decades, but – 
even after the disbandment of the Rooibos Control Board – smallholder 
farmers of the Suid Bokkeveld did not succeed in marketing their tea at 
sustainable prices. They felt marginalised by the industry and excluded 
from sharing the advantages of the booming rooibos trade.559 

With the establishment of organic and fair-trade markets in the 1990s, 
new international opportunities opened up for smallholder rooibos 
farmers of the Suid Bokkeveld. Their counterparts in the Cederberg 
region had already accessed those markets. After a visit to Wupperthal, 
fourteen rooibos growers in the Suid Bokkeveld decided to form a 

similar collective structure. They wanted to cooperate in producing 

rooibos,build a processing facility, and sell their tea to ethical traders 
overseas. 

Establishment of the cooperative 
The formation of the Heiveld Cooperative in 2001 was a remarkable  
event. Coloured people in the area had little experience of  
organisation, their only other institutions with a committee being  
the church and the school.

This cooperative was launched with R1,400 in capital, a tea-cutting  
machine	 financed	 by	 the	 Canadian	 Embassy,	 and	 a	 four-year	 rental	 
of a tea court from a White farmer. Another grant, from the United  
Nations Environmental Programme (UNEP), helped the Heiveld  
Cooperative to design packaging for their product.

The Cooperative has been supported in strategic and marketing matters 
by two NGOs: Indigo Development & Change and the Environmental 
Monitoring Group (EMG). At the beginning, EMG smoothed the way for 
a three-year contract with Fairtrade Organisatie, the Dutch company that 
had	also	been	the	first	importer	of	the	Wupperthal	tea.

The	Cooperative	was	the	first	producer	of	rooibos	to	be	certified	by	the	
Fairtrade Labelling Organisation. In addition, Heiveld and its members 
easily	 obtained	 organic	 certification,	 because	 they	 used	 no	 chemical	
pesticides, herbicides and fertilisers.

By	 2002,	 the	 Cooperative	 members	 were	 earning	 nearly	 five	 times	
more for their tea than they had done before the founding of the  
Cooperative.560 Thanks to the better prices and the Fairtrade premium, 
the Cooperative started constructing their own tea court to reduce the 
production costs, investing in equipment and infrastructure, and ensur-
ing that both the wages and working conditions of Heiveld farmers and 
their labourers were superior to the standard in the area.
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External audits of the Cooperative’s books are conducted every year, 
and the results are announced at the annual general meetings.561 EMG 
consults	 the	 Cooperative	 on	 their	 cashflow	 projections	 and	 financial 
decisions, and Indigo helps them to comply with export regulations and 
arranges shipping of their tea abroad.

The	 Cooperative	 has	 made	 profit	 most	 of	 the	 years	 and	 offers	 their 
members some of the highest rates in the industry. The Cooperative has 
property	in	Nieuwoudtville,	including	an	office,	and	processing	and	packing 
facilities. Their membership has quadrupled, and they produce up to eighty 
tonnes of organic rooibos a year and export it to a dozen countries.562 

The EMG and Indigo have been involved in the Cooperative’s affairs from 
the beginning, but their representatives have stated that ‘this assistance is 
by	definition	of	a	temporal	nature	and	will	come	to	an	end	at	some	point’.563

Wild-rooibos harvesting 
Both in Wupperthal and the Suid Bokkeveld people still collect uncultivated 
rooibos. According to Pretorius (employee of the Wupperthal 
Original Rooibos Cooperative), in the Wupperthal area two or three 
dozen people harvest in the veld to supplement their income. 564 They 
need permission from the church overseers’ council, which keeps an eye 
on wild rooibos populations. It is harvested sustainably: only every second 

year, and always cutting above the previous cut. There are several types of 
uncultivated A. linearis there. They make an intense brew with types that 
do not grow outside the Wupperthal/Cederberg area.

In the Suid Bokkeveld, where the diversity of wild rooibos is smaller, 
the tea from the veld also helps landless pickers and seasonal workers 
to eke out a living. But, historically, this beverage did not enjoy a high 
status in the region. Rhoda Malgas, who studied traditional methods of 
wild rooibos harvesting at Stellenbosch University, says that local people 
saw it as a ‘poor man’s tea’ and mixed it with the Camellia sinensis.565

From the start, the Heiveld Cooperative positioned themselves as an 
eco-friendly producer and processor that keeps mechanisation to a 
minimum. That is why they considered marketing wild rooibos, which  
grew naturally in the fynbos landscape. To determine the most  
sustainable ways of managing and harvesting it, EMG and Indigo  
commissioned a study by Malgas. Not only did she summarise the   
traditional techniques, based on her interviews with community  
members,	 but	 she	 also	 reviewed	 and	 updated	 them	 with	 scientific	 
knowledge. She developed best practice guidelines for the Cooperative  
members.

Nowadays,	up	to	five	per	cent	of	Heiveld’s	annual	yield	is	wild-harvested. 
Instead of pricing it lower than cultivated rooibos, they have dismissed the 
stereotype. Since 2004, they have marketed it as a premium niche product. 

‘It costs more because it takes more labour to harvest the wild plants’, explains  
Malgas. ‘The distances are greater. The bushes don’t grow close to 
where you can get a tractor.’566

The Cooperative has tried to integrate their knowledge of wild rooibos 
into their business model. They work on preventing the expansion of 
cultivated rooibos into the habitats of the uncultivated varieties, and all  
harvesting is done in keeping with a sustainability protocol.567  
Accommodating wild plants helps their populations to survive.

631 Malgas;	Oettlé;	Koelle,	‘The	Heiveld	Co-operative:	Making	the	“World’s	finest	rooibos	tea”’,	p	180.
632 Ibid, p 182.
633 Ibid, p 187.
634 G Pretorius interview, 9 November 2016.

635 R Louw, ‘Sustainable Harvesting of Wild Rooibos (Aspalathus linearis) in the Suid Bokkeveld, Northern Cape’, p 22.
636 R Malgas interview, 21 October 2016.
637 Malgas;	Oettlé;	Koelle,	‘The	Heiveld	Co-operative:	Making	the	“World’s	finest	rooibos	tea”’,	p	174.
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It’s always been good for you
Mrs Moloko Temo lived for 134 years. At least, that is what she told
everybody. If you doubted her, she could show you her ID with the birth 
year 1874. This blind woman from the village of Ga-Mamohwibidu,
in northern Limpopo, had nearly sixty great-grandchildren. She last voted
in the general elections just before she passed away in 2009.

The secret of her longevity? Exercise and eat good food, she said. In 
the mornings, Temo helped herself to freshly baked bread and a cup of
rooibos, and for lunch she had maize porridge with milk and 
African spinach.568

The old lady from Limpopo has a kindred spirit on British TV: Carol
Vonderman, a game show host and bestselling author of book
on dieting, who believes that rooibos can help you look younger
and feel healthier. This tea is an ingredient of her Detox plans, to
be	counted	as	part	of	the	daily	fluid	intake.569

Across the pond, celebrity surgeon Dr Oz recommends having
rooibos tea before bedtime. ‘It’s loaded with antioxidants,’ 
he writes, ‘and studies show it reduces tension, irritability and
headaches – all key components linked to insomnia.’570
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Most people who drink rooibos know that it is good for you. Tea, whether 
it is herbal or Camellia sinensis, has been associated with health for 
centuries. In the earliest-known British advertisement for tea, published 
about 360 years ago, owners of Sultan’s Head, London, assured their 
patrons that the new beverage was ‘by all Physitians approved’.571 

Marketers like to bolster their emotional sales pitch with a rational ‘reason 
to believe’. This approach has always worked for rooibos: health aspects 
have been part of its advertising from the salad days of the industry.

Kellogg’s rooibos
In a previous section we mentioned a letter by Peter MacOwan, 
Government Botanist, to the Agricultural Journal of the Cape Colony 
in 1894. He stated that South African tisanes would never rival tea or 
coffee because most of them did not contain caffeine. The scientist 
saw it as a drawback, but businessmen viewed the lack of stimulants 
as a selling point – they positioned rooibos as a harmless alternative 
to the Camellia sinensis from the beginning.

At the South African Exhibition in London in 1907, this tea was 
hailed as having a ‘soothing effect upon the system. Dyspeptics 
[those who suffer from indigestion], and those troubled with 
nervous disorders, drink this charming beverage with impunity.’572 

James Hartley’s adverts from that period were more categorical: 
he asserted that rooibos was ‘a certain cure for indigestion and nervous 
disorders’.573 Because of these qualities, the main hospital of the 
Cape Colony was using ninety kilos of rooibos a month.574 

The praise reached the ears of Dr John Harvey Kellogg, Medical Director 
at the Battle Creek Sanitarium in Michigan, US. A zealous champion of 
vegetarianism and healthy lifestyles, he loathed drinking and smoking. 
The	six-storey	fireproof	brick	‘San’,	the	world’s	largest	institution	of	its	
kind, was developed by him as a ‘place where people learn to stay well’. 
Kellogg often went overseas on the lookout for new techniques and 

products	that	could	profit	his	1,100	patients	at	Battle	Creek.	‘He	walked	
in the morning dew with German naturopaths’, writes his biographer. 
‘He collected beans in Peru, which were three thousand years old, and 
acquired an enthusiasm for the edible soybean which his fellow 
countrymen stubbornly refused to share.’575

The different products Kellogg unearthed abroad or invented 
(cornflakes,	peanut	butter)	found	their	way	into	the	diet	of	his	patients. 
The most popular ones were manufactured on a large scale by Battle 
Creek Sanitarium Health Foods and distributed to leading groceries, 
department stores and health-food shops across the country.

Caffeine drinks were not tolerated at Battle Creek, as Kellogg’s dietary 
system was entirely stimulant-free. His patients started their day with 
cereal coffee. Before World War 1, he had discovered rooibos. He saw 
this tisane as an excellent substitute for tea: it did not have an iota 
of alkaloids. What is more, the beverage tasted similar to tea, and  
palatability was an essential characteristic of health foods, according 
to Kellogg. The African drink, Battle Creek adverts declared, ‘has the 
aroma and refreshing qualities of the best tea and is free from  
poisonous caffeine and tannic acid which causes insomnia, headaches 
and digestive disturbances.’

Rooibos was served at breakfast in his sanatorium, and Kellogg even 
designed health-food recipes with it.576 
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The	 absence	 of	 caffeine	 remained	 the	 only	 publicised	 health	 benefit 
of this beverage until the late 1960s. Dr Nortier, the father of 
cultivated	 rooibos,	 prescribed	 the	 tea	 to	 those	 afflicted	 by	 heart 
ailments, insomnia, indigestion and high blood pressure.577 Specialists 
from the Fruit Research Station in Stellenbosch, who spearheaded 
rooibos research, endorsed it as a wholesome tea substitute to be 
consumed by children and adults with ‘digestive or heart troubles’.578

Traditional knowledge
The	 idea	 that	 rooibos	 could	 provide	 some	 therapeutic	 benefits	 had	 
probably emerged long before James Hartley or Benjamin Ginsberg 
first	glimpsed	the	peaks	of	the	Cederberg	mountains.

In the Cape, particularly in its remotest parts, traditions of herbal medicine 
were very strong. ‘Surgeons, apothecaries, and others, when they cannot 
find	in	this	country	the	usual	and	genuine	medicinal	plants,	look	for	others 
that	 somewhat	 resemble	 them,	 either	 in	 their	 flowers,	 leaves,	 smell,	 or 
general habit, and then give them the same names’, wrote Carl Thunberg, 
an 18th-century Swedish botanist who travelled in the colony recording folk 
remedies.579 To visit a doctor, you had to go to the village many miles away. 
Otherwise, you made do with whatever was there in the veld.

Along with patent ‘Halle’ and ‘Old Dutch’ medicines comprising  
imported components, farmers kept local herbs in their medicine  
chests, such as buchu, wild wormwood or bitter aloe.580 Some of these 
indigenous plants had been proposed by their San or Khoikhoi servants. 
People of the Cederberg area knew the tricks of spotting medicinal  
plants just as well as they knew that bee excrements on rocks  
would lead them to a beehive full of honey.

Awareness of the healing properties of local species have been common 
in rural areas to which they are endemic. 

People in the Cederberg region or in the Suid Bokkev-
eld learn how to use them from childhood from their parents 
or grandparents. By asking the oldest of them about it, one 
might get an idea of how rooibos was utilised in their area a 
hundred years ago and maybe even earlier. 

A government-commissioned survey of traditional knowledge associated 
with rooibos has shown that many respondents in the Cederberg region 
used the A. linearis infusion or decoction for medicinal purposes.581  

According to Johannes Ockhuis, a small farmer from Heuningvlei, rooibos 
was regarded as a ‘very good remedy’ even when he was a boy in 
the 1930-1940s. ‘Using it was much easier than going to a doctor’, he 
explains. ‘If you were poor and had no money, you had to make use of 
the herbs that grew in the area. And often, it was more successful than 
using proper medicine.’582 

Interviews done in the original rooibos-growing areas, and those 
conducted for the government-commissioned survey, show that rooibos 
tea has been employed by local Coloured communities for the following 
conditions:
• abdominal pain;
• indigestion (‘upset stomach’) in babies and adults;
• dermatophytosis (‘ringworm’);
• rashes in babies and children;
• restlessness	in	babies	(sedative,	mild	soporific	action);	and
• poor lactation.

Rooibos can be applied on the skin, for instance, in case of rashes. Some 
people even bath in this tea.583 Barend Salomo, the manager of the 
Wupperthal Original Rooibos Cooperative, learnt about rooibos bathing 
as treatment for eczema from his mother, who was born in 1918.584
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Babies’ friend
To help small children against colic, anxiety or restlessness, parents give 
them rooibos tea – together with or instead of milk.585 Abraham Ockhuis 
of Heuningvlei (born in 1953) says that blending milk and rooibos in a 
bottle and feeding babies with that mixture has been done in his family 
for generations to stop infants and toddlers from crying or to stimulate 
their appetite.586 

In her collection of South African natural remedies, submitted by two 
thousand people from all over the country in the 1980s, Betsie Rood 
noted that both rooibos and honeybush were good for mothers 
because these tisanes stimulate milk production.587 Babies can drink 
 rooibos tea in addition to or even in place of breast milk.588 You can also 
replace mother’s milk with this tea when weaning.589 

‘If babies are crying, you give them rooibos’, says Christo Nieuwoudt 
(born in 1935), a farmer from the Cederberg region. His Coloured  
labourers used to do it when he was young – they mixed donkey milk 
with rooibos and fed it to infants.590 

Overall, locals believe that rooibos tea relieves all kinds of abdominal 
conditions. Petrus Hanekom (born in 1940) of Bosdorp, near Algeria, 
told me that ‘people say, “don’t drink coffee, have rooibos tea” if your 
stomach is sore.’591 

This view existed even in the early twentieth century. In 1949, a popular 
South African daily remarked that ‘old people …. strongly believed that 
[rooibos] was good for the stomach.’592 According to a South African 
magazine from that period, it was thought that children should drink 
rooibos ‘because it was healthier than the shop tea that gave children 
“fleas	in	the	stomach”	[upset	their	stomachs]’.593 

Some of the medical workers in the Cederberg area were also aware of 
these virtues of rooibos. Olive Nieuwoudt (born in 1932), a trained nurse 
and midwife married to a local farmer, claimed that she gave rooibos  

tea to children troubled with gastroenteritis in the 1950s. ‘There were no 
doctors in our area, so mothers came in from ten kilometres away with 
their children to our farm’, she recounted. ‘I used to have the children 
drink rooibos, and they walked out feeling better.’594 There was always 
wild rooibos growing on their farm, Kromrivier, and the family collected 
it. Nieuwoudt’s mother-in-law taught her how to treat babies with 
rooibos tea.

This body of traditional knowledge was unknown outside the Rooibos 
Country and, when scientists at last began to investigate the medicinal 
properties of rooibos tea, they started from scratch.   
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A health beverage officially
The industry repositioned rooibos as a health beverage after Theron’s 
discovery. In the early 1980s, she travelled to Japan with talks on her 
experiments with colic babies.595 Japanese academics decided to probe 
the	benefits	of	rooibos	tea.

In	1984,	James	van	Putten,	 the	chief	operating	officer	of	 the	Rooibos	
Control Board, also went to Japan. He met experts in antioxidants, who 
were	intrigued	by	the	anti-ageing	potential	of	flavonoids	in	rooibos.596 
This led to the launch of this beverage in Japan as a high-priced 
medicinal tea.

In 1994, the rooibos industry asked Elizabeth Joubert – a young food 
scientist from the Institute of Fruit and Fruit Technology, Stellenbosch, 
who had done both her MSc and PhD on aspects of rooibos processing 
– to investigate the antioxidant activity of this tea. To make the project
more interesting for her student’s post-graduate project, it was
decided to compare unoxidised and semi-oxidised plant material. The
unoxidised kind showed higher antioxidant activity, which, eventually,
lead to the introduction of green (unoxidised) rooibos to the market.

Professor Brian Koeppen – Head of the Department of Food Science 
at Stellenbosch University before 1981 – sparked Joubert’s interest 
in aspalathin, as it was included in his Food Science course notes on 
flavonoids.	 In	the	late	1950s	and	the	early	1960s,	he	had	isolated	and	
identified	aspalathin,	novel	to	rooibos.

Joubert has been regularly engaged in rooibos product research since 
1983, and her cooperation with the industry continues. Until the late 
1990s, she was the only scientist consistently investigating rooibos. 
Publication	 of	 her	 scientific	 papers	 in	 international	 scientific	 journals	
helped to create awareness of this beverage among scientists worldwide. 
Ever since, scholarly papers on antioxidant activity of herbal teas 
are almost guaranteed to refer to rooibos or include rooibos as a 
“benchmark”. One of Joubert’s early articles on the antioxidant activity 

of aspalathin appeared in an American Chemical Society publication. 
‘It’s from 1997, and I’ve done better work later,’ she says, ‘but it is still 
cited.’597   

Many studies on rooibos and its qualities have been conducted in 
the last decades. Various postulations have been brought forward by 
scientists, marketers and opinion makers. In Britain, for instance, the 
Women’s Nutritional Advisory Service advocated rooibos tea for reducing 
muscle cramps during pre-menstrual syndrome. ‘As well as being an 
anti-spasmodic, it aids the absorption of iron and also magnesium, 
which is vital to the smooth running of the female cycle’, their 
spokesperson said.598 

Scientists agree that rooibos is harmless: it contains no caffeine, fat, pro-
tein, kilojoules, preservatives or colourants.

Antioxidants and aspalathin
Antioxidants have remained the most fascinating elements of rooibos. 
In Japan, their presence is among the main reasons why people buy 
this tea. Several studies, mainly based on in vitro experiments, have 
suggested that antioxidants in rooibos may help to prevent free radical 
damage that leads to cancer or heart attacks.

Rooibos has made it to the Time magazine’s list of ‘The 50 Healthiest 
Foods of All Time’. According to dietitian Tina Ruggiero, author of The 
Truly Healthy Family Cookbook, it is because this tea is ‘packed with 
antioxidants that guard us from chronic and degenerative diseases 
alike’.599

Laune	Erickson	analysed	over	seventy	scientific	papers	on	rooibos	for	an	
American Botanical Council journal. She concluded that consumption of 
this beverage was free of side effects, and the tea itself showed a com-
paratively	 high	 antioxidant	 capacity.	 But	 the	 difficulty	 for	 researchers 
was to determine if or how the positive action they saw in the tube or in 
animals	was	translated	into	health	benefits	for	people.600 
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Professor Joubert, who continues to study rooibos at the ARC- 
Infruitec-Nietvoorbij	in	Stellenbosch,	says	that	the	beneficial	effects	of	
this tisane may be better interpreted when scientists, among others, 
understand	the	beneficial	role	aspalathin	or	its	metabolites	may	play.	This	
flavonoid,	or	polyphenol,	has	been	found	only	in	Aspalathus species.601 
It is one of the most active antioxidants in rooibos tea.

After rooibos oxidises, much like the black tea, very little aspalathin is 
left	in	the	leaf.	And	yet	aspalathin	remains	a	prominent	flavonoid	of	an	
infusion	of	conventional	rooibos.	To	save	as	many	flavonoids	as	possible	
when producing green rooibos, the tea is either steamed to inactivate 
enzymes or dried in a cold and humid air before shredding.602

Apart from revealing the mode of operation of aspalathin, researchers 
need	 to	know	 to	what	extent	 the	flavonoids	 in	 rooibos	 tea	 reach	 the	
systematic circulation of blood, and how they are absorbed and 
transformed	 in	 the	 human	 body.	 To	 confirm	 the	 health-promoting 
qualities, researchers need to do more studies on humans.

Research continues
To boost the marketability of rooibos, the industry needs substantiated 
statements relating to diet or beauty, as such statements are a major 
driver of consumer purchasing decisions of tisanes. Consumers have 
turned to beverages that can change their mood or help them feel 
better through a therapeutic action – they have started linking what they 
drink with brain functions.603

According to Adele du Toit of Annique, who oversees the marketing 
efforts of the Rooibos Council, the health properties are the best 
platform for rooibos tea. ‘I implicitly believe in its healing power’, he 
says.	‘We	have	sufficient	circumstantial	and	some	scientific	evidence	to	
substantiate many of the claims. But we need to take them to clinical 
trials.’604   

The current Rooibos Council has sponsored several such projects, 
concentrating	 on	 the	 anti-inflammatory,	 anti-ageing,	 anti-obesity	 and	
cancer-preventing attributes of rooibos.  

Some of the most exciting research priorities the SA Rooibos Council 
includes	how	Rooibos	has	displayed	potent	anti-inflammatory,	antiox-
idant, redox modulating, anti-diabetic, anti-cancer, cardiometabolic 
support and organ protective potential.. 

Joe Swart of Joekels oversees research at the Council. His task is to 
validate such claims so that marketers like him would have something 
to put on their packs. 

‘Our	aim	has	been	to	elevate	the	position	of	rooibos	based	on	scientific	
facts’, he says. ‘This tea has been a Mercedes-Benz sold as a Beetle. 
The	more	we	examine	it,	the	more	we	find	what	a	wonderful	product	it	
is. We know that rooibos works, but we’re still trying to understand why 
it’s so effective.’605
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No chance for rooibos
A century had passed before rooibos achieved its current international
status – that of a wholesome, versatile modern beverage. Few 
business people believed in rooibos in the beginning: who would 
have thought that the obscure liquid from an undistinguished
part of an African colony held a big promise?

Far-sighted people such as Dr Kellogg detected its potential quite early,
but their authority and doggedness could not ensure its acceptance
in other countries as an everyday drink.

Exports of rooibos grew steadily since the inception of the industry.
Between 1925 and 1928 exports increased fourfold. But how much
rooibos tea was delivered to foreign buyers at the end of that
period? Do not hold your breath: a mere six tonnes.606

Abroad, this tisane was marketed as a safer, stimulant-free alternative
to Asian tea, but it was rather expensive. In South Africa, consumers
could get rooibos cheaply. That was its selling point: switch to
African and save on Ceylon. However, by the time the tea reached 
foreign shores, it had gone through many hands – agents, shippers,
customs	officials	and	so	on	–	who	all	wanted	a	share	of	the	profits.

In the mid-1920s, a Hamburg tea expert told the South African trade 
commissioner that rooibos tea ‘is of inferior quality and has moreover 
a	 strange	 flavour’.607 In his opinion, Germany (nowadays, the largest
importer) was an unlikely market for this article.

The management of Caspa Tea, who had furnished the samples, were 
fuming. Why on earth did the commissioners in Germany, France or Italy 
approach the tea trade? They should not have presented rooibos as a 
mere	tea	substitute.	The	officials	took	an	easy	route,	yet	a	more	creative	
approach was needed:

‘We must advise the Trade Commissioners to drop the use of 
the word “tea” and submit the article as something new and
distinct, either as a beverage de novo or on account of the
medicinal properties for those people affected by
the use of either tea or coffee; otherwise, as a mixture with
ordinary tea, as is done here in South Africa.’608

Neither	state	officials	nor	rooibos	tea	exporters	managed	to	get	these	
ideas	 across.	 Even	 in	 the	 late	 1940s,	 the	 exports	 remained	 insignifi-
cant, and almost the entire crop went to the domestic market. Stabs at
marketing rooibos abroad had been neglected. All the same, farmers 
were unable to produce enough of export-quality rooibos tea, as a mere 
third of them planted the cultivated variety.609 The rest collected the A.
linearis only in the wild, with no means to control the yield and its
uniformity.
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First consistent export drives
After the establishment of the Control Board in the 1950s, the industry 
did not push exports either. Rather than venturing beyond the borders, 
they	 zeroed	 in	 on	 keeping	 sufficient	 stock	 and	 stabilising	 the	 prices	
within South Africa.

In fact, the Board put up additional hurdles for traders. After a poor 
harvest in 1958, they persuaded the Department of Agriculture to ban 
the export of rooibos without a special permit.610   The quotas for tea  
delivered abroad were slashed.

The	export	volumes	were	piffling	indeed:	South	African	companies	sold	
just short of eighteen tonnes abroad in 1963 – to Rhodesia, the United 
States, Germany, Britain and St Helena.611 None of them managed to 
secure export contracts for substantial amounts of rooibos. 

Nonetheless, it was not for the lack of trying. Charles Ginsberg, the 
leading South African distributor, registered a company in the UK 
especially for trading with the country. On top of that, he employed an 
agent with connections in Europe, planning ‘a full-scale export drive’.612 
Ginsberg estimated that the surplus of rooibos would be depleted if he 
persuaded only two per cent of the population of Germany’s biggest 
cities to buy the tea. American Mormons, whose Church had allowed 
them to drink rooibos, were regarded as an important target audience.613

Ginsberg’s advertisements set his product off against Asian tea, 
presenting it as a long-established, popular alternative from southern 
Africa. He touted rooibos tea as a non-astringent and caffeine-free 
beverage, recommended by doctors and utilised by hospitals. 

The	 attempts	 of	 Ginsberg	 and	 his	 competitors	 to	 gain	 a	 firm	 foothold	 for 
rooibos in foreign markets fell through. Tea drinkers abroad were not keen on 
another substitute for their noble Camellia sinensis. And a pea plant, of all things! 

By 1968 piles of sacks with surplus tea towered ominously in the Rooibos 

Board’s warehouses, and there was no way to have the domestic market 
take up all that produce – South Africans did not drink that much 
rooibos yet. Clearly, the time was ripe to encourage exports. 

The Board focused on the United States. Through a government agency, 
they got hold of General Foods, an American corporation that later 
merged with Kraft, Inc. Besides owning Maxwell House, the country’s 
number one coffee brand, General Foods manufactured Sanka, a 
decaffeinated variety. They did not mind considering other non- 
stimulating beverages like rooibos. 

From the preliminary market research, the Board gleaned that their tea, 
‘in its present form, was unsuitable for the American consumer. The main 
reasons were the taste and the long ritual of tea making.’614  Undeterred, 
General Foods decided to tackle these problems by having George F 
Mitchell, a doyen of the United States tea industry and former manager 
of the Maxwell House division, produce an instant, soluble rooibos. His 
creation	 satisfied	 the	Board,	 and	General	 Foods	 started	 further	 tests	
and market research. 

Eventually, however, the idea was abandoned and forgotten – so much 
so that, two decades later, the Board commissioned Elizabeth Joubert 
to develop an instant rooibos from scratch.615

The ‘Rooibos Baby’ boost
The news of Annekie Theron’s allergic baby and its cure by rooibos tea broke 
in 1968. At once, rooibos became exciting – an indigenous good-for-you 
beverage with a fascinating story. Instead of a black-tea replacement, 
the industry now had a truly original article to sell. Enquiries from overseas 
poured in, followed by a 25% increase in exports within a year.616  

The upward trend was kept going. The prodigious demand in South 
Africa and abroad led to yearly price increments, and farmers were 
switching from their usual crops to the lucrative rooibos and delivering 
record-breaking volumes.
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In spite of everything, the Board’s stocks were being depleted.617 The 
drought of 1972-1973 resulted in an acute shortage of rooibos and, to 
protect the South African packers, the Board revoked exporter privileges 
and cut down the allotments for overseas buyers. The rationing did little to 
discourage them. In 1973, importers – mostly the United States and West 
Germany – purchased three times more rooibos than four years before.618

Once the drought ended and the yield started growing, so did exports. By 
1976, they had reached 104 tonnes – a 150% upswing within three years.619

The Board applauded the sensational progress. Then, they turned 
their backs on export and devoted their full attention to the domestic 
market again. With coffee and black tea prices soaring, South Africans 
were snapping up hundreds, even thousands of tonnes of rooibos. By 
comparison with that bonanza, foreign markets looked far less promising. 

Importers treated it as ‘a medicine rather than a tea’.620 The Board knew 
that this limited the potential of their product, but they had other things 
on their mind at the time. The local trade was booming. Then, the 
drought of 1979-1980 caused a new shortage of stocks.

Before and after the salmonella crisis
By the early 1980s, overproduction had become the most pressing problem 
again. The Board held a three-year reserve of tea, and more crop was coming 
in.621 Persuading South Africans to have an extra cup of rooibos tea a day 
was one solution. At the same time, the situation called for a review of the 
export	policy,	as	a	meagre	five	per	cent	of	rooibos	was	marketed	abroad.622

James van Putten started spending much of his time on the road, plying 
among South Africa, Europe, Asia and Australia. He had broadened his job 
description:	as	the	Chief	Operating	Officer	of	the	Board,	Van	Putten	was	
now in charge of marketing, aside from his score of other responsibilities. 
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His missions to Japan turned out particularly well. Annekie Theron also went 
there around that time, promoting her business and rooibos in general. 
Together, Theron and Van Putten had the Japanese riveted by the health 
aspects of the tea from the Cape. ‘Antioxidants’ was already a household 
word and, by a stroke of luck, academics in Japan and South Africa 
discovered that the A. linearis infusion contains an abundance of  
antioxidants.The antioxidant potential helped to launch the product in  
Japan in 1983. 

‘The key question is this’, Van Putten announced in a Rooibos Board 
publication:

‘“Does “our” rooibos, a young South African-developed kind of 
tea, have a chance against the well-established traditional oriental  
teas with a history stretching over nearly 3000 years?” If the 
marketing is tackled “right” and carried out sharply, we can develop 
a market, especially in Japan.’623

The Board did not want to position rooibos tea as a new type of beverage, 
but neither did they wish to style it as a tisane. The idea was to have 
rooibos compete directly with Camellia sinensis teas, on equal terms, and 
the Board was taking pains to prove that their beverage was no less a tea 
than its Asian rival. 

The exports started picking up, thanks to that bustling activity, until the 
salmonella emergency thwarted the Board’s plans in October 1984. It shook 
the	confidence	 in	 safety	of	 rooibos	 tea,	particularly	 in	 the	new	markets: 
once the media had spread the news of the rooibos contamination, the 
sales plummeted to an all-time low.624

The Board hit back by introducing microbiological testing of rooibos 
samples, and the new steam pasteurisation process made it ‘the cleanest 
tea in the world’.625 Their	swift,	efficient	action	prevented	a	disaster.	

To be fair, not every importing country was alarmed. Bruce Ginsberg, 
the only marketer of rooibos in the UK at the time, says that the natural 

presence of salmonella hardly concerned the British health authorities. 
They knew that boiling water used in tea making would kill the bacteria. 

However, continues Ginsberg, ‘we were trading in an ethical health market, 
as an ethical company, where service and responsibility mattered as much 
as	profits,	under	very	difficult	conditions	with	anti-apartheid	boycotts.	As	a	
result, we stopped importing tea, with a critical loss of income, for about 
nine months until the new heat treatment was introduced.’626

The	new	process	changed	the	flavour	of	rooibos	by	taking	the	top	notes	
off, but this smoother taste won many new fans for the tea. It especially 
appealed	to	international	audiences:	the	refined	rooibos	was	easier	to	like.

Rooibos under sanctions
Marketers could only do so much for rooibos in the mid-1980s. A serious 
political factor had come into play: nearly every country to which rooibos 
tea was exported had imposed trade sanctions against the apartheid 
government, restricting or prohibiting buying of South African goods. 
Distributors dodged the embargo by procuring rooibos from elsewhere. Out 
of	the	fifteen	foreign	markets	James	van	Putten	visited	in	that	period,	only	
Germany, Japan and Britain were importing it straight from South Africa. 

‘Our sales were small, and we wanted to develop exports and give exposure 
to our industry’, he recounts. ‘But the sanctions were an obstacle. It was hard 
to push rooibos abroad. They used to call us “merchants of apartheid”.’627

A comprehensive survey revealed that people in the West were rating 
South Africa as the second least popular country.628 In the United Kingdom, 
its principal foreign investor, readers wrote to newspapers and magazines 
calling for a ban on South African products. ‘I have been saddened recently 
to see how many “alternative” wholefood shops are marketing Rooibosch 
Tea’, complained a gentleman from London. ‘It seems that the desire to 
get away from caffeinated tea outweighs for some people the effects of 
apartheid on others.’629
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Such criticism affected the lawmakers. In some parts of the world, it had 
emerged much earlier: Denmark and Sweden boycotted rooibos in the 
1960s already.630 Eventually, the anti-apartheid movement became strong 
enough to put political pressure on the legislatures in other parts of Western 
Europe and in North America. 

In Britain, activists vigorously campaigned against trade with South Africa 
and Prime Minister Thatcher’s support of Pretoria as a Cold War ally.631 In 
the	United	States,	despite	a	fierce	opposition	from	President	Reagan,	the	
Congress imposed sanctions on several forms of trade with South Africa, 
giving a cue to big American companies to withdraw from that market. The 
Commonwealth enacted similar legislation. Japan curbed its dealings with 
South Africa, barred South African Airways from Japanese airports, and 
stopped admitting South African tourists.632

Did these developments wipe out rooibos exports? 

The momentum created by the foreign distributors was strong, and the 
demand persisted. In fact, it was growing – even in 1989, at the peak of the 
country’s economic, political and cultural isolation.633 In 1983-1993, while the 
world waited for South African foreign trade to decline and disappear, the 
share	of	exports	in	rooibos	sales	increased	from	five	to	fifteen	per	cent.634 
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The world opens for rooibos
The dismantling of apartheid coincided with the deregulation of the rooibos 
industry. A few obstacles vanished once the Rooibos Control Board was 
disbanded.

As soon as the international sanctions and the government control of the 
industry petered out, the main constraints were no more: any rooibos producer 
could sell to foreign agents without any permit needed. New players entered 
the stage and competed relentlessly, mainly through price wars. The old 
single-channel system gave way to a free market, with Rooibos Ltd – the 
Board’s successor – as the leader, not the monopolist.  

The nineties witnessed the birth of a health-conscious mass consumer. 
In Western Europe, the United States and other developed markets, the 
consumption of non-stimulant tisanes surged, and caffeine-free products 
turned mainstream. ‘Bio’ and ‘organic’ were the buzzwords. Rooibos, once 
deemed a travesty of tea, was being reappraised and reinvented.

Importers discovered that rooibos tea tasted good in blends: not with the 
Camellia sinensis, as had been suggested for decades, but with spices, fruit, 
and	other	tisanes.	The	inconspicuous	flavour	of	rooibos	helped	to	make	it	
popular	as	a	base	 (or	a	filler)	 for	such	caffeine-free	mixtures.	Because	 the 
proportion of ingredients in a blend was usually in favour of rooibos, packers 
needed more and more of it. It did not need to mimic black tea anymore; 
rooibos tea had an identity of its own.    

Export sales increased six-fold in that decade, up to 3,100 tonnes annually,635 
and rooibos was consigned to over thirty countries. The Perishable Products 
Export Control Board (PPECB), which warranted the superior standard of the 
exported rooibos tea on behalf of the government, put together a list of  
oreign destinations for rooibos in 1999. Half of it went to Germany, the world’s 
hub for herbal infusions. Japan, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom 
lagged far behind, with Britain’s share a modest ten per cent.636

The United States, on which the Board had pinned high hopes, was in the 

eighth place, behind Malaysia, South Korea and Poland. Americans claimed 
just over one per cent of the yearly rooibos exports.637 Why did they buy 
so little? It may be because the production of the organic variety, the 
predominant one in the United States these days, was just getting under way 
and the demand for it was already outstripping the supply.   

If you look at the 1999-ranking, one thing is obvious: out of the ten biggest 
importers,	merely	half	were	mainly	tea-drinking	countries.	In	the	top	five,	only	
Japan and Britain had a high per-capita consumption of Camellia sinensis 
infusions. This means that consumers in the main markets did not necessarily 
view rooibos as a black tea replacement. 

Nearly all the rooibos that ended up beyond South African borders was 
shipped there in bulk. The agents overseas, mostly in Germany, redistributed 
it either to other countries or to local blenders and packers to be marketed 
under their own brands. In this arrangement, South African producers and 
processors acted as suppliers of the raw material, with few chances to create 
added value. 

The only South African brand that gained a following abroad was Eleven 
o’Clock, which had established itself in the UK in the 1970s. After the 
trademark became the property of T W Beckett, the Ginsberg family kept the 
rights for the UK.

Watershed years
South Africans were not yet ready to drink more rooibos tea. The domes-
tic sales were sluggish, whereas the international trade escalated in leaps 
and	 bounds.	 In	 2001,	 for	 the	 first	 time	 ever,	 the	 annual	 exports	 exceed-
ed the South African sales and continued to climb by a third each year.638
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The turn of the century became a watershed. Rooibos expanded its footprint 
abroad, and the demand spiralled. Rooibos tea was making it at last and, in 
some markets, it had already formed a separate category. Nearly every tenth 
cup of tisane made and sold in the world was rooibos.639 

Its global standing had evolved so much that James Tan, a Malaysian 
distributor, decided that rooibos deserved a museum. He inaugurated it in in 
Shah Alam, the capital of Selangor. 

Sparing no expense, he shipped containers with exotic items from South 
Africa and even put up a replica of an African hut. Dr Nortier’s Rooibos 
Museum,	as	Tan	named	it,	told	the	story	of	rooibos	tea	and	its	health	benefits, 
and gave visitors a chance to taste it at a bistro next door. To bring rooibos 
closer to the Malaysian people, the special Cape Malay section featured 
a traditional embroidered wedding dress and other valuable artefacts 
supplied by the South African Melayu Cultural Society.640 

Another milestone was the recognition of the versatility of rooibos in the 
1990s. Manufacturers, both in South Africa and abroad, realised that it 
could be used in products that had nothing to do with tea. Ever since, the 
word ‘rooibos’ has been emblazoned on the packaging for hand creams, 
shampoos, yoghurts, energy bars, wine and instant espresso.

Present situation
Today, as before, if you come across a rooibos tea product abroad, it is 
probably not made in South Africa. Reportedly, South African rooibos 
producers	and	processors	will	earn	several	times	as	much	if	they	find	a	way	
to sell more of their branded packaged goods to other countries.641 Yet the 
process has been hampered by the high logistical costs, among other things. 
The shipper will charge you about seven times more for a container of rooibos 
in teabags than for the same container full of rooibos in bulk.642 What is worse, 
when you add the other fees and dues, delivering the container from South 
Africa to Europe sets you further back than sending it the opposite way would.  
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Major rooibos producers have private-label contracts with importers and 
some of them already have export brands. Foreign companies are known 
to use such brands to enter the market, but once their sales volume grows, 
they establish rooibos tea brands of their own.643 None of the originally 
South African brands, except Eleven o’Clock, is prominent abroad.

One more opportunity for South African producers to earn foreign currency 
is making rooibos extract, which is part of countless retail products – from 
ice tea to anti-aging lotions. For years, Rooibos Ltd has been manufacturing 
extract at their factory in Clanwilliam for their international clients.

The	 average	 yearly	 output	 of	 rooibos	 producers	 is	 about	 fifteen	 
thousand tonnes of tea. It is about six billion cups of the amber infusion.  
Yet, within the global tea trade, it is still a drop in the ocean: less than 
one per cent. 644

Roughly half of it is sent to other countries, with Germany being the biggest 
buyer, picking up a third of annual exports.645 Germany has long been the 
world’s hub for herbs, herbal beverages and medications. German companies 
have	been	 known	 for	 importing	 raw	material,	 refining	 it,	 concocting	new 
flavours	and	blends,	and	exporting	them	to	smaller	markets.	Germans	prefer	
tisanes to the Camellia sinensis teas, and the balance has tipped in favour of 
the former year by year, which plays right into the hands of rooibos producers. 

The two leading importer countries (by per-capita consumption) are 
similar in many ways. For example, both in Germany and in the Neth-
erlands	 residents	 prefer	 flavoured	 rooibos.	 In	 Holland,	 the	 most	 popu-
lar variety is rooibos with cinnamon and if you’re driving east, once you 
see vanilla rooibos in shops, you know you’ve reached Germany.’646 

Both Germany and the Netherlands are predominantly coffee-drinking 
countries. Nonetheless, the populations of the UK and Japan – the runners-up 
in terms of import volumes and per-capita consumption – mostly consist of 
tea	drinkers.	 They	 enjoy	 their	 rooibos	plain:	 unflavoured	 and	 unblended.				

These four giants take up two thirds of the rooibos exports, according to the 
PPECB. Among them, only the UK is a top-ten country by per-capita 
consumption of Camellia sinensis teas.647  

The	United	States	is	the	fifth	largest	importer.	Oprah	Winfrey	and	Dr	Oz	have 
endorsed rooibos; Hollywood stars cannot have enough of it. This does, 
however, not mean that the South African tea is found in many American 
kitchens. 

The American market for rooibos is special because of its composi-
tion: America loves organic rooibos. They import less conventional 
and more organic rooibos. 648

Goals for the future
Martin	 Bergh	 believes	 that	 the	 industry	 needs	 to	 explore	 further	 afield:	
‘So far, our geographical base has been primarily the developed 
world: Europe, the United States and Japan. We need to spread it 
into other countries, including developing ones. China, Southeast 
Asia, Australia and Russia have potential to become big markets.’649

In Southeast Asia, apart from Japan, it is Sri Lanka, Taiwan, China and Malaysia 
that have led the way, with rooibos tea imports ranging from 70 to 120 tonnes. 

China has a great love for tisanes and an immense population that buys 
them. The average of eighty tonnes of rooibos delivered annually to 
the Chinese market is negligible. China has no mainstream rooibos tea 
brands or general awareness of the South African brew and its properties.
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Nonetheless a change has been coming. In Hangzhou, the home of China’s 
legendary LungJing, Dragon’s Well tea, Bruce Ginsberg paid a visit to an 
old teahouse overlooking the misty West Lake. Rooibos is served there, he 
says,	along	with	Asia’s	finest	teas,	prepared	and	poured	in	keeping	with	the	
ancient ceremonial tradition of the East.    

In Europe, Poland – with its 200 tonnes of rooibos imports – has done well. It 
may be a notch below the United States in terms of volume, but its per-capita 
consumption is several times higher. 

Bruce Ginsberg sums up his vision for rooibos in this century: 

‘We have an extraordinary and special tea for that eternal “special”  
moment	of	promise	and	fulfilment	that	we	all	 look	for.	The	act	of	 
drinking tea from ancient times is a dedicated moment of 
mindfulness when we feel our connection to everyone and 
everything – a moment of goodwill and willingness. Here is a tea 
of growing repute around the world, limited in its natural supply, 
a	 21st	 century	 “treat	 tea”,	 emanating	 out	 of	 a	 magnificent, 
rugged range of sculptured mountains that shelter and nurture a
part of the greatest botanical diversity biomes in the world, with a 
wonderful	 folklore	 reflecting	 the	 stories	of	all	 the	peoples	of	 this 
truly beautiful and unusual region, who live their lives here 
in pleasure and pain. Everybody has their story. The tea helps to 
tell that story. All part of the image of rooibos that can be shared. 
Each cup of tea is a new beginning. Let’s share this realm of 
special experience with everyone, everywhere, and 
ensure that it improves the livelihood of everyone connected 
to the wonderful Cederberg region.’
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A  n a m e  t o  p r o t e c t



The international demand for rooibos had increased drastically by the 
early 2000s. Rooibos tea had become a valuable export commodity, but 
no law protected its name in South Africa. This did not seem necessary 
at the time when the government-established Rooibos Board had con-
trol of all crop and the state had direct interest in the rooibos industry. 
Yet, after the deregulation, no single organisation spoke for rooibos at 
home or abroad anymore.

Since 1909 (the James Hartley case), nobody tried to monopolise the
use of the word ‘rooibos’ in South Africa. Overseas, however, authorities
were not clued up on the South African infusion. For instance, in
the late 1940s, Chas Ginsberg managed to get ownership of the
‘rooibos’ and ‘rooibosch’ trademarks in the UK.650 He did so to protect 
his future investments in opening a rooibos market from other British tea 
companies. In the 1950s-70s, he gave up these trademarks voluntarily – 
for	 the	 benefit	 of	 the	 farmers	 and	 producers	 –	 even	 though	 Eleven	
o’Clock remained the only driver of the name ‘rooibos’ in the UK for 
decades.

‘He	 was	 the	 first	 to	 sell	 this	 tea	 to	 Britain,	 so	 you	 can	 understand	
why he wanted to register the name’, says James van Putten. ‘But 
he knew that it was wrong to keep it and returned it to the Board.’651

Martin Bergh believes that the Board should have been the custodian of
the rooibos trademarks. ‘If this tea were discovered now,’ he says, ‘the
Board would have registered it everywhere to be on the safe side. But in
those days, they didn’t see it that way.’652

Through online databases it can be established that, for instance, a
company trading in natural medicine owned the word trademark ‘rooibos’
in Germany from 1975. Other parties could have obtained similar marks
elsewhere	until	thirty	years	later	when	government	officials	learnt	how
to do an internet search.

A brand in the US
Annekie Theron had a grudge against the industry for ‘keeping her out 
of rooibos’. Despite her persistent requests, it took the Board a dozen 
years to grant her a packer’s quota. She also felt that the Board was not 
giving her enough credit for reinventing their product. 
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‘Mrs Theron had a vision, from the beginning, to take rooibos all over 
the world’, says Renette Josling, who worked with her from the 1980s. 
‘She got the Japanese so interested in its health properties that they 
published a book about it. Then, she set up a business with Virginia 
Burke in the United States. Virginia did a lot of marketing for us from 
her base in Dallas, and Mrs Theron would spend half a year there doing 
promotions and interviews.’653 

Burke, a former estate agent, had suffered from hay fever until Theron made 
some rooibos for her. Ever since, she was a believer in its wonderful properties.  

Hoping that rooibos tea would get somewhere in America one day, Theron 
made	a	 submission	 to	 the	US	Patent	 and	Trademark	Office.	With	 that	
document,	filed	in	February	1993,	Theron	applied	for	an	exclusive	use	of	
the word ‘rooibos’ in tea, skincare, cosmetic and medicinal products. 

‘She registered this trademark because she felt that nobody was 
protecting rooibos in the US’, explains Josling. ‘She felt that she had to 
protect this tea even on her own, since the Board hadn’t registered it.’ 654

Theron always insisted that she had got the trademark for non-commercial 
reasons. ‘As the “Mother of Rooibos”,’ she wrote, ‘I still have not only the 
privilege but also the responsibility to see to the interests of rooibos tea.’655 

Rooibos Ltd did not go along with it. As the successor of the Board and 
the biggest exporter, they asked Theron to cancel the registration ‘in 
the	interests	of	the	industry’.	She	flatly	refused.

Discontent grows
In	the	meantime,	Burke	continued	to	run	the	Dallas	office,	coordinate	her	
consultants, look after the rooibos trademark and invest in promoting 
rooibos products in America. According to Theron, Burke’s business 
expenses ran into hundreds of thousands of dollars.

‘By 2001, I had to tell her that we were unable to make further 
contributions’, recounted Theron. ‘The dollar had become too expensive. 

Sadly, we had to give up the brand. Naturally, it appalled her. She rightly 
thought that we had already established such a value through our 
awareness creation that it would be unwise to give it away for nothing. 
Even	if	she	had	to	carry	on	the	fight	alone,	she	said,	she	would	do	it.’656

Theron transferred the registration of the rooibos trademark to Burke’s 
company,	who	was	now	free	to	share	its	benefits	with	others	‘on	certain	
terms and conditions’.657 Burke had the right to stop other businesses 
from labelling their products ‘rooibos’ and marketing them under that 
name, unless they bought a licence from her. The proceeds went towards 
recuperating her investment into building awareness for rooibos tea in 
America.658

American distributors, cafes, online and brick-and-mortar shops, as well 
as South African companies that sold the tisane in the United States 
received ‘cease and desist’ letters from Burke, who was policing and 
enforcing her exclusive right to the rooibos name.

To avoid a business relationship with her, companies like Cape Natural 
Tea Products started marketing their product in America under alternative 
and often confusing names: ‘African bush tea’, ‘red bush’, ‘red tea’, and 
so on.

Other companies, refusing to pay the fee, sued Burke to have the 
trademark deregistered. Nutraceuticals in Utah and Republic of Tea 
in Missouri took the matter to court The American Herbal Traders  
Association	appealed	to	the	US	Patent	and	Trademark	Office.
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‘Our clients in America started telling Rooibos Ltd, “We’re buying tea from 
you. You must do something about it!” recounts James van Putten.659 

But it was not only about the market performance of rooibos tea 
in America; rooibos producers were also affected. The Wupperthal 
Cooperative, for instance, faced legal problems when exporting their tea 
to America.660 Many producers and processors had joined the Rooibos 
Council, which represented the industry from 2005. With help from 
the national and provincial governments, the Council and Rooibos Ltd 
contested the registration of the trademark.

US trademark cancelled
In	 the	mid-2000s,	 Rooibos	 Ltd	 filed	 a	 petition	 with	 the	 US	 Patent	 and	
Trademark	 Office	 for	 expungement.	 At	 the	 same	 time,	 the	 company 
supported Republic of Tea in their litigation. The expensive lawsuit 
dragged on for years. Eventually, the plaintiff managed to convince the 
Missouri District Court that the word ‘rooibos’ had been in public domain 
at the time of registration. The judge pronounced the trademark invalid.661

Burke appealed against the ruling, but in the end, she, Theron and Rooibos 
Ltd reached an agreement out of court.662 Having acknowledged Theron’s 
contribution in creating a market for rooibos tea in America, the parties 
pledged to deregister the American trademark and the similar trademarks 
in other countries. The US authorities cancelled the registration in 2005. 

The outcome is that rooibos tea can be freely marketed by anyone in 
America.	It	also	confirmed	that	‘rooibos’,	as	a	common,	non-distinctive	
name of the product, should not be trademarked anywhere in the world.

There was also a threat of ‘delocalisation of the production’. If 
somebody learnt how to grow rooibos outside its country of origin, they 
would be able to market their product under that name.

GI Rooibos
During the American litigation, experts in intellectual property law wondered 
why the rooibos tea industry sought to have ‘rooibos’ recognised as a generic 
name. ‘It is noteworthy that clearly, “Rooibos Tea” is a GI’, they wrote.663
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‘GI’ stands for ‘geographical indication’, a status granted to traditional 
products whose reputation, qualities or methods of production are linked to their 
place of origin, for instance, tequila, champagne and Darjeeling tea. Experts 
believed	that	rooibos	fits	the	definition	of	a	geographical	indication.664

Nonetheless,	this	term	had	not	been	codified	in	South	African	law.	A	task	
group, which included Estelle Biénabe of the French Research Centre on 
Agriculture for Development and Dirk Troskie of the Western Cape 
Department of Agriculture, was already planning and lobbying for a GI status 
for	rooibos	tea.	Biénabe	and	Troskie	point	out	that	‘it	was	the	first	time	that	
the development of a GI for a product other than for wine or spirits was 
attempted in South Africa’.665 

Before the tea could be acknowledged as a GI by foreign countries, it had 
to be legally protected in its own country. While the industry was waiting for 
the	national	government	to	take	the	next	step,	specifications	for	a	rooibos	
geographical indication were being developed in the Western Cape.666

In 2012, a company from Paris, Compagnie de Trucy, applied for a dozen 
trademarks containing the word ‘rooibos’ in France, including ‘Eleven 
o’Clock Rooibos’.667 

Concerned that the registrant might be aiming for exclusive ownership of 
the name ‘rooibos’ in the European Union, the Rooibos Council sounded the 
alarm. French authorities put the registration on hold, but noted that – even 
then, seven years later – no legislation restricted the use of the term ‘rooibos’ 
in	South	Africa.	They	needed	sufficient	grounds	to	say	‘no’	to	the	applicant.		

The industry could not continue as is any longer; the South African 
Department of Trade and Industry had to intervene and secure domestic 
protection for rooibos tea. 

South African lawyers had recommended the solution a decade before, 
and the industry had lobbied for it ever since. The Merchandise Marks Act 
permitted the Minister of Trade and Industry to ban the use of any product 

name	unless	it	complied	with	specific	requirements.	In	the	case	of	rooibos,	
the product would have to be made from the A. linearis plant and grown in 
the winter rainfall region of South Africa. All the Minister had to do was to 
issue a notice in the Government Gazette. 

In September 2013, on request from the Rooibos Council, that notice 
appeared at last.668 From that day, South Africa could apply for protection of 
the rooibos name in Europe using the system of geographical indications.

Registration of Rooibos as Protected Designation of Origin (PDO)
The recognition by the European Commission of the ‘Rooibos’/’Red Bush’ 
PDO	 was	 published	 in	 the	 European	 Union	 Official	 Journal	 on	 31	 May	
2021.669 The Delegation of the European Union to South Africa (EUD), SA 
Rooibos Council (SARC) and Western Cape Department of Agriculture (WC-
DoA) welcome the announcement that the European Commission has ap-
proved the registration of the designation ‘Rooibos’/’Red Bush’ in its register 
of protected designations of origin (PDO) and protected geographical indi-
cations (GIs).

It	is	the	first	African	food	to	receive	the	status	of	PDO	in	the	European	Union	
(EU). Protection for the PDO will allow South African producers of ‘Rooi-
bos’/’Red Bush’ to market their products better in the EU. The registration 
will also allow the Rooibos industry to use the EU logo – which is well-rec-
ognised by consumers in Europe – for PDO purposes.

Geographic Indication (GI)
Rooibos has already been included as a GI under the Economic Partnership 
Agreement (EPA) between the Southern African Customs Union (SACU) and 
the EU, and its inclusion in the register of PDOs means that protection be-
comes permanent 670. The PDO logo is also well-recognised by consumers 
in Europe and its use will provide an indication of the value of Rooibos as a 
unique product. In addition, when trademark searches are done in the EU 
register,	it	will	confirm	Rooibos	as	a	protected	name	and	registered	GI,	which	
wasn’t the case before.
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The inclusion of Rooibos in the EU Register may also smooth our path when 
applying for third country GI status in other markets, such as China and In-
dia. Since SA is not party to the Lisbon agreement and does not have other 
bi-lateral GI agreements in place, we intend to use the Rooibos PDO GI, 
to continue the process with the World Trade Organisation (WTO) and the 
World Intellectual Property Organisation (WIPO) to secure the registration on 
an international level.

The Rooibos industry recognises the close connection between Rooibos, the 
area where it grows, as well as the community and their traditions. The goal 
is to protect, support and promote the sustainability of not only Rooibos, 
but the rich heritage of the industry as a whole, which is why we so doggedly 
pursued the PDO GI.

What is a PDO?
A	PDO	is	an	indicator	that	identifies	and	links	a	particular	product	to	a	partic-
ular region or locality, where a given quality, reputation or other unique char-
acteristic is attributable to that particular geographical area. Product names 
registered as PDOs have the strongest links to their origin, since every aspect 
of	production,	processing	and	preparation	must	take	place	in	that	specific	
origin using recognised know-how.

The registration means ‘Rooibos’ or ‘Red Bush’ can only be used to refer to 
the dried leaves of 100% pure ‘Rooibos’/’Red Bush’ derived from Aspala-
thus linearis that has been cultivated or wild-harvested in designated local 
municipalities of the Western and Northern Cape. ‘Rooibos’/’Red Bush’ may 
be blended with teas, infusions or other products, whether or not for human 
consumption.

Distinguished quality
PGI/PDO recognition empowers consumers to distinguish quality products 
and trust that they are enjoying products which carry a known reputation 
linked	to	a	specific	geographical	origin.
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I m p o r t i n g  c o u n t r i e s



Let us now see how people in countries outside South Africa were
introduced to this tea. Taking stock of these markets individually, this
overview will begin with the ones that achieved the highest 
per-capita consumption in the last decade.

History
The story of rooibos in Germany probably begins with Kräuterhaus in 
Hamburg. In 1907 Hermann Alois Mayer – engrossed by philosophy, 
natural sciences and healthy living – started a mail-order business in 
medicinal herbs of the world. These days, the company boasts half a 
dozen varieties of rooibos and honeybush in their product mix.

In	 the	 late	 1920s,	 when	 the	 firm	 was	 known	 as	 Kräuter-Mayer	 and
dominated the market, the local commercial agent for South Africa 
brought them samples of a Cape tisane. It would have been either rooibos
or honeybush.

The agent’s previous attempts to win German mainstream tea traders 
over had failed. He was told that the World War 1 austerities – when 
people in these countries drank concoctions with seaweed and other 
unlikely substances in place of coffee and tea – had taught them to 
avoid all substitutes. If Germans bought tea at all, it had to be of the 
best kind, so the experts ruled that the Cape tisane was unmarketable 
in Germany.671

The manager of Caspa Tea, who had provided the samples, insisted that 
the agent should not introduce it as a Camellia sinensis replacement:
the tisane had to be seen as an altogether new product or as a
medicinal beverage. That is why the agent headed for the
Kräuter-Mayer	office.

It	turned	out	that	the	firm	had	known	rooibos	tea	for	years.	During	the	
war, they had six tonnes and advertised it profusely. Despite all their 
attempts,	their	customers	did	not	like	the	flavour	of	the	South	African	
product, so much so that Kräuter-Mayer got rid of it only at the very end 

rights for Germany.673  Instead of
showing the Cederberg Mountains
on their packs, Salus Haus went for
a drawing of Mount Kilimanjaro.
They called their product ‘Massai
Tea’ – never minding that none of
the members of this ethnic group
lived within a thousand miles from
rooibos bushes. Maybe, however, 
it paid more to suggest that the tea
came from Kenya rather than from
apartheid South Africa.

By the mid-1960s, Germany had
become the biggest importer of
rooibos tea.674  This was not much of
a feat as the volumes remained so
small that South African diplomats
were roped in to do the promotion
again.

The consulate in Cologne contacted
the German Tea Importers’
Association	to	find	buyers	for
rooibos. The association sent out an
illustrated circular to its members
with detailed information on the
South African infusion. Nobody
replied.675
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of the war, ‘when the Germans drank anything’.672

Only after World War 2, German importers showed interest in rooibos. 
Salus Haus, a company that set up the modern market for naturopathic 
products, was already trading in rooibos tea in the 1950s. The Rooibos 
Control Board gave them exclusive



The Association members did not want to commit themselves to  
distributing an unknown tisane, nor were they prepared to pay to create 
awareness for it.

Germans, a coffee-drinking nation, have always had a penchant for herbal 
teas. The tradition had its roots in medicinal infusions. The popularity 
of tisanes in Germany correlated with that of the Camellia sinensis teas, 
which was seen as either Yuletide favourites or East Frisia darlings. Yet, 
from the early 1970s, retail teashops offering black, green and herbal 
varieties proliferated across the country. Germans realised that fruit and 
herbal infusions could be trendy and versatile enough to be ingredients 
of chic desserts and cocktails. 

In the following decade Germany began to discover rooibos and grew 
to	be	the	overseas	logistical	centre	for	the	rooibos	tea	trade.	Their	firms	
not only imported many tonnes of rooibos but also redistributed a large 
portion to other West European countries, the United States and Japan.

Demand for rooibos grows
In 2000, a German Tea Council opinion poll showed a strong demand 
for rooibos in Germany.676 German agents were now buying nearly 
three fourths of all the exported rooibos tea,677 of which they resold at 
least thirty per cent abroad – not only plain, in bulk, but also blended, 
flavoured	and	packaged.	This	practice	has	persisted:	German	companies 
requiring	a	small	quantity	of	rooibos	may	find	it	cheaper	and	easier	to	
get it from a big distributor in Germany than straight from South Africa.

When the up-and-coming ‘trend-tea’ reached the mainstream consumer, 
packers started to plough money into its promotion. In 2002, Teekanne, 
Germany’s	second	biggest	tea	brand,	first	advertised	rooibos	on	TV.678  
This beverage is good for children, Teekanne said, because it is a safe, 
fun way to make sure that they drink enough liquid every day. Children 
could even have it at supper or just before bedtime.

Other rooibos products, such as ice tea, appeared on the market. Soon, 

the South African brew made up about ten per cent of the tea that 
Germans drank.679

A ‘shooting star’
‘From an insider’s tip to a shooting star – that is how one could describe 
the career of rooibos on the German market’, remarked Tobias Gress in 
his 2004 thesis. 

‘Nowadays, rooibos is available in almost every supermarket,  
department store, discounter, health food shop, specialised tea  
shop and even in some petrol stations. Especially, the availability 
at discounters with their limited product assortments shows 
that rooibos tea is a common product for German consumers, 
which they can purchase easily.’680

Today, Germany is an important force in rooibos exports worldwide, 
as much as Hamburg is the centre of the tea business for continental 
Europe. Yet, the dominance of German distributors has been contested 
by South African suppliers.

As before, the growth of black tea consumption tallied with that of tisanes. 
‘Never before has Germany drunk as much tea as in 2015’, reported 
the German tea Association after a sustained, decade-long increase.681 

‘Never before has so much herbal and fruit tea been drunk in Germany  
as it was in 2015’, echoed the German Economic Association for 
Herbal and Fruit Tea.682 To this day, people in Germany consume  
more tisanes than Camellia sinensis teas.
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The Association has estimated that people in Germany brew about 2,700 
tonnes of rooibos a year, which equals just over sixteen cups per person. 
Consumption of the country’s number one tisane, peppermint tea, is 
twice as much. In the last decade, rooibos has overtaken rosehip, but 
it is still behind chamomile and fennel teas. Rooibos tea is Germany’s 
fourth favourite tisane.683

Mareike	 Bausch	 of	 Teekanne,	 the	 first	 mainstream	German	 brand	 to	
introduce rooibos in teabags, says that the South African infusion has 
been positioned as a functional tea (calming and relaxing). On the other 
hand, it is an exotic product. Ever since their pioneering TV adverts, 
Teekanne has linked rooibos with African imagery. Although rooibos 
is not the biggest tisane in Germany, it is important for the market, 
particularly	as	a	basis	for	blends	and	flavoured	teas.	Most	of	the	rooibos	
in	Germany	is	retailed	that	way,	and	vanilla	and	caramel	flavours	seem	
to	be	the	winners.		German	people	seem	to	prefer	blends	and	flavoured	
kinds to plain rooibos. Nowadays, German packers have to guarantee 
that their product has been grown and produced ethically. For instance, 
Teekanne	was	the	first	company	in	Germany	to	offer	Rainforest	Alliance	
Rooibos.	The	UTZ	Certified	seal	is	also	favoured	by	German	packers.

‘People want to know how the raw material is collected and how the 
farm labourers are treated’, says Bausch. ‘The integrity of the entire 
production chain has become important to consumers. They’re very 
sensitive in this regard.’684
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By	all	accounts,	rooibos	tea	was	first	for	sale	in	the	Netherlands	a	quarter	
of a century ago. Paula Koelemij, who began her career in the Dutch tea 
industry in the early nineties, recounts that a few speciality shops had 
rooibos in stock then. Because direct imports from South Africa had been 
outlawed, Dutch distributors got their loose, unpacked rooibos from 
Germany and elsewhere. Simon Lévelt, a leading chain of shops specialised 
in coffee and tea, was moving up to a tonne of rooibos per year.

Koelemij’s employer at the time, the Fairtrade Organisatie, began to im-
port	rooibos	once	the	boycott	had	been	lifted.	As	a	buyer,	she	first	went	
to	South	Africa	after	the	first	democratic	elections.	The	political	barriers	
had melted away, but the Dutch market for rooibos tea remained small: 
just a few tonnes for the entire country.

Towards the late nineties, tisanes were becoming popular in the 
Netherlands, and sales started to increase. Suddenly, customers felt 
like experimenting with fruit teas, herbs and their blends with black tea. 
They hankered for healthier, stimulant-free beverages like rooibos.

‘It was available through alternative trade organisations and the speciality 
market only’, remembers Koelemij, who worked for Simon Lévelt. 

‘Its origin was appealing. Not just because it was exotic. The  
Netherlands had a historical connection with South Africa. 
Cultural exchange was being renewed, and it became popular 
with the Dutch to travel there and to buy South African.’685

By 1999, rooibos tea had outgrown its niche. Pickwick, the number one 
Dutch tea brand, added rooibos to its range.

According to Jacobs Douwe Egberts (JDE), Pickwick’s parent company, 
this brand opens a mainstream market for tisanes. Pickwick popularises 
new teas and blends, introducing them to broader audiences. Then, 
other mainstream brands joined in.686  

Nowadays,	rooibos	is	sold	not	only	by	Simon	Lévelt,	in	their	fifty	speciality 

outlets across the Netherlands and Belgium, but also by multinationals 
like Unilever (Lipton) and JDE (Pickwick), and by supermarket chains 
like Albert Heijn. Every Dutch café and restaurant that serves tea can 
serve you rooibos. Every eleventh teabag that a Dutch person buys has 
Aspalathus linearis inside.687  

In its category, rooibos has pitched itself against spearmint, camomile 
and fennel teas. Spearmint may still be the Netherlands’ favourite tisane, 
but in the speciality market, according to Koelemij, rooibos has outshone 
it and rooibos drinkers are very loyal to their tea.

The European Union laws disallow impressive health claims without 
sufficient	proof.	Yet,	packers	can	and	do	let	their	consumers	know	about	
the absence of caffeine and tannins in rooibos tea. 

For many Dutch consumers, it has become important to know that their 
tea, including rooibos, is produced under ethical conditions. That is 
why	independent	certifications	have	been	the	order	of	the	day,	not	only	
for the speciality trade but also for the mainstream. Even big brands 
such	as	Pickwick	purchase	certified	tea	with	internationally	recognised 
standards such as UTZ and Fair Trade.688 Pure unblended varieties of 
rooibos tea have been most popular in the Dutch speciality trade. 
Although	Simon	Lévelt	keeps	an	entire	range	of	rooibos	flavours	–	from	
Lemon and Pineapple to Coconut and Cacao – ‘the plain kind still sells 
the best’, says Koelemij.

Many	consumers	of	mainstream	brands	prefer	‘a	bit	of	a	flavour	boost’	
with their tea or tisane. In the Netherlands, Lipton sells rooibos only in 
a blend with hibiscus. Pickwick’s most sought-after rooibos blend in the 
Netherlands is cinnamon and cardamom. 

But Pickwick has seen an emerging trend towards getting back to plain 
in	 the	Dutch	market.	That	 is	why	they	 launched	an	unflavoured	(pure)	
organic rooibos in 2017.
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Earliest attempts
Britain	must	have	been	the	first	country	outside	Africa	to	get	a	chance	to	
know rooibos tea, which debuted in 1907 at the South African Exhibition 
in London. 

The only order received as a result of the Exhibition was from Robert 
Jackson’s company. You may have heard about Jacksons of Piccadilly, a 
Fairtrade-certified	 tea	 brand	with	 a	 low	profile,	 one	 of	 the	many	 in	 the 
Twinings stable. But a century ago, it was a venerable tea house, bestowed 
with Royal Warrants, and self-styled originator of the Earl Grey mixture. 

The ordered amount of 54 kilos was promptly prepared, processed 
and shipped to London. Robert Jackson did manage to sell it, but the 
South Africans lost out on the transaction, because – as the consignment 
cost far more than the same quantity of top-grade black tea in Britain – 
Jackson priced it below its real value.689

The Cape authorities concluded that, even though rooibos tea was being 
admitted into the British Isles free of duty, it had no future on the London 
market.690  

The	 Imperial	 Institute,	 engaged	 in	 research	 for	 the	 benefit	 of	 the 
dominions and colonies, expressed a similar view. In 1917, the South 
African Trade Commissioner asked the Institute to analyse the chemical 
composition of rooibos. World War 1 was in full swing, and the British Isles 
could not get enough Asian tea. The trade commissioner wanted to know 
if rooibos tea could step into the breach.

This	 potentially	 was	 the	 first	 time	 that	 the	 A. linearis infusion was 
examined by professional scientists. Having completed their study, they 
pronounced:

‘It seems doubtful whether this material would be acceptable in  
the United Kingdom as a substitute for ordinary tea, as it contains  
no caffeine or other alkaloids and would consequently not have  
the stimulating effect of tea.’691 

The taste of rooibos did not resemble Asian tea closely enough, and 
the beverage contained no stimulants. Therefore, it was inferior to the 
Camellia sinensis in every way. ‘Rooibos tea has no chance’, decided the 
South	African	officials	and	dropped	the	matter.			

This does not mean that the attempts to prove its worth in Britain were 
abandoned. Caspa Tea used to send out samples of their product to big tea 
merchants and retail establishments, both directly and through the South 
African Trade Commissioner, in the mid-1920s. Harrod’s, an upmarket 
department store in London, requested a trial consignment of thirty kilos, 
but it is uncertain whether any sales came out of it.692
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Sizeable quantities of rooibos tea reached the UK only after World War 
2, and Seventh Heaven Products of London made an early consistent 
effort to launch rooibos there. They christened it ‘Lowtan’ and placed 
advertisements in The Times, the Spectator and dozens of other papers, 
as well as in magazines for vegetarians and the health-conscious. 

But	their	timing	was	wrong.	After	Seventh	Heaven	received	their	first	half	
tonne, a severe drought began in the Cederberg region, and the Rooibos 
Board curtailed their export permit. The company had disposed of the 
initial quantity and could not get more tea to sell.

They pleaded with the South African government to persuade the Board 
to let the Wupperthal Institute send them a tonne of rooibos tea. ‘[I]t 
seems to us a pity if there is not a continuity of supply’, they wrote in 1959:  

‘because there will come a day when this will be a very big 
product which will be to South Africa’s advantage …. We have, at  
the moment, only attempted to sell to people who are either  
vegetarian or who suffer from some heart or stomach complaint,  
but it is quite clear that Rooibos Tea can have a wider appeal.’693 

There is no evidence that the permit was ever granted. Seventh Heaven 
gave up on rooibos, which had to wait another twenty years for an intro-
duction to the British public.

Bruce Ginsberg
Learning the way of tea
In the mid-1970s – when the rooibos industry experienced a surplus – 
Bruce Ginsberg, the fourth generation of the family involved with rooibos, 
moved to the United Kingdom. Apart from furthering his East Asian studies, 
he tried to open a market for the South African tisane. Over the decades, 
his father Chas had attempted to export his rooibos to Britain but never 
managed	to	secure	a	firm	foothold	there.	Odd	shipments	went,	but	the	
beverage never caught on.

By comparison with his down-to-earth, matter-of-fact father, Bruce was a 

romantic. He wrote poetry, but his passion was painting: he even considered 
going to an art school. His father objected, ‘Painting is what you do on a 
Sunday. You don’t want to be a struggling artist.’ 

Bruce became a painter by night, taking evening classes, and a journalist 
by day, working on the Cape Argus. He boarded in the Gardens in Cape 
Town with the elderly mother of the famous Afrikaans writer, Uys Krige. 
Staying	 with	 Bruce,	 on	 the	 top	 floor	 of	 the	 house,	 was	 his	 colleague, 
David Coetzee, whose brother – novelist J M Coetzee – later won the 
Nobel Prize for Literature.

The stint at the Cape Town newspaper proved a useful training period for 
Bruce, but he had a great interest in exploring Asian culture. His soul was 
yearning for adventure: an adventure of self-discovery.

One	day,	Bruce	horrified	his	parents	when	he	announced	his	departure	
for Asia. He had secured an interview with the English edition of the 
Yomiuri, a major Japanese newspaper in Tokyo. He did not know if he was 
ever coming back. 

Ginsberg left home at twenty-one, heading for Hong Kong on an old 
Dutch passenger steamer that traded between South America and Japan. 
As	befits	a	young	man	in	search	of	wisdom,	Bruce	had	intended	travelling	
steerage. Yet his father would have none of that, ‘You have to travel in a 
cabin like a gentleman!’ 

He spent two years in Asia, writing for papers and studying local cultures. 
He	spent	some	weeks	flying	in	American	military	planes	around	conflict	
areas in Vietnam, with a view to becoming a war correspondent.

The other career option he favoured was to have a life of poverty as a 
Buddhist monk.

‘Many avant-garde abstract expressionist painters, Jack Kerouac and 
other creative people in the West, were looking to Zen for inspiration’, he
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remembers.694 Among them was Gary Snyder, a famous ‘Beat’ poet and 
Pulitzer-Prize winner. Snyder translated literary works from Japanese and 
ancient Chinese and had for a period, in 1959, become a Zen monk, a 
highly disciplined practice favoured by Samurai warriors and painters, 
poets and garden designers.

In 1967, he began his explorations in Japan, met Snyder in Kyoto and studied 
Zen	at	the	Daitoku-ji	Monastery,	world	famous	for	its	magnificent	gardens.

There is an axiom in Zen, ‘A day without work, is a day without food’. 
Physical	labour	was	a	critical	part	of	Bruce’s	fierce	training.	As	part	of	his	
duties, he weeded the gardens, swept, washed and polished ancient 
cypress	floors	and	cleaned	lavatories.	A	layman	initiate,	he	took	part	in	the	
meditation training. He had to sit motionless for 40-minute periods for up 
to seventeen hours a day, watching the rise and fall of his own breath. 

‘The	 state	 of	mind	 needed	was	 like	 the	 finger	 on	 a	 trigger	 taking	 aim: 
totally poised, balanced, relaxed and alert, and almost playful’, he  
remembers. ‘The same state of mind needed when drinking a cup of tea.’695  

Those who dared to budge, or requested it, had to endure being hit with 
a	flat	 stick,	 the	kusaku.	 ‘You	 treated	 the	 three	blows	on	each	shoulder	
like an ice-cold shower,’ he says, ‘a benign way of bringing you back to 
concentration when the mind wavered’.696  

At Daitoku-ji, Ginsberg learnt the ancient art and craft of tea, its tradition 
and culture of wisdom. Sometimes, through the long sitting periods, a 
small cup of tea would be served in a very formal way to the novices to help 
keep them awake. This infusion had a special meaning for the monastery.

Senno	Rikyū,	a	16th-century	adherent	of	the	Way	of	Tea,	who	formulated 
the main principles of the Japanese tea ceremony, had often visited 
Daitoku-ji. Every autumn, ten thousand teachers of tea ceremony from all 
over	Japan	stream	to	the	temple.	They	honour	Rikyū	and	other	founders	
of the ceremony.

Later, after a time in Korean and Taiwanese monasteries, Ginsberg visited 
tea estates in Ceylon, bathed with the Hindus in the Ganges and studied 
in the Himalayas, drinking tea with Tibetans and Nepalese. It deepened 
his interest in the culture of this beverage. He became a remarkable tea 
expert and connoisseur.

To London with rooibos
From Asia, he decided to go to London, to look for a job as a reporter in 
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Fleet Street. He returned to South Africa just to collect his suits that he 
had left in Cape Town. But his father had had a heart attack not long 
before, and Bruce found himself helping on Die Berg. He had to gather 
in the rooibos crop and grape harvest of nearly 1500 tonnes. With the 
family responsibilities heaped on him, Ginsberg had to stay on to run the 
farm. Making rooibos for several weeks every year gave him a practical 
understanding of the oxidation process.

In 1976, with his father’s reluctant co-operation, Bruce Ginsberg went to 
England to bring the good news of rooibos tea to the British. The rooibos 
industry was going through another period of overproduction. Before the 
domestic market began to demand more rooibos as the price of black 
tea increased, distributors in South Africa had been desperate to do away 
with the surpluses. 

Ginsberg arrived in London at the age of thirty-one to open a new market 
and develop his notion of the ‘tea of the future’ to Western Europe’s 
conservative tea-drinking nation.

He faced a rather severe challenge: the product was totally unknown and 
unwanted, and Ginsberg had hardly any capital or funding. He set up 
a company of his own, Wistbray Ltd, to market the family brand Eleven 
o’Clock	and	bought	rooibos	from	the	old	family	firm,	B.	Ginsberg,	initially	
on consignment. 

Once in London, Ginsberg used his rapport with cultural perspectives of 
the day to frame a new vision for rooibos and develop a following. His Zen 
training, spiritual and broader tea interests were in sync with the growing 
ecological, health and social responsibility awareness and spiritual 
yearnings and explorations of the new generation. 

The	big	British	debut	of	rooibos	took	place	in	May	1977	at	the	first	Mind	
Body Spirit Festival in London. Bruce and his wife Karin served thousands 
of cups of the South African infusion free of charge to visitors at the prime 
venue in the city, Olympia Exhibition Centre. Bruce, a former rugby player, 

was	carrying	huge	canisters	with	water	from	the	basement,	to	fill	up	the	
kettles. 

People with an interest in natural healing and spirituality became the early 
adopters of rooibos in the UK. ‘These things were close to my heart, after 
my years in Asia’, says Ginsberg. ‘And we promoted rooibos as a very 
special, almost sacred tea of the indigenous people of the Cape.’697 

Ginsberg learnt that nearly all the British tea drinkers consumed black tea 
with milk, and the industry was hard-wired to cater for these tastes. Just 
five	per	cent	of	the	tea	consumers	were	intrepid	enough	to	buy	tisanes,	
but rooibos tea had never been on their shopping lists. Many mistrusted 
that strange ‘African herb’, as they could not be sure if it was safe. How 
could they know if conventional standards of hygiene were maintained 
out there in Africa?  

In Britain, the beverage had been completely unknown, except to a few 
sceptical expatriate South Africans or Britons who had lived in South Africa 
but never tried rooibos. 

Ginsberg went from health shop to health shop with rooibos in the boot of 
his car. ‘I’d get out and tell them the story of rooibos’, he remembers. ‘And 
they shook their heads. Few of them understood what rooibos was.’ He 
started writing articles for newspapers, health magazines and respected 
journals like the Herbal Review (British Herb Society) on rooibos history 
and botany.

Establishing the market
Most of the British consumers would have agreed with the Imperial 
Institute’s judgement from half a century before that the absence of caffeine 
in	rooibos	was	a	shortcoming.	But	Ginsberg	saw	it	as	a	benefit.	His	Eleven 
o’Clock packets delivered the ‘caffeine-free’ message loud and clear.

Besides, Ginsberg wanted to get the message across that rooibos 
was like conventional tea. It had gone through a sophisticated artisan
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curing process, similar to ancient Chinese techniques, and was not just a 
plain	tisane.	In	Britain	at	the	time,	herbal	teas	were	traditionally	classified	
as dried leaves of a plant placed in water, but with rooibos an enzymatic 
action	of	oxidation	had	redefined	the	taste	profile.

Initially, tea packers like Twinings tried to prevent tisanes from being 
labelled as ‘tea’ in the UK, and the tea industry closely guarded the 
Camellia sinensis. The Trading Standards Authority instructed Ginsberg 
to remove rooibos from sale until the descriptor ‘tea’ had been removed. 

He protested and set out to prove to the inspectors that the Chinese 
words ‘cha’ and ‘tea’ referred to any plant infusions. A dedicated Asian 
scholar, Ginsberg demonstrated that such usage in Britain was noted by 
the Oxford University Dictionary. In Britain, tisanes had been known as 
‘tea’ from the 1660s. The authorities accepted Ginsberg’s arguments. 
Rooibos	was	officially	 recognised	as	a	 tea	 in	Britain	and	allowed	to	be	
labelled as such.

His	first	campaign,	which	got	under	way	in	1977,	featured	testimonials	by	
British nutrition experts and organic farming pioneers. Hilda Cherry Hills 
praised the naturally caffeine-free rooibos as a ‘godsend for many people 
in this country’.698 Her husband, Lawrence Donegan Hills – who founded 
the leading organic-growing charity, the present-day Garden Organic – 
hailed the South African product as ‘the tea of the future’.699

‘When I started in Britain in 1976,’ remembers Ginsberg, ‘I had already 
decided that rooibos had to be special, in the way I perceived it, with 
my personal fascination with rooibos cultivation, Clanwilliam and all its 
inhabitants. I had been fascinated with Khoi culture. At the age of eleven, 
I	painted	my	first	imitation	of	a	Bushman	painting	on	a	flat	stone,	which	I	
still keep near my working table on a small farm in the English countryside, 
sixty years later. When I lecture at places like London University on 
meditational states and East Asian culture, I always include a slide of Khoi 
people hunting, and the special awareness and alertness states needed 
to be successful in stalking — an ancient form of meditational yoga.’771

He took advice on rooibos positioning from a leading London marketing 
consultancy. Their recommendation to ignore its South African positioning 
as a cheap tea concurred with his own view. Rooibos was to be sold above 
the	price	of	black	tea.	A	family	friend	–	great	South	African	financier	and	
marketer, Dr Anton Rupert – fully supported this provocative strategy. 
Rooibos had to be presented as a rare and special tea abroad.

This positioning allowed a comfortable margin, which could be re-invested 
in the critical promotion that was needed to get the product going. Pitching 
rooibos well above black tea proved particularly helpful in the early years, 
when the educated public in Britain — the target audience for rooibos 
— were outraged at apartheid and consequently avoided South African 
products.	 For	 years	 there	 were	 no	 profits,	 barely	 a	 livelihood,	 while 
Ginsberg’s young company sought sales.

They started participating in important shows in London with their 
new message about the sophisticated beverage. His company’s major 
contribution, Ginsberg believes, was to emphasise the caffeine-free 
nature	of	rooibos	as	well	as	its	intriguing	health	benefits.

Rooibos gains a foothold in the UK
‘A tea’s effect comes in both its tasting and its subliminal “without 
realising” effect’, he says. ‘We crave a cup of tea because subliminally 
the body wants to resonate again, with its   combined alertness (from 
the caffeine) and the relaxing effects (from theanine). Similarly, rooibos 
seems to have a pleasing effect to its drinkers. This potential mood effect 
needed highlighting in its promotion, a form of pleasure.’700

When his father had commissioned clinical research of rooibos several 
decades before, the absence of stimulants was viewed as a negative 
by marketers. But Bruce Ginsberg made it rooibos’ strongest selling 
point. In his early days in London, he spent evenings at home with his 
wife, sticking blue labels on Eleven o’Clock packets that read, ‘Caffeine 
Free, Low Tannin content’.
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Ginsberg kept a card system, with details of every delicatessen and health 
shop in Britain. He knew every shopkeeper’s name and phoned them 
regularly, sitting on the phone for many hours a day, chatting and exploring 
their perspectives and needs (or ringing off quickly if they were serving a 
customer). He had learnt persistence during his training at the newspaper, 
where a contacts book with telephone numbers was the prerequisite for 
every journalist. His writing ability served him well when he produced the 
publicity material for his business. 

‘At some point, we started offering rooibos to shop owners free’, 
remembers Ginsberg. ‘We would say, “Take ten packets, put them on the 
shelf	with	our	leaflets.	If	you	sell	them,	we’ll	invoice	you.”	And	the	sales	
gradually started to grow.’702  

By	 the	mid-1980s,	 rooibos	 tea	 had	 become	 a	 fixture	 of	 the	 speciality 
and ethical food shops. It also appeared in mainstream venues. 
A London-based South African wrote to the Rooibos Board:

‘Exclusive stores like Harrods and health food shops offer it as a  
calming herbal tea; and even department stores like Selfridges.  
I have to pay 59p for 250 grams at Harrods and slightly less at  
Selfridges, but I’m quite content, because we can drink as much  
rooibos as we want.’703 

The Board, going out of their way to augment exports under the 
international embargo, invented a publicity stunt. Sarah Ferguson had just 
married Prince Andrew, becoming the Duchess of York and daughter-in- 
law of the British Queen. The Board sent a package of rooibos to her. The 
tea was supposed to help the duchess and Princess Diana, advocates of 
healthy	and	natural	diets,	to	stay	fit.	

On receiving a letter of thanks from the Royal Secretary, the Board 
announced to the press that the fame of rooibos tea ‘now stretches to 
the heart of Buckingham Palace in London, and even Fergie and Di know 
about it.’704 

Even earlier, at a health show in London in the 1970s, the Queen’s uncle 
and mentor – Lord Mountbatten, former Viceroy of India – spent time 
at the Eleven o’Clock stand, chatting to Bruce and Karin Ginsberg and 
sampling rooibos. The tea was also sent to Prince and Princess Michael of 
Kent, who enjoyed it at Kensington Palace in 1993.

Sanctions and competition
Meanwhile, the British Anti-Apartheid Movement, organised in response to 
the ANC’s call for boycott on South African goods, set in motion a massive 
campaign for economic sanctions. The government refused to concede, 
arguing that the punitive measures and withdrawal of British investment 
from South Africa would not force them to dismantle apartheid.705 
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Be that as it may, goods produced in the RSA almost disappeared from the 
UK retail trade. Eleven o’Clock rooibos was an exception. ‘By the mid-1980s, 
our tea was available in every high street across Britain, in a thousand health 
and speciality food outlets and delicatessen’, recounts Ginsberg. ‘This was 
at a time of a very tough trading climate for any South African products. 
Protesters targeted shops that carried rooibos. They would put superglue 
in the locks.’

Ginsberg’s company quietly carried on, relying on the association of its 
brand with ethical trading. Rooibos grew in an economically marginal area, 
and the communities whose livelihood depended on it needed support. 
Ginsberg attended international conferences by the Social Venture 
Network, an international movement exploring ideas of responsible 
trading	and	ethical	values	in	business,	which	made	the	profit	as	important 
as responsibilities to the entire supply chain. 

‘We were perhaps the earliest lobbyist with the Rooibos Control Board for 
organic registration for rooibos, and later for the Fairtrade movement, and 
also became supporters of the Slow Food concerns’, says Ginsberg. ‘Our 
resources	and	profits	 from	rooibos	 trading	were	discreetly	devoted	 for 
several years in the mid-1990s to getting international support for a 
universal mass tree planting concept, which eventually was even taken up 
by the White House in its Greening of America initiative. Mother Teresa, 
HH the Dalai Lama and Archbishop Tutu had agreed to be patrons of our 
Tree 2000 charity’.706 

The dominance of Ginsberg’s company in the small British rooibos tea 
market remained uncontested until the late nineties when this beverage 
was	identified	as	the	best-selling	product	in	the	country’s	health	shops.707 

Ginsberg chose not to place rooibos in supermarkets until it had a large 
and loyal upmarket following, which would generate its own demand as 
a trendsetting programme. He was wary of prematurely turning it into a 
supermarket commodity product, as he believed that it could damage its 
sales with independent retailers and even undermine their loyalty to the 

product. Supermarkets sought to undercut them, destroying their trade in 
products for which small traders had built a following.

Bruce Ginsberg, for all his admiration for the Khoi and the San, had 
removed the Bushmen reference from his rooibos proposition in the 1980s. 
He	could	not	find	a	connection	between	the	origins	of	the	beverage	and	
the ancient cultures of the herders and the hunter-gatherers in published 
travel and botanical accounts and anthropological surveys.
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Rooibos becomes mainstream
The introduction of rooibos into supermarkets, accompanied by sizeable 
discounts and promotions, changed the image of the beverage for good. 
It paved the way for large commodity tea companies to jump on the band-
wagon and start capitalising on rooibos.708

In the 2000s, rooibos was lifted and carried forwards by a new tendency 
in	the	UK.	Younger,	relatively	affluent	audiences,	discarded	the	monotony	
of conventional black tea drinking for the novelty and health attributes of 
green tea, and fruit and herbal tisanes. When purchasing Camellia sinensis, 
they	opted	for	refined	varieties:	artisan,	hand-made	and	single-estate.	The	
more sophisticated those consumers were, the more often they tried new 
tea	flavours,	expanding	their	repertoire.		

It had a halo effect on the mainstream market. Middle-of-the-road tea 
consumers became more adventurous in their drinking patterns. When 
demand for tisanes was surging in Britain in 2003-2007, the sales of rooibos 
tea tripled.709 One of the best performers, the South Africa infusion cap-
tured over eight per cent of the herbal tea market.710

In 2007, Tetley, Britain’s number one tea brand, added rooibos to their 
range. At that stage, they still considered it ‘really quite a niche product’. 711 

After several years and nationwide marketing campaigns, Tetley were 
selling three hundred tonnes a year.  

Once the other big companies woke up to the fact that rooibos was 
growing rapidly, it became a mainstream product. All supermarkets  
cottoned on to it, and now they offer at least three or four brands of rooibos.   

Towards the end of 2016, most of the leading British tea manufacturers – 
from Twinings and Tetley to Clipper – had at least one rooibos variety in 
their ranges. Furthermore, most supermarkets had their own house brands 
of rooibos.

According to Bruce Ginsberg his company, Tea Times Trading, had the 
largest share of the rooibos tea market in 2017, but the commoditising of 
rooibos into supermarkets has undermined the rooibos growth pattern. 
Eleven o’Clock, the heritage brand, continues to sell, labelled ‘Original 
Rooibosch’ in the UK. Nowadays, it is mainly represented in health shops, 
selling to its loyal consumer base of the past 40 years.

Tea Times’ best-selling brand is Tick Tock. Launched in 2005, it is 
organic-certified	and	GM-free.	Its	packing	and	website	were	designed	by	
David	Hillman,	a	Royal	Designer	for	 Industry.	The	stylish	retro-influenced	
look is a reason, according to Ginsberg, Tick Tock is Britain’s leading 
rooibos brand.712
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Rooibos	is	also	part	of	his	premium	Dragonfly	range,	along	with	some	of	
the	novel	and	fine	artisan	teas	from	China.	

One of the few British traders who know their growers personally, Bruce 
explores	 regional	 tea	 cultures,	 scouting	 for	 the	 finest	 teas	 affordable	
to the British, who are now accustomed to drinking cheap industrially 
manufactured black tea rather than handmade, artisan Slow Food-style 
varieties. Over the past twenty years, Ginsberg has annually visited tea 
gardens in remote mountains in all regions of China, observing local and 
regional	techniques	of	curing	and	processing	fine	teas.

Rooibos tea is adaptable, to its great advantage. ‘Although I’d say that 

plain rooibos remains our biggest seller,’ says Ginsberg, ‘there’s a growing 
trend	in	the	UK	for	flavour.	Flavoured	speciality	teas	have	shown	an	8-10%	
growth. Rooibos is well placed in this context, because it’s not an acquired 
taste and it blends well with other ingredients.’

Current positioning
The British industry has set rooibos tea apart from the other tisanes. It is still 
an individual category within the speciality tea sector, with a value share of 
2% of the UK tea market.713 Besides, rooibos comprises about 16% of the 
caffeine-free tea market.714

Rooibos tea is now positioned in Britain as a speciality tea for the top-end 
AB1 market segment of top-end discriminating shoppers. It is enjoyed by 
trendsetters, health and sports practitioners, and by those who wish to re-
duce caffeine uptake. It is a smart tea to drink. Many coffee and sandwich 
bars offer rooibos, and it is still sold in foremost London luxury shops like 
the Harrods and at Selfridges food halls.

Yet the sales volumes have been decreasing, as the recent drought in the 
rooibos-growing areas reduced the yields, causing exporters to up their 
prices. These have reached nearly unsustainable levels. That is why some 
packers in Britain have stopped investing in promotion, or simply dropped 
this tea from their ranges or delisted it in supermarkets.715 

However, Bruce Ginsberg says that his original positioning of rooibos as a 
‘rare and special tea of the future’ has been compromised by mass-market-
ers.	But	this	specialist	image	once	made	Eleven	o’Clock	perhaps	the	first	
South	African	branded	food	or	beverage	product,	other	than	wine,	to	find	
a permanent place in the British market. Corporations force rooibos prices 
down, allowing it to be a commodity, instead of leveraging the proposition 
of its rareness and special nature due to its limited production availability 
and often short supply.

Over the years, supermarkets trashed the retail prices for rooibos, forcing 
margins down. Consequently, because they could not compete with
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supermarket prices, many speciality shops have discontinued rooibos. 
It has left the rooibos market in the UK diminishing. In the end, 
manufacturers get little return, retailers refuse to accept price increases, 
and large tea companies tend to use rooibos only for short-term gain.

Ginsberg believes that the international marketing model for rooibos 
needs to be bringing much higher permanent prices and social 
benefits	 for	 producers	 and	 the	 dependent	 grower	 communities.	
In his opinion, treating small-production rooibos as a supermarket 
commodity prevents it from commanding much higher prices permanently 
as a speciality tea. This marketing model would allow drought-caused 
deficit	periods	to	be	managed	for	the	benefit	of	all.

However, so far, the rooibos tea category has been gradually devalued in 
the	eyes	of	the	British	consumer.	Large	profit-driven	supermarket	chains	cut	
prices,	dramatically	reducing	the	producers’	and	packers’	profit	margins.	At	
the same time, they have launched their own house-label rooibos varieties, 
further undermining the market. Such house brands are more affordable than 
the established brands, but their quality often leaves much to be desired. 

There is a heavy corporate pressure on the market to abandon the 
niche positioning of rooibos and turn it into a short-term supermarket 
commodity, oblivious to its problematic production and unstable supply. 
Meanwhile,  rooibos is not an industrially manufactured tea or coffee, 
cultivable around the world. The Aspalathus linearis is restricted in its 
habitat	by	specific	climate	and	cultivation	requirements.
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First shipment destroyed
The initial reaction of the American authorities to South African tisanes 
was	unfriendly.	They	refused	to	admit	what	seems	to	have	been	the	first 
consignment into the United States.

In	 1909,	 customs	 officers	 in	 New	 York	 examined	 a	 sample	 order	 of	 an 
unspecified	 Cape	 bush	 tea.	 The	 word	 ‘tea’	 in	 the	 invoice	 led	 them	 to	
believe that the article had been made from the Camellia sinensis. They 
opened the bags, but the contents looked nothing like the Asian product 
they regularly screened. 

The American law prohibited imports of any tea that was ‘inferior to standard 
quality of infused leaf’.716 The	officials	chose	to	destroy	the	odd	South	Afri-
can	consignment,	to	the	dismay	of	the	Cape	Town	firm	that	had	shipped	it	
to the United States. 

The	firm	protested	that	their	tisane	was	a	completely	different	beverage,	
and the American authorities had no standards to determine its quality. 
The	South	Africans	had	heard	of	Garfield	Tea,	which	was	on	sale	all	over	
the United States. It was just a mixture of crushed couch grass and senna 
leaves, advertised as a liver and kidney remedy and consumed as decoction 
or infusion.717 None	of	its	ingredients	–	definitely	not	senna,	a	legume	like	
rooibos and honeybush – belonged to the Camellia sinensis species. Why 
did the American government turn a blind eye and permit its distribution in 
their country under the ‘tea’ label? 718 

Battle Creek Foods
Dr Kellogg’s Battle Creek Food overcame this hurdle somehow. In the 
1910s, they started importing rooibos and marketing it in the United States, 
infamously	having	dubbed	it	‘Kaffir	Tea’.	

Although never a big brand, Battle Creek Food’s rooibos tea was distributed 
nationwide. In the mid-1920s, the South African trade commissioner in New 
York bought it at Charles & Co, a reputable grocery store opposite Grand 
Central Terminal. He sent the packet to Caspa Tea in Cape Town, who 

recognised it as their product. The company had supplied half a tonne in 
bulk for sending to America. But somewhere down the line the rough bits 
in it were removed. The rooibos that Americans drank was purer than the 
best kind that South Africans could get in those days.

‘The quality of the semi-graded sample you have sent, and that we 
received, from New York, could not, in the ordinary way, be matched by 
dealers of tea in the Union’, wrote the managing director of Caspa. ‘Should 
trade eventuate with America, it is only by blending and grading that a 
reasonable quantity could be shipped.’719 

For many decades, Battle Creek Foods remained the main importer of 
rooibos tea in the United States, though the volumes were not impressive. 
According to the South African consul in New York, ‘considerable effort 
has already been expended over a great many years to probe this market’, 
without success.720  

Struggling to break through
A formidable barrier was the nomenclature regulations, which had only 
tightened	 since	 that	 day	 in	 1909	 when	 Americans	 destroyed	 the	 first 
shipment of a Cape tisane that reached their shores. Rooibos could only 
be marked as a ‘herb’ and – because of this limitation – it could not vie with 
Camellia sinensis teas directly. Americans thought that the herbal beverages 
were inferior to tea.  

On top of that, by the sixties, Americans had been converted to using 
teabags. These were dunked in a cup for a minute or so and removed 
once the water turned dark brown. Rooibos tea, however, was meant to be 
stewed, not infused. The product was so rough that, if you just put it in a 
cup and poured water over it, the beverage would have been cold before 
revealing	its	full	flavour.

Yet, for some reason, the rooibos industry believed that America was the 
only country likely to import their tea in large quantities. When the Control 
Board	was	founded,	they	intensified	their	efforts,	ignoring	the	opinion	of
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diplomats	that	‘it	would	be	difficult	to	find	a	substantial	market	for	rooibos	
tea in the United States’.721 

In the 1960s, there were only two importers of this product in America who 
shipped in negligible amounts. The Board cooperated with General Foods 
in researching the market and developing instant rooibos, but the American 
corporation never produced it. 

In the 1980s, rooibos fell under the anti-apartheid boycott of South African 
goods. Even for most of the 1990s, despite the endeavours of Annekie Theron 
and other distributors, rooibos was a marginal product in the United States.

However, once the American sales of Camellia sinensis teas shot up to 
several billions of dollars, the prospects for rooibos tea looked brighter. 
The quantity of the A. linearis sold in the States quadrupled each year since 
1999.	With	130	tonnes	of	annual	 imports,	America	had	become	the	fifth	
largest importer of rooibos by 2003.722

Among the rooibos pioneers in that part of the world were Nira Levy Maslin 
and Michael Broomberg, immigrants from South Africa. In the late nineties, 
they opened The African Red Tea House in West Hollywood to capitalise 
on the growing interest in the brew from the Cape. 

Broomberg, formerly a drummer in a Cape Town multiracial band, moved to 
Los Angeles during the apartheid era. With his good ear for nuances, he 
became	a	Foley	artist,	designing	noises	for	film	soundtracks.	He	was	the	man 
behind the screeching, thumping and swishing we hear in 300, The 
Incredible Hulk, Cloudy with a Chance of Meatballs and Memoirs of a Geisha. 

His involvement with the movie business explains why The African Red Tea 
House counted Charlize Theron and Woody Harrelson among their customers.

US becomes a major market
Big speciality brands in America took longer than their counterparts in 
Europe to discern the potential of this tisane. The Republic of Tea set the 

ball rolling in 2001. A brainchild of the entrepreneurs who had started 
Banana	Republic,	this	Californian	brand	launched	their	first	rooibos	varieties 
(five,	and	all	flavoured).	According	to	their	press	release,	it	was	in	a	bid	to 
‘seek out and procure only the healthiest teas in the world’.

Rooibos tea was ushered into the mainstream by Celestial Seasonings, 
a company from Colorado with a hundred million dollars in yearly gross 
sales. Specialised in herbal tea blends, they brought out their African 
Orange	Mango	Rooibos	flavour	in	2005.723 

Towards early 2010, you could get the South African tisane at American 
health food shops, some grocery stores, online and at many cafes and 
restaurants that served herbal teas.724  You could drop by at Starbucks for a hot 
cup	of	vanilla	rooibos	or	at	Walmart	for	Nestlé’s	rooibos-flavoured	yogurt.725 

Nowadays, nearly every large American brand specialised in 
teas – from Celestial Seasonings and The Republic of Tea to Tazo  
and Teavana – sells at least one kind of rooibos. With few exceptions,  
these	 are	 flavoured	 types.	 The	 creativity	 of	 American	 blenders 
is inexhaustible. Some of the combinations they have devised, such as 
Moroccan Pomegranate Rooibos or Almond Coconut Macaroon Red 
Tea, would startle the more conservative South African drinker of rooibos.

Of the three global tea brands represented in the United States, only Twinings 
has rooibos tea in their product mix. Extraordinarily, it is a plain variety.

Aside from the predilection for unusual blends, the American market has 
been characterised by its favouring of organic and fair trade rooibos.726 
In contrast to the other countries, the United States imports  
half	of	its	rooibos	tea	with	organic	certification.727
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The appeal of antioxidants
By all accounts, the Japanese learnt about rooibos tea in the early 1980s.728 

Their interest was sparked by visits from James van Putten and Annekie 
Theron, and the fact that the infusion proved to be a source of antioxidants. 
‘The Japanese were impressed with the evidence from my experiments 
with infants, as set out in my book’, recounted Theron. ‘They immediately 
arranged	 for	 funds	 to	become	available	 for	 research	 into	 the	benefits	of 
rooibos	herbal	tea.	 In	good	time,	they	verified	the	presence	of	the	high- 
content of antioxidants in rooibos herbal tea.

The	 Board	 was	 flattered	 by	 the	 attention	 from	 this	 great	 tea-
drinking nation. For all that, they were concerned that their beverage 
would not be taken seriously by the mainstream consumer there. 
‘We need to demonstrate to the Oriental tea drinker that rooibos is a 
“tea” ’, wrote Van Putten, lamenting that rooibos might be ‘just a herbal 
drink’ for them.730  

Kobe-based	Sammy	Kakefu	was	among	the	first	overseas	buyers	to	come	
out to South Africa, see the ‘Rooibos Land’ and meet captains of the industry 
on their home ground. The only importer in Japan for some time, 
he encouraged his compatriots to ‘beauty up with Taste Tea’, as he had 
named his rooibos brand. Kakefu was intending to buy ten times as much 
rooibos tea, up to a thousand tonnes a year, by the mid-1990s and branch 
out into rooibos health food.731 

At the same time, Japan imposed anti-apartheid sanctions and blocked 
direct importation of South African commodities. This did not ruin 
the emerging rooibos trade in that country, and the Japanese 
continued to ship in even larger quantities of the A. linearis. Despite 
that, Kakefu’s target was not achieved. Before his country lifted the boycott, 
the distributors were bringing in about 400 tonnes of rooibos tea a year.732  

Meanwhile, things were getting nasty in Japan. Some of the 
distributors had a fallout and, allegedly, were harassing buyers who 
refused to deal with them.	There	was	talk	of	a	yakuza	mafia	connection.733 

Rooibos was turning into a pariah and big companies fought shy of being 
involved with it.
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The promise of a new market in the Land of the Rising Sun triggered 
the	 first	dedicated	 scientific	 research	 into	 the	health	benefits	of	 rooibos. 
Japanese and South African scientists started investigating its anti-ageing 
potential. Elizabeth Joubert at Stellenbosch helped the Rooibos Board 
to ensure that as many polyphenols as possible were preserved in their 
product, particularly in that exported to Japan.729 



Rooibos Ltd comes to Japan
In the late nineties, when Clinton Gass set up the Japanese subsidiary of 
Rooibos Ltd, he did not realise how botched up things had been. He turned 
up at Suntory, Coca-Cola and other beverage companies only to be told 
that they believed in rooibos tea but would not have anything to do with it. 

‘The unorthodox practices had tainted the image of rooibos in the business 
community’, recounts Gass. ‘Fortunately, it didn’t reach the consumer level. 
The Japanese had a favourable impression of rooibos, because the idea 
that it was good for you had been hammered home by the distributors.’734

Rooibos tea had a strong following in its elite niche, but it was time to scale 
up. Gass decided to shift the focus from the medicinal aspects of rooibos, 
which attracted mostly health fanatics, and to bring it into the mainstream 
market as a pleasant, delicious beverage. 

It took his company many years. In the end, major beverage manufacturers 
in Japan started to take part in rooibos business. ‘To build a market here,’ 
says Gass, ‘you need tenacity. People tell you that they’re not interested, 
but you keep at it.’

Impressive growth despite formidable obstacles
Over the last decade, the Japanese rooibos market has tripled.735 In terms 
of consumption of the South African brew, Japan has shot ahead and joined 
the leaders. It has been progressing so fast that Germany may lose its 
position as the biggest importer of rooibos tea, Gass says. 

Most supermarkets in the country stock rooibos. And so do many 
convenience stores, which offer it bottled. But it is a very competitive 
environment and rooibos tea is not mainstream enough yet to be seen as 
an absolute necessity.  

The ready-to-drink segment is huge in Japan, and a third of these products 

are sold through millions of vending machines. Rooibos has been available 

in cans since the mid-1980s.736 In summer, you can buy it cool, from a fridge. 
And in winter, tea is held in an oven, so that it is warm when you reach for it.  

Apart from steeping a kilo of Camellia sinensis teas every year, an average 
Japanese	man	or	woman	is	fond	of	traditional	infusions.	Their	first	choice	is	
mugicha (barley tea) and sobacha (buckwheat tea). Rooibos runs at just one 
per cent of the tea and tisane sales in Japan. 

Recently, the Japanese mass consumer has realised that caffeine can be 
harmful. Pregnant women, young mothers and elderly people try to cut 
down on tea or coffee. ‘Non-caffeine’ labels have sprung up on beverage 
packaging. It is far from the caffeine-phobia of the Western world, but 
absence of stimulants has become a selling point in Japan.
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On the one hand, this movement has been to the advantage of rooibos, 
stimulating sales. On the other hand, rooibos tea is not the only naturally 
caffeine-free tisane out there. Both mugicha and sobacha contain not 
an iota of the undesirable substance.  

The antioxidant claim is not unique either. Academic research has shown 
that green tea, Japan’s favourite beverage, surpasses rooibos in antioxidant 
power.

Since the 1980s, rooibos has been positioned and promoted in Japan as 
a pure, wholesome product grown without chemical pesticides. When 
organic-certified	 rooibos	 became	 available,	 Japanese	 distributors	 

scrambled to get as much as they could. In 2015, according to PPECB 
data, half of the red and most of the green rooibos imported by the 
Japanese was organic. They would have purchased more of that kind if 
there were enough to go around.

The Japanese like to take their rooibos tea plain and unblended.  
Surprisingly, much of it is consumed cold, in the ready- 
to-drink	 form.	 However,	 it	 is	 not	 an	 artificially	 flavoured	 ice	 tea.	 
The cans and bottles contain ‘straight’ brewed rooibos.  

A new problem for the industry has been the rooibos tea that comes 
through non-traditional sales channels. Whereas distributors in Japan 
have been patiently nurturing consumer loyalty, trust and respect for 
rooibos, online merchants and warehouse clubs do not need that 
painstaking	work	to	make	a	go.	They	do	not	fuss	about	certification	and	
relationship building.

Companies such as Costco, a leading American discount retailer with 
stores in Japan, have imported mammoth quantities of rooibos tea 
at bargain prices and smaller online traders have shipped in loads of 
poor-quality product.  

‘We’ve spent some thirty years developing this market, and suddenly it’s 
a free-for-all’, says Gass. 

‘They’re debasing rooibos in Japan. It doesn’t have a premium  
image in many channels anymore. Real rubbish is coming here,  
and	you	can	even	find	it	in	conventional	shops.	If	consumers	are	 
introduced to rooibos through such products, they won’t drink  
rooibos again. On the other hand, if that rubbish sells, it means  
that Japanese people are desperate to have rooibos.’

For Gass, the answer lies in educating the consumer about quality 
rooibos tea. ‘Not all rooibos is created equal’ is his message. And it is 
supported by objective data. Good rooibos not only has a better taste 
and aroma, it is also richer in polyphenols. 
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B e y o n d  t h e  t e a



When asked about her beauty routine, South African-born Hollywood
star Charlize Theron says that she favours natural ingredients from her
native country, like marula oil and rooibos tea. An admirer of fresh,
effortless looks, Theron uses rooibos products to keep her skin
‘hydrated and glowy’.737

Britain’s Got Talent judge Amanda Holden also credits her healthy
complexion to the A. linearis. ‘Rooibos’, she states, is ‘fabulous for
your skin’.738

With the contemporary trend towards natural components in
cosmetics and skincare, and the general knowledge that rooibos
relieves skin irritation, among other things, it seems reasonable to be 
seeing various creams and lotions containing the ‘African red tea’. 

Japan has been an important market for rooibos skincare merchandise.
In the 1990s, creams with the A. linearis were a popular, dermatologist-
recommended solution for atopic dermatitis. About thirty rooibos
skincare products are marketed in Japan nowadays. 

Annique
Theron goes into business
Annekie	 Theron	 was	 the	 first	to	realise	that	skincare	formulas	could	
be conceived around rooibos. Her father had encouraged her to think 
big. ‘One day, you’ll be a millionaire and famous advocate!’ he used to 
say.739  She did become an advocate of rooibos in the late 1960s. It was 
time	for	the	first	part	of	his	prediction	to	come	true.

‘Throughout my childhood, competition was my life’, recounted Theron. 
‘I always tried to be the best. My dad taught me that a good loser was still 
a loser.’740  Her entrepreneurial spirit revealed itself in her mid-twenties, 
when she, a young wife and mother of two, was ‘bitten by a bug’.741 
Theron wanted her own business at a time when few women ventured 
into	commerce.	To	achieve	financial	independence,	she	started	making	
and selling clothes by mail order.
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After	 she	 discovered	 the	 anti-inflammatory	 properties	 of	 rooibos	 in	
1968, Theron invented a special diet and piloted it on dozens of colic 
infants. For this, she needed to attend to the mothers and babies in her 
care every day. She had no idea that her voluntary project would lead 
to a commercial enterprise. ‘The driving force behind starting my own 
business’, she recounted, ‘was the need for generating enough income 
so I could continue with my primary task of conducting experiments and 
helping and assisting the mothers and their babies.’742

She was approached by pharmacist Victor Papenfus and Dr Willem 
Serfontein who wanted to trial their product on the colic children 
she was treating. It was a food for babies suffering from malnutrition, 
developed	under	the	auspices	of	the	Council	for	Scientific	and	Industrial 
Research, a South African government institution. The product was meant 
for export, but Papenfus and Serfontein believed that it could be applied 
in	 South	 Africa,	 too.	 	 They	 figured	 out	 that	 allergic	 babies,	 troubled 
with vomiting and diarrhoea every day, were also undernourished. 

Adults, however, needed balanced nutrition too. Particularly those who 
radically cut down on calories to lose weight. If the high-protein formula 
could be tweaked to suit grown-ups, it could become a great meal 
replacement for slimmers. That is what Theron asked the scientists to do. 

After months of working on the assignment in 1970, Papenfus phoned 
her, ‘Mrs Theron, you’ve hit the jackpot!’743 She called the new product 
Wonder Slim. Her husband hung a couple of shelves in their garage for 
her, and her business was born. She was both its owner and endorser. 
Theron’s face and name called the Rooibos Baby story to mind. If mothers 
trusted her with their babies’ diets, they could also take her advice on 
problems with their own diet. 

Theron’s advertisements read: 
‘Because she takes a personal interest in every customer and  
prefers advising them personally, she decided to market her  
Wonder Slim directly which means that you can’t buy it at every  

shop and chemist. South African scientists have come up with  
a “wonder food” that is so well balanced that a person can live  
off it, without eating anything else.’

Her first skincare range
Before long, she had ten thousand clients.744 Then, a manager of the 
company that manufactured packaging for Wonder Slim asked her, 
‘Why don’t you diversify? Can’t you “marry” your slimming food with 
skincare products?’ 

Theron spent the following three years reading about the subject, 
developing a rejuvenation formula and testing it on herself. Theron 
was in her mid-forties and her skin revealed her age. She wanted to be 
sure that the change would be evident to her friends. Furthermore, her 
creams had to work even on sensitive skin, without allergic reactions. 

She did not tell her friends about her project, because she wanted them 
to	 comment	 spontaneously.	 The	 first	 three	 formulas	 failed.	 Nobody 
noticed any improvement in her appearance. Then again, neither did she.  

The fourth time, she had a long discussion with the cosmetologist, Dr 
Aubrey Parsons. When he presented the different serums for her to 
choose, Theron asked him to blend all three. ‘But it’s never been done 
before!’	he	objected.	To	which	Theron	replied,	‘There’s	a	first	time	for	
everything!’

And	it	worked.	People	who	saw	Theron	regularly	started	making	flattering 
comments about her looks, some even wondered if she had a facelift. 
No other skincare product she had tried was nearly as successful.

Theron launched the cream in 1976, and it has been her company’s best 
seller ever since. Other products followed and soon she had an entire 
skincare range.

She dreamt of making her creams known worldwide. Her company was
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registered under her name, but ‘Annekie’ sounded too much like  
‘anarchy’ in English.745 She needed a new brand. ‘Our family name,  
Theron, is of direct French descent’, she wrote later. ‘Given that France  
has been internationally regarded as the cradle of style and chic,  
cosmetics and beauty, skin care and perfume, I decided to give  
my nickname a French colour.’746 The business name  
she invented for herself was ‘Annique’. Being distinctive, it was also 
trademarkable globally.

Meanwhile, Theron still had just one person on her staff: herself.747  
She answered the phone, wrote the letters and advertising, did the 
administration, banking, accounting, promotions and product 
demonstrations. In her spare time, she also looked after her home and 
family.

Her	friend,	a	florist	in	the	city	centre,	inspired	her	to	move	her	business	
out	of	the	garage.	A	property	next	to	the	flower	shop	in	Andries	Street	
was up for rent. Theron opened Annique’s Boutique there in 1978.

‘She started this beauty salon to have a professional image’, recounts 
one	of	Theron’s	first	employees,	Estelle	October.748 They had a single 
desk with a typewriter. The two of them sat on the opposite sides. 
October	 took	over	 the	office	work:	 from	 typing	 letters	 and	orders	 to	
packing and sending off the parcels.

In the beginning, Theron did most of her sales herself – over the counter 
at the salon or at the pamper parties she organised. To hold them, she 
would drive not only to Pretoria or Johannesburg but also to the other 
cities of South Africa and Namibia. 

‘At the parties, she demonstrated our products to the potential 
customers’, says October. ‘Mrs Theron remembered every lady’s name, 
even	though	these	events	were	attended	by	twelve	to	fifteen	women.	
On top of that, she remembered the problems each of them had and 
wrote personal notes to them afterwards.’ 

‘It’s all about relationships’, Theron used to tell her employees. ‘Identify 
the person’s need and build a relationship around it.’ 

The business grew rapidly. She could no longer handle the sales on her 
own.	 In	 the	early	1980s,	Theron	 trained	and	appointed	her	first	 thirty 
consultants to distribute Annique products across the country on 
commission.	 Years	 before,	 while	 her	 first	 skincare	 cream	 was	 being 
developed, she had also been a consultant in a direct-selling company, 
Avroy Shlain, which now belongs to Tupperware Brand Corporation. 
That is where she learnt about multi-level network marketing. 

Her brand was going strong, but Theron herself was not well known in 
South Africa, over a decade after the Rooibos Baby story hit the headlines. 
She asked advertising and PR professionals to establish her as a familiar 
face in the industry. 

‘It	was	a	difficult	job	for	us’,	remembers	Renette	Josling,	who	worked	on	
Theron’s	first	public	relations	campaigns	in	the	mid-1980s.	

‘She was associated with rooibos, which was a negative for many  
people. They used to serve this tea in hostels and boarding  
schools. I would go to magazines, and the editors didn’t want  
to write about her and her products because of the rooibos 
story. Today, people are proud of using Annique creams or teas. 
But in the beginning, it wasn’t like that at all.’ 749    

Using rooibos extract
At the time, Theron did not sell any rooibos tea products. Only in 1986 
did the Rooibos Board assign a quota to Annique and registered the 
company as a tea packer.

All her children had joined the business. Lorinda, who was interested in 
formulations and laboratory research, had got a degree in commerce 
on her mother’s insistence. She became Annique’s Marketing Manager. 
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Theron’s experiments demonstrated that rooibos helped both for colic and 
for skin irritation. 

In the late 1960s, Theron was once called to see a baby boy covered with 
eczema from head to toe. His skin was always wet. His parents could not 
even dress their child because the clothes would stick to his body. Theron 
found the infant screaming in agony, but she had never treated babies with 
skin irritation before. She decided that, if rooibos tea eased the pain inside, 
it	could	be	efficient	on	the	outer	tissue	as	well.	

‘Prepare some rooibos tea, cool it and rinse off the baby’s body’, Theron 
told the mother. This improvised bath helped and, after a week of dips in 
rooibos, the boy’s skin was healing. His parents could put him in his clothes 
for	the	first	time.750

Theron started using rooibos tea in her skincare lines from the early 1990s, 
after her son Henk had produced an extract of the A. linearis. In 1992, 

‘Before 1997, our international sales had been very small’, recounts 
Estelle October, now the company’s Export Manager: 

‘We mostly sold to clients who had emigrated or who recom 
mended our products to their friends overseas. Then, the overseas  
market opened for us. Suddenly, we started receiving calls from all  
over the world. People were asking whether we could sell our  
products to their countries.’753  
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Lorinda developed a baby range containing the extract.

‘My mother had very little rooibos to sell, but she had my story’, says Lorinda. 
‘She started capitalising on it after she manufactured creams with the 
extract. Before that, the best she could do was to tell people to put rooibos 
teabags on their skin!’751

‘My contention was that,’ remembers Theron, ‘if rooibos could relieve 
eczema, surely it would be a boon to people with sensitive skins. These 
people mostly had to rely on synthetic skincare aids available.’752 

Annique	was	the	first	company	in	the	world	to	use	rooibos	extract	in	skincare	
and beauty products. At the International Exhibition of Inventions Geneva 
in 1997, Theron received a gold medal for her discovery of the therapeutic 
properties of rooibos, and another gold medal as the Best Woman Inventor 
of the year. A third gold medal went to Henk Theron for the extract

As the world’s biggest manufacturer of skincare products with 
rooibos extract, Annique is way ahead of the game.755 For all that, the 
company faces	 the	 same	 difficulties	 as	 its	 competitors.	 In	 some	
creams	 by	 other brands, the concentration of rooibos is just one 
per cent or even less.756 Annique has commissioned clinical 
studies to determine the precise quantities of the extract their 
products need to contain.

‘Another challenge is that rooibos is naturally oxidising’, says Du Toit: 

‘The more extract we put in, the darker the product becomes.  
If the concentration is thirty per cent, the cream turns red. How  
many women would put a red product on their faces? But if it  
doesn’t have the colour, customers may think that it doesn’t contain  
enough	 rooibos.	 We	 need	 a	 balance	 between	 efficiency	 and 
cosmetic appeal.’757 

The founder of Annique passed away in 2016. Even in her eighties, her 
skin looked amazingly smooth. ‘I’ve never had a single facelift!’ insisted 
Theron. ‘It would have been fraud. Nobody has touched my skin.’758



Red Cedar
Red Cedar, a manufacturer of skincare products from Wupperthal, is poles 
apart from Annique. The purpose of Red Cedar is to improve the 
standard of living and self- reliance of people in the isolated mountainous 
rooibos area. 

Five women run this Black Economic Empowerment Business, producing 
rooibos gels, soaps and shampoos. Before joining Red Cedar, they did 
not	have	permanent	jobs.	Launched	with	financial	support	from	USAID	in 
2003,	their	company	has	been	fully	self-sufficient.	With	the	bonuses,	they	
purchased	 their	 first	microwaves,	audio	 systems	and	washing	machines.	
They	also	got	their	first	chance	to	fly	when	promoting	their	goods	outside	
the Western Cape.

Red Cedar buy powdered extract from Rooibos Ltd and make their scrub, 
body butter and lip balm at their small factory in Wupperthal. ‘Most of 
their orders have been to the Moravian Church in Germany’, says Marianna 
Smith,	head	of	the	Southern	African	office	of	ECOCERT,	who	helps	Red	
Cedar members with administration work. ‘Recently, they had big orders 
from China.’759
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Deodorants and frangrances
A promising recent development is a discovery by a Japanese company 
that rooibos tea has a deodorant effect. They have devised a patented 
formula for reducing body odour, with an entire range of creams for 
men on the wrong side of forty.760 

Such application is known in South Africa but has not been used 
commercially there. Dr Darren Green, a frequent speaker on health and 
wellness on national TV and radio, recommends soaking feet in rooibos 
tea as a remedy against the unpleasant smell.761

Rooibos has an attractive scent of its own, as perfumers have found 
out. Eau Parfumée au Thé Rouge, created in 2006 by Bulgari, is the 
first	rooibos	fragrance	by	a	big	luxury	brand.	Olivier	Polge,	the	‘nose’ 
behind Dior Homme and La Vie est Belle Lancôme, combined the 
gentle woody notes of this tisane with the sensual ones of Yunnan red 
tea for ‘an aromatic expression of rare vitality and voluptuousness’. 

Liquor
Ethanol products were among the earliest A. linearis goods available. 
In the late 1980s, Jack Thirion, the father of the world-famous Amarula 
Cream, developed Cederberg Rooibos Digestive Snaps.762 The	first	ever	
alcoholic beverage with rooibos tea was aged in oak casks, to be enjoyed 
neat or in cocktails. 

It was released by Distillers Corporation, the manufacturers of Ama-
rula, in the Cape Province only. ‘They wanted to build the consumer 
base from the rooibos place of origin’, recounts Thirion. ‘But it never 
materialised. They even took the drink to Japan, but the Japanese didn’t 
want to buy it. The problem was that consumers didn’t see rooibos as 
being good-for-you if you added alcohol to it.’763 

By now, it seems, people have come to accept rooibos tea liquor. 
Stellenbrau Brewery in Stellenbosch makes Governor’s Red Lager. At 
the brewing stage, they infuse it with rooibos, and the distinctive ‘wild’ 

flavour	evolves	as	the	beer	is	maturing.	

On Audacia, a 32-hectare farm at the foot of Helderberg Mountain, near 
Stellenbosch, they use rooibos as an indigenous alternative to imported 
oak in winemaking. Trevor Strydom, the owner, once had a cup of 
rooibos tea in the cellar, and it occurred to him that he could substitute 
the oak for toasted chipped wood of the rooibos plant. Furthermore, 
the antioxidants in the A. linearis help to conserve the wine. That is why 
the	Audacia	produce	does	not	need	artificial	preservatives	and	can	be	
consumed even by those who are allergic to sulphur.

The same claim was used by KWV, one of South Africa’s biggest 
winemakers, when they launched Earth’s Essence Pinotage in 2014. 
Imported wood was replaced with rooibos and honeybush.

Soft drinks
The	first	soft	drinks	with	rooibos	appeared	in	the	nineties.	Early	in	the	
following decade, global brands climbed on the bandwagon. Most of 
those drinks were positioned as ‘functional’. Coca-Cola partnered with 
L’Oréal to introduce Lumae, a beverage that helps women to look after 
their skin. In Europe, Coca-Cola presented Ipsei, a non-carbonated 
mixture of juices and rooibos tea extract for health-conscious women 
over thirty. Snapple added a ‘red tea’ to its premium range in America. 

Japanese pioneered rooibos in bottles. It is not the Western-style ice 
tea but a proper infusion. Producers in Japan buy rooibos leaves, brew 
and bottle the tea, whereas, in other countries, producers normally use 
extract.

In 2011, Sir Alex Ferguson, Manchester United’s manager, bought a 
ten-percent interest in BOS. This stylish South African brand of organic 
ice tea has since emerged as an international player, distributed in Western 
Europe and Southeast Asia. Half of their output is shipped abroad. 
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The rooibos in BOS products comes from the Klipopmekaar farm in the 
Cederberg area.

An even more celebrated rooibos tea product is Red Espresso. Award-
ed by the Specialty Coffee Association of America and the International 
Union	of	Food	Science	and	Technology,	 the	 ‘first	 tea	espresso	 in	 the	
world’ is naturally caffeine-free, like the A. linearis itself. It tastes like 
coffee and can be consumed at any time of day or night by adults and 
children alike. 

Food
In South Africa, rooibos-based food comes in all shapes and siz-

es, from jams and spreads to bread and snack bars. Fair Cape-
Dairies holds the Guinness record for the world’s largest tub of yo-
gurt. They made it for a product launch in 2010. The enormous 
container	was	filled	with	half	a	tonne	of	the	rooibos-flavoured	yogurt.
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K h o i  a n d  S a n  t o  s h a r e  i n  b e n e f i t s  o f  R o o i b o s



There has been a sea change in the Rooibos industry, following the 
signing	of	an	Access	and	Benefit-sharing	(ABS)	agreement	between	the	
Rooibos Industry, represented by the SA Rooibos Council (SARC) and 
the Khoi-Khoi and San, represented by the National Khoi-San Council 
(NKC) and the South African San Council (SASC). This agreement will 
see	the	Khoi-Khoi	and	San	communities	benefit	from	the	commerciali-
sation of Rooibos.

On	 1	 November	 2019,	 the	 world’s	 first	 industry-wide	 benefit-sharing	
agreement was launched in South Africa between the Khoikhoi and San, 
and the South African rooibos industry. A special ceremony to mark the 
historic occasion was held in !Khwa ttu, close to Cape Town, with repre-
sentatives from the Department of Environment, Forestry and Fisheries 
(DEFF), the Rooibos industry and Khoi and San Councils in attendance. 
The agreement recognises the Khoikhoi and San peoples as the tradi-
tional knowledge holders to the uses of Rooibos, an indigenous plant 
species found only in the Cederberg region of South Africa. 

The agreement is the basis from which the Khoikhoi and San communi-
ties	of	South	Africa	will	have	access	to	benefits	as	a	percentage	contri-
bution from the commercialisation of Rooibos by the South African roo-
ibos industry. The NKC and SASC also welcomes the move which they 
say will contribute a great deal to the development and empowerment 
of the Khoi-Khoi and San communities they represent.

As a signatory to the Nagoya Protocol, South Africa requires industries 
that trade in indigenous biological resources, such as Rooibos, to share 
benefits	with	traditional	knowledge	holders	in	a	fair	and	equitable	way.	
When	the	DEFF	first	recognised	the	Khoi-Khoi	and	San	people	as	the	
rightful traditional knowledge holders of Rooibos, a Working Group, 
which included the SARC, NKC and SASC was formed to negotiate on 
benefit	sharing	in	accordance	with	the	National	Environmental	Manage-
ment Biodiversity Act (NEMBA). 

After four years of negotiations, an agreement was reached, which in-
cluded	a	benefit-sharing	levy	at	1.5%	of	the	farm	gate	price	of	Rooibos,	
effective from 1 January 2019. In Rand terms this currently equates to an 
estimated R9-million per annum, but may differ year-on-year based on 
the price and volumes of Rooibos traded.

How	the	benefit-sharing	levy	will	be	used,	will	be	independently	decid-
ed by the National Khoi-San Council and South African San Council, 
but it is primarily intended for the upliftment of the Khoi-Khoi and San 
communities. 

An annual report, detailing the distribution of funds, will be submitted 
to	the	DEFF	to	ensure	complete	transparency.	This	is	the	first	agreement	
of its kind in the world – both in terms of the interpretation and applica-
tion of the Nagoya Protocol. 

Previous	ABS	 agreements	 involved	 specific	 companies	 and	 tradition-
al knowledge holders, whereas the Rooibos agreement encompasses 
the entire industry, ensuring all volumes of Rooibos sold will be levied 
through one process.

The accord is regarded as an important milestone in the history of glob-
al governance for the preservation of genetic biodiversity, associated 
traditional knowledge and poverty relief. 

The Minister of Environment, Forestry and Fisheries, Ms Barbara Creecy 
also described the signing as a landmark moment. “Today’s celebration 
is also an observance of the correction of a past injustice – a wrong that 
is being righted. The successful completion of this negotiation, and the 
implementation of this agreement is a very good story for all of us to 
tell considering that Rooibos is an existing industry with prospects for 
transformation, where small players in the value chain have the potential 
to become big players in a global industry.”
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The Minister of Environment, Forestry and Fisheries, Ms Barbara Creecy with 
representatives of the National Khoi-San Council, South African San Council 
and the SA Rooibos Council.




